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GLOSSARY, ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 
 
Glossary of terms 
 
Bentonite – A rock name given to the clay, or which consists of smectite clay 
Cation – a positively charged ion 
Exfoliated structure – Matrix that consists of completely and uniformly dispersion of clay 
layers in a continuous polymer matrix 
Gallery: The spacing between parallel layers of montmorillonite clay platelets. The spacing 
changes depending upon which polymer or surface treatment occupies the space.  
Intercalant: An organic or semi organic chemical capable of entering the smectite clay 
gallery and bonding to the surface.  
Intercalate: Treated clay that has a complex formed between the clay surface and an 
organic molecule. 
Intercalation – Treated clay that has a complex formed between the clay surface and an 
organic molecule 
Interlayer spacing – also known as gallery or d001 spacing  
JeffamineTM – Commercially available Poly(oxyalkylene amine) from Huntsman 
chemicals 
Montmorillonite – The most available form of clay, classified as a magnesium aluminum 
silicate having a dioctahedral structure and a platy or sheet like morphology.  
Nanocomposite – Combination of two or more phases of material whereat least one of the 
dimension is in the nanometer range. 
Polymer nanocomposite – A new of class of polymers (plastics) derived from the 
incorporation of nanoscale clay layers or particles into polymer matrix. 
Smectite – Mineral clay that has the ability to swell in water. The most commercially 
important forms are montmorillonite and hectorite.  
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List of symbols  
 
G' –  storage modulus observed from rheological studies 
G" –  loss modulus observed from rheological studies 
Tg –  glass transition temperature  
E’ – storage modulus observed from dynamic mechanical spectroscopy 
E” – loss modulus observed from dynamic mechanical spectroscopy 
d001 – basal spacing between clay gallery layers 
% wt – weight percent 
% vol – volume percent 
phr – parts per hundred 
nm – 10-9 m 
A° - 10-10 m 
ω – angular frequency  
rad – radians 
Mn – molecular weight  
 
List of abbreviations 
DMA – Dynamic mechanical analysis 
WAXS – Wide angle X-ray scattering 
TEM – Transmission electron microscopy 
ARES - Advanced Rheometric Expansion Systems 
TGA – Thermogravimetry analysis 
OIT – Oxidation induction time 
FTIR – Fourier transform infra-red 
MMT – Montmorillonite 
PP – Polypropylene 
PP 1 – 1 phr clay reinforced nanocomposite 
PP 2 – 2 phr clay reinforced nanocomposite 
PP 5 – 5 phr clay reinforced nanocomposite 
PP 7 – 7 phr clay reinforced nanocomposite 
PP-g-MA – Maleic anhydride grafted polypropylene 
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MA – Maleic anhydride 
SB – Solution blending 
MB – Melt Intercalation / Melt blending 
PEG – Poly(ethylene glycol) 
PEG-ML – Poly(ethylene glycol) monolaurate 
PEGC – Natural – MMT treated with poly(ethylene glycol) monolaurate (Mn=400 
g/mol) 
PEGM – Natural – MMT treated with poly(ethylene glycol) monolaurate (Mn=600 
g/mol) 
PP-PEGC (SB) – PEGC reinforced PP nanocomposites obtained by solution blending 
PP-PEGM (SB) – PEGM reinforced PP nanocomposites obtained by solution blending 
PP-PEGM (MB) – PEGM reinforced PP nanocomposites obtained by melt intercalation 
SMO- Sorbitan monooleate 
SMS – Sorbitan monostearate 
 
Description of symbols 
PP – 100 % wt PP 
PP 1 – (90 % wt PP, 10 % wt PP-g-MA, 1 % wt clay) 
PP 2 – (90 % wt PP, 10 % wt PP-g-MA, 2 % wt clay) 
PP 5 – (90 % wt PP, 10 % wt PP-g-MA, 5  % wt clay) 
PP 7 – (90 % wt PP, 10 % wt PP-g-MA, 7 % wt clay) 
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Abstract 
Nanocomposites are attractive from an application point of view because they possess 
better tensile properties (higher stiffness, greater strength), better dimensional stability, 
improved barrier properties (lower liquid and gas permeability), higher heat distortion 
temperatures, and enhanced flame retardancy, with respect to the unfilled matrix material. 
Research on the preparation and characterization of polypropylene clay nanocomposites 
has increased continuously with the general aim of developing new polymeric materials 
with improved characteristics. Montmorillonite (MMT) clay is preferred over other fillers 
due to its large surface area to mass (780 m2/g) and high cation exchange capacity (~ 1 
mol/kg monovalent cations). One gram of MMT clay provides nearly a square kilometre of 
surface.  
 
The special properties of MMT clay push the boundary of academic and industrial research 
in finding suitable material that will intercalate with clay layers and with non-polar 
polymers. Quaternary ammonium salts are a possible alternative for clay treatment; 
however amine treated clays break down through exhaustive methylation (Hoffmann 
elimination) at 200 °C. The processing temperature of PP is in the range of 200 °C, where 
the clay treated with amine leads to discoloration of the final composite and a decrease of 
clay layer spacing. The aim of this research is to select a suitable intercalant that will 
influence the interfacial adhesion between PP and unmodified clay. An objective is to 
choose an alternate intercalant with no amine group without sacrificing the hydrophobic 
(alkyl) molecule that is compatible with a non-polar polymer. There are many polar 
organic solvents and surfactants suitable for intercalation of clay layers. Initial experiments 
focused on the effect of clay treatment on intercalation with different polar organic 
solvents such as aldehyde, polyethers, alcohols, stearates, and oleates. Some of the 
intercalants were chosen for their potential to produce complex with sodium ions between 
the clay layers as well as their capacity to be adsorbed on the clay layers. It should be also 
noted that the neutral molecules with polar functional groups cannot react with PP.   Some 
of the intercalants were deliberately selected because of their dual functionality to react 
with sodium ions of clay layers and to react with PP in presence of compatibilizer. 
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Characterization of treated clay d-spacing was studied by wide angle X-ray scattering 
(WAXS) technique, and mass loss was studied by thermogravimetry. 
Poly(ethylene glycol) monolaurate intercalated appreciably well satisfying initial 
objectives and requirements, compared with other intercalants. Poly(ethylene glycol) can 
form a complex with clay surfaces instead of ion-exchange of sodium ions. Poly(ethylene 
glycol) monolaurate (PEG-ML) has oxyethylene units that form complex with sodium ions 
of the clay gallery layer and has a long alkyl chain that is compatible with PP in presence 
of compatibilizer, maleic anhydride grafted Polypropylene (PP-g-MA). This prompted the 
selection of clay treated with poly(ethylene glycol) monolaurate for the preparation of 
nanocomposites. PEG –ML (Mn=400 and 600 g/mol) treated clay is denoted as PEGC and 
PEGM respectively. PEGC and PEGM were chosen as final candidates for the preparation 
of nanocomposites. PP-g-MA was added to a mixture of the treated clay and PP to 
facilitate dispersion and to act as a compatibilizer between the clay and the matrix 
hydrophobic PP. PEGC and PEGM (at 1, 2, and 5 parts per hundred (phr)) were used to 
prepare nanocomposites by solution blending. WAXS was used to elucidate the structural 
morphology of the nanocomposites.  WAXS patterns indicated that PEGC and PEGM clay 
are well dispersed and preferentially embedded in the polymer matrix, at low clay ratios (1 
and 2 phr). The exfoliation degree of the clay decreased with increasing organoclay 
content. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies showed a better dispersion of 
clay in the PP matrix. The thermal stability enhancement of PP after adding treated clay 
was determined with thermogravimetry (TGA). The oxygen permeability values for all the 
hybrids prepared by solution blending were reduced by  approximately 25 - 28 % of the 
corresponding values for pure PP. Dynamic mechanical analysis studies showed an 
increase in the storage modulus and a slight change in glass transition temperature for PP 
nanocomposite with respect to pure PP.  
 
Melt intercalation was employed to scale-up the process of preparing nanocomposites 
using clay treated with PEGM, as morphological, thermal, gas barrier, and dynamic 
mechanical properties was better than those for clay treated with PEGC. The treated clay 
was added to prepare nanocomposites by a melt intercalation technique using a twin-screw 
extruder (Brabender). In order to find the percolation threshold of PEGM in PP 
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nanocomposites, the clay loading was increased up to 7 phr in the melt intercalation 
process. The effect of treated clay on morphological, structural rheological, thermal, 
mechanical, and gas barrier properties of PP were analysed with transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM), wide angle X-ray scattering (Bruker AXS), and dynamic rheology 
(rheometer), mass loss and oxidation induction time (TGA), static mechanical analysis 
(tensile testing) and oxygen barrier property (Mocon) respectively. The exfoliation degree 
of the clay was observed as there was decrease in the intensity of the WAXS peak 
associated with interlayer spacing in all clay ratios (1, 2, 5 phr). Mixed intercalation, 
exfoliation and aggregation of clay layers were observed at 7 phr clay ratios. Furthermore, 
storage moduli (G'), and loss moduli (G") increased with polyether treated clay content. 
The presence of treated clay leads to pseudo-solid-like behaviour and slower relaxation 
behaviour of nanocomposites. The slope of G' and G" at 100 rad/s and 1 rad /s was 
calculated. The slope change indicated that the nanocomposites attained pseudo-solid like 
behaviour due to the nano-reinforcing effect of the intercalated / exfoliated clay. 
Temperature effects on the viscoelastic properties of PP-PEGM nanocomposites were 
studied at four melt temperatures ranging from 180 to 210 °C.  Results indicated that the 
activation energy for PP-PEGM nanocomposites was higher than that of pure PP. The 
reason for increase in activation energy could be due to the higher concentration of polar 
molecules that increased the intermolecular forces leading to strong interactions between 
clay and PP. These strong interactions within the polymer matrix result in a higher 
resistance to flow and consequently higher activation energy.  
 
The mechanical properties of PP-PEGM nanocomposites showed 20 – 25 % increase in 
tensile modulus and tensile strength. The relationship between the gas barrier and thermal 
oxidation through the gas tortuous path theory are described. Thermal degradation of PP 
nanocomposites obtained by solution blending and thermal degradation, thermal oxidation 
and oxidation induction time of nanocomposites obtained by melt intercalation are higher 
compared with that of pure PP. Mass loss of nanocomposites prepared by solution blending 
and melt intercalation was compared. Temperature for 10 % and 50 % weight loss of 
nanocomposites was ~ 60 °C higher than that for pure PP. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Project Objectives 
1.1 Introduction 
The interactions between polymers and clays have been actively examined for some 40 
years, yet it was not until the early 1990’s when researchers at Toyota developed the first 
nanocomposite materials constructed from organophilic clay and a polymer [1, 2]. These 
new materials showed better thermal, mechanical, rheological, and barrier properties when 
compared with pure polymer materials [3]. Research on preparation and characterization of 
polymer clay nanocomposites has grown continuously with the general aim of developing 
new polymeric materials with improved characteristics [4].  
 
Of all thermoplastics, polypropylene (PP) gained an important position among polyolefins 
because of its versatile and broad range of applications; however it has limitations such as 
lack of reactive sites, low melting temperature and sensitivity to photo oxidation [5, 6]. 
Clay is found naturally and it has a layered silicate structure with a high surface area, about        
780 m2/g [7]. The challenge of dispersing layered silicates is assisted by organic treatment 
(modification) of silicates, which increases the compatibility between inorganic 
(hydrophilic) clay and organic (hydrophobic) polymers. Dispersion and exfoliation of clay 
sheets is usually facilitated by the use of novel surfactants attached to the surface of 
individual clay layers [8, 9]. A surfactant has a dual purpose in that it separates the clay 
layers as well as renders them organophilic. For this reason, the choice of an appropriate 
surfactant is usually the most critical step in producing polymer nanocomposites. A 
number of surfactants are effective in rendering organoclay dispersion in various polymer 
matrices. Many kinds of organic salts are used for clay treatment, but the most popular are 
alkylammonium ions since these ions can be easily exchanged with sodium ions situated in 
the space between silicate layers [10].  
 
The organophilic clays are typically derived from purified Montmorillonite (MMT) clays 
by cation exchange with a long chain amine or a quaternary ammonium salt that can then 
fill up to 40 – 60  % wt of the clay. Instability of ammonium salts at temperatures 
encountered in melt mixing greater than 200 °C leads to discolouration of the polymer 
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matrix [8, 9]. Hoffmann elimination can occur under basic conditions. In the presence of 
sodium hydroxide, quaternary ammonium salts decomposed by Hoffmann elimination, 
yielding the corresponding trialkyl amine and an alkene. There are many types of 
organoclays treated with different ammonium salts that are commercially available for 
production of nanocomposites. Phosphonium salts are costlier than ammonium salts in 
general, but they are more thermally stable than ammonium salts [11]. Crown ethers are 
more expensive than all other intercalants; however they are stable under higher 
temperatures of up to 200 °C [12]. Crown ether does not have a long chain group to 
compatibilize with polymer. There are many polar organic solvents and surfactants suitable 
for intercalation of clay layers. A literature review presented in Chapter 2 covers aspects of 
polymer, composites, nanocomposites, and fillers.  
 
Alkyl ammonium based intercalants can function in low temperature polymer systems, but 
there are few that have proven successful in high temperature processing conditions, such 
as processing conditions for PP [13]. One of the limiting features is the thermal stability of 
the surfactant ions. In general, two polymer layered silicate structures are possible: 
intercalated and exfoliated.   The greatest property enhancements are observed with 
exfoliated nanocomposites. These consist of individual nanometer-thick silicate layers 
suspended in polymer matrix resulting from extensive polymer penetration and 
delamination of the silicate layers. In contrast to exfoliation, an intercalated nanocomposite 
consists of well ordered multilayers with alternating polymer silicate layers and a repeat 
distance of few nanometres [4].  Attempts to find a suitable surfactant that will both 
facilitate the exfoliation of clay particles and withstand high processing temperatures 
include the use of alkyl imidazolium salts, phosphonium salts, and aromatic amine salts 
[11, 14-17]. These surfactants functionalized in some instances, but satisfactory results are 
yet to be achieved [11, 16, 17].  
 
The use of polyether based surfactants has been successful for many researchers working 
in the field of nanocomposites [8, 9, 18-27]. The use of polyether based compounds as 
intercalants / compatibilizers has been applied on various polymer systems including PP, 
epoxy, and other systems [28-30]. Moad et al was successful at producing intercalated / 
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exfoliated PP-organoclay nanocomposites using polyether based intercalants [8, 9]. In this 
study two different polyethers with long alkyl chain were selected as surfactants to prepare 
nanocomposites. The resulting materials were examined for clay dispersion and physical 
properties of the hybrid materials. There is a significant area for study of PP 
nanocomposites with alternate intercalants. Thus, understanding morphology evolving 
from the production and subsequent characterization of these advanced materials is 
necessary to improve fundamental knowledge. It is now well established that to fabricate 
polymer-organoclay nanocomposites that exhibit these superior properties, hydrophilic 
clays need to be treated with surfactants to make them organophilic. However, the 
interactions between unmodified clay and unmodified polymer are not fully understood 
[2]. This research focuses on the selection of suitable intercalants that would provide better 
compatibility between PP and unmodified clay. The aim of this research is to obtain a 
suitable intercalant which influences the interfacial adhesion between PP and unmodified 
clay, and to examine the morphological, rheological, thermal, mechanical, and gas barrier 
properties of these nanocomposites. The objectives of this research project are: 
• To find the suitable group of compounds to improve the interaction between PP and 
unmodified clay 
• To identify suitable additive(s) that influence(s) the interfacial adhesion between 
PP and unmodified clay 
• To select the exact proportion of additive with respect to clay 
• To prepare nanocomposite by solution blending and melt intercalation 
• To understand better about the interactions between clay and PP in the 
nanocomposite.  
• To synthesize PP / clay composite through suitable method of processing  
• To choose a suitable processing method for dispersing the clay into PP matrix 
• To examine the effect of morphology of clay - PP nanocomposites  
• To characterize mechanical properties of PP nanocomposites 
• To study rheological properties of PP nanocomposites 
• To observe thermal, gas barrier properties of PP nanocomposites  
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Chapter 3 outlines the general materials and experimental methods used in this research. 
Chapters 4 and 5 describe the different intercalants used in this research and explain the 
interactions between clay layers. Chapter 5 addresses the hypothesis of the selection of 
suitable intercalants experimented in this research.  
 
Several methods of nanocomposite preparation have been utilized resulting in both 
intercalated and exfoliated nanostructures. Although several successful approaches have 
been demonstrated, a major barrier to nanocomposite preparation is that not all polymers 
can be successfully introduced into clay galleries. All the methods are aimed to achieve 
single layer dispersion of the layered silicate in the polymer matrix, because a high surface 
area is directly associated with the enhanced properties of polymer - clay nanocomposites 
[2]. The degree of interaction between the clay and polymer matrix, which ultimately 
determines the morphological structure within the nanocomposite, is not only dependent on 
the properties of the modified clay and the polymer, but on the method by which the two 
components are blended [2, 3]. In this research, solution blending and melt intercalation 
were used to prepare nanocomposites.  
 
In general, the structure of nanocomposites has typically been examined using WAXS and 
TEM methods [31]. Chapter 6 explains the structural properties of PP nanocomposites 
using WAXS and TEM. It describes intercalation, exfoliation and mixed morphology of 
clay layers in PP matrix. Rheometry has been demonstrated to be a useful tool to study the 
microstructures of nanocomposites [32, 33]. Haidar et al showed that rheology is 
convenient for monitoring not only the exfoliation process of the clay but also the effects 
of such exfoliation on the structure and properties of the resulting hybrid system [34].  The 
processability of polymer silicate nanocomposites to a final product is directly linked with 
its internal structure and its rheological behaviour. Rheological studies of polymer layered 
silicate nanocomposite materials show significant changes in the viscoelastic properties 
depending on the morphology of nano-structure and strength of polymer-layered silicate 
interaction [35]. Literature shows that dynamic mechanical spectroscopy can be an 
effective tool for the analysis and evaluation of polymer-filler interaction [36-38]. Analysis 
of the storage modulus (E'), loss modulus (E") and tan delta curves using DMA is useful in 
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ascertaining the performance of a material under stress at various temperatures. In case of 
nanocomposites with plate-like particles, the elastic modulus is known to depend on the 
filler aspect ratio [36]. In nanocomposite formation, the primary clay particles are 
transformed into stacks of layers or tactoids under the processing conditions. It is believed 
that tensile strength of organoclay filled PP nanocomposites depend on several factors, 
such as dispersion of the organoclay, interaction of PP with the organoclay and filler-filler 
interactions of the organoclay. Clays (especially MMT) offer a combination of high aspect 
ratio and large surface area, which have consequences for the composite properties. Due to 
strong interactions between the nanoparticles and the polymer matrix (resulting from the 
huge surface area), and decreased interparticle distances, significant morphological 
changes occur. This leads to improvements in the permeation-barrier behavior, thermal 
stability, mechanical, rheological properties at low loading. The high aspect ratio of the 
organoclay may also increase the tensile strength, by increasing the nanofiller contact 
surface with the polymer matrix [3, 31]. Okamoto et al and Utracki et al reviewed that 
mechanical properties can be enhanced when the organoclay is intercalated / exfoliated   
[4, 31]. In this research, static and dynamic mechanical tests show that the moduli of 
nanocomposite tend to increase with increasing PP-clay content. The increase in both 
modulus and strength from tensile testing emphasized that the organoclay exhibited a more 
desirable reinforcement effect. Chapter 7 explains the rheological, mechanical properties of 
PP nanocomposites synthesized in this research.  
 
Thermal degradation and thermal oxidation of nanocomposites are convenient methods of 
assessing thermal stability of nanocomposites over pure polymer [3-5, 31]. The presence of 
clay in nanocomposite causes an increase in the extent of chemical degradation of PP. This 
may be connected to a higher dispersion of clay particles. The dispersion of clay layers in 
PP matrix  reduces oxygen diffusion through the composite [5, 39]. This could be 
explained by gas tortuous path theory, which supports the results of decreased gas 
permeability of nanocomposites. In this research, thermal degradation, thermal oxidation 
and gas barrier properties of PP nanocomposites were studied. Chapter 8 correlates the 
relationship between thermal stability and gas barrier properties of PP nanocomposites. 
Conclusions of this thesis and further recommendations are discussed    in Chapter 9.  
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Chapter 1 discusses the aim and objectives of this research. Chapter 2 covers literature 
review on nanocomposite and includes the basics of polymer, composites, nanocomposites, 
fillers, compatibilizers and intercalants. Chapter 3 summarizes general materials and 
experimental methods used in this research. Results and discussion of this research starts 
from Chapters 4 onwards. Chapters 4 and 5 are results from preliminary experiments 
carried out in this research to identify suitable intercalant which would increase interfacial 
adhesion between PP and unmodified clay. Chapters 4 and 5 identify different intercalants 
used in this research and explain the interactions between clay layers. Chapter 5 (Section 
5.5) acknowledges the hypothesis of the selection of suitable intercalants experimented in 
this research. Chapter 6 elucidates the structural properties of PP nanocomposites using 
WAXS and TEM imaging techniques. Chapter 7 describes the rheological, mechanical 
properties of PP nanocomposites synthesized in this research. Chapter 8 correlates the 
relationship between thermal stability and gas barrier properties of PP nanocomposites. 
Conclusions of this thesis and further recommendations are discussed in Chapter 9. 
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Chapter 2 Theory and Literature Review  
 
In this chapter, a brief outlook on the literature about the raw materials used in this present 
work (PP, clay, polyethers, PP-g-MA) is presented. A concise 'history' of the            
polymer/organoclay nanocomposites is discussed. The properties of PP and PP 
nanocomposites are described elaborately and only outlines are given of those ones not 
directly related to the objectives of this thesis. This chapter covers theory behind 
characterization of nanocomposites. In addition, this chapter covers functions of 
compatibilizer in nanocomposites and progress in polyolefin clay nanocomposites with 
polyether based intercalants. 
2.1 Polypropylene 
Polypropylene (PP) is one of the most widely used commercial polyolefins. All polyolefins 
provide an excellent combination of mechanical and chemical properties, low cost, 
superior processability, and recyclability. PP is a thermoplastic material that is produced by 
polymerizing propylene molecules, which are the monomer units, into very long polymer 
molecules or chains [40]. PP is saturated hydrocarbon polymer, containing only carbon and 
hydrogen atoms. There is a number of different ways to link the monomers together, but 
PP as a commercially used material in its most widely used form is made with catalysts 
that produce crystallizable polymer chains. PP can be isotactic, syndiotactic, or atactic, 
depending on the orientation of the pendant methyl groups attached to alternate carbon 
atoms. In isotactic PP (the main commercial form), pendant methyl groups are all in the 
same configuration. Isotactic PP has a high degree of crystallinity [40]. In syndiotactic PP, 
alternate pendant methyl groups have opposite configurations relative to the polymer 
chain. Syndiotactic PP is produced commercially using metallocene catalysts. In atactic 
PP, pendant methyl groups have a random orientation with respect to the polymer 
backbone [40, 41]. Amounts of isotactic, atactic, and syndiotactic segments in a 
formulation are determined by the catalyst used and the polymerization conditions. Most 
polymers are predominantly isotactic, with small amounts of atactic polymer.  
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2.1.1 Crystal structure of PP 
PP is a semi-crystalline polymer; varying degrees of crystallinity are possible, depending 
on the stereo chemical structure, the processing or crystallization conditions, and the 
presence of additives. Crystallinity arises from the stereo regularity in the molecular 
structure; occasional irregularities such as branching or tail to tail addition during 
polymerization or the presence of copolymers limit the extent of crystallization [40, 41]. 
Atactic PP, is predominantly amorphous. Semi-crystalline polymers have high strength, 
stiffness, density and sharp melting temperatures. Amorphous polymers are tough and 
ductile, with higher impact strength, lower density, and lower haze. Properties of PP can be 
adjusted, depending on processing conditions and catalysts, by varying the level of 
crystallinity [42, 43].  Polymer crystallization occurs when melted material solidifies or 
when a solvent is evaporated. As heat is removed from the melt during processing, 
molecules begin to lose the ability to move freely, and the melt becomes more viscous. At 
the crystallization temperature, molecules begin to arrange themselves into crystals, and 
ordered crystalline regions are formed, along with disordered amorphous regions. Crystal 
growth may be spontaneous (when the molecular structure is favorable to a highly ordered 
structure) or may be induced by the presence of a foreign particle (such as a nucleating 
agent).The crystallization rate is dependent on the nucleation rate and the rate of crystal 
growth; as the melt becomes cooler, the nucleation rate increases, while the rate of crystal 
growth passes through an optimum temperature. Crystallization is generally favored by 
slower cooling from the melt, and the degree of crystallization can be controlled by the rate 
of melt quenching and subsequent annealing. Very rapid cooling can suppress 
crystallization [40, 44-47]. 
2.1.1.1 Polymorphism 
PP can exist in different morphological forms, depending on the tacticity and the 
crystallization conditions, such as pressure, temperature, and cooling rate. Different forms 
can coexist and one polymorphic form can change into another as conditions change.  
2.1.1.1.1 Alpha form of isotactic PP 
Polymer chains in the alpha form of isotactic PP form a helical structure in a monoclinic 
unit cell, with dimensions of 20.8x6.6x6.5 A° and fold into lamellae with thickness of 50 
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to 200 A°. Radial growth of lamellae is dominant; however, lamella can associate 
tangentially, with the tangential lamella branching approximately orthogonally from the 
position place of the radial lamellae. This forms a cross-hatched structure in the lamellae 
that aggregate to form spherulites [40, 48-50]. The lamellar structure produces positive, 
negative and mixed birefringence. Negative birefringence results from spherulites in which 
radial lamellae are dominant, while positive birefringence is due to spherulites with 
predominantly tangential lamellae. Both negatively and positively birefringent spherulites 
form a maltese cross pattern under cross polarizers. The alpha form of isotactic PP is the 
primary form of PP obtained under normal processing conditions.  
 
2.1.1.1.2 Beta form of isotactic PP 
Beta form of isotactic PP has a hexagonal unit cell structure, with more disorder than the 
alpha form. The parallel, stacked lamellae do not show cross-hatching. Lamella have been 
observed to form sheaf-like spherulitic structures with interconnected boundaries, different 
from the distinct boundaries of alpha form spherulites, in experiments with high purity beta 
form PP, this structure resulted in lower elastic moduli and yield strength at a given strain 
rate and higher impact strength and breaking strain values than alpha form PP (Figure 2.1). 
PP can crystallize in the beta form at relatively low isothermal crystallization or in the 
presence of nucleating agents, such as pimelic acid and calcium stearates [40, 46, 48]. 
2.1.1.1.3 Gamma form of isotactic PP  
The gamma form of isotactic PP was initially considered to have a triclinic unit cell with 
dimensions similar to the alpha form, but the crystal structure was recently reassigned as an 
orthorhombic unit cell with non-parallel, crossed lamellae. In experiments with PP 
crystallized at high pressures and different crystallization temperatures, the crossed 
lamellae formed a feather-like structure. Gamma form PP does not usually form under 
typical processing conditions. It can occur in low molecular weight materials during 
crystallization at elevated pressures, or in chains with regular defects, produced using 
metallocene catalysts. The alpha form is present at atmospheric pressure, as the pressure is 
increased; the gamma form begins to coexist with the alpha form until it becomes 
dominant at a pressure of 200 MPa [40, 46, 48, 51]. 
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2.1.2 Effect of morphology on characteristics of PP  
2.1.2.1 Melting temperature 
The crystalline structure of a solid semi-crystalline polymer disappears at the melting 
temperature, Tm, when the material undergoes a phase change from solid to liquid. At the 
melting temperature, physical properties of the material, such as density, refractive index, 
heat capacity, and transparency change abruptly as the material becomes a viscous liquid 
[6, 40, 49, 51]. The melting temperature of a polymer varies with the amount of 
crystallinity. Perfectly isotactic PP resin has a melting temperature of about 171 °C, 
melting temperature of commercial isotactic resins can range from 160 -166 °C due to 
atactic material and non-crystalline regions [48]. Melting temperature decreases 
dramatically with lower crystallinity. Syndiotactic PP resin with a crystallinity of 30 % 
melts at approximately 130 °C.  
 
 
Figure 2.1 Schematic illustration of chains organization in PP spherulites [52] 
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2.1.2.2 Amorphous phase of PP 
Amorphous regions of the PP resin undergo a glass transition at a temperature between -35 
and 26 °C, depending on the measurement method, heating rate, thermal history, and 
microstructure. The glass transition temperature is related to the amount of free volume in 
a polymer. Molecules and segments of polymer chains above the glass transition 
temperature vibrate and move in non-crystalline polymer regions. At the glass transition 
temperature, free volume is restricted and only low amplitude vibrations can occur. This 
movement continues down to absolute zero, temperature where all movement ceases. 
Resins with lower molecular weight generally have lower glass transition temperatures due 
to increased free volume at the ends of the polymer chain and lower degrees of chain 
entanglement. Normal used temperatures of PP are generally between the glass transition 
and melting temperatures, so that strength and stiffness from the crystalline region are 
combined with toughness of the amorphous tie regions. The low temperature brittleness of 
PP is due to its relative high glass transition temperature; as the temperature drops, 
approaching the glass transition temperature, the resin becomes increasingly brittle, and 
impact resistance becomes negligible [48, 53].  
2.1.3 Properties of PP  
2.1.3.1 Mechanical properties 
Mechanical properties of PP are strongly dependent on its crystallinity. Increasing 
crystallinity increases stiffness, yield stress, and flexural strength but decreases toughness 
and impact strength. The sectant flexural modulus at 1 % displacement of PP with ultra-
high crystallinity is comparatively more than the general purpose PP of lower crystallinity. 
In experiments with alpha form, for isotactic PP, increasing crystallinity increased the 
growth of cracks and decreased fracture toughness [47, 54, 55]. Spherulite size affects the 
strength and ductility of the polymer matrix. In studies of fatigue strength, different 
crystallization temperatures were used to produce spherulites of different sizes; higher 
crystallization temperatures produced large diameter spherulites. In fatigue fracture tests 
investigating the effects of a sharp initial crack, PP with smaller spherulites exhibited more 
ductile behavior, with more damage ahead of the crack tip and crazing in the surrounding 
region. Larger spherulite sizes resulted in more brittle behavior, with less material damage. 
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Slow crack growth changed to unstable crack growth at a critical crack length, this length 
decreased as spherulite size increased [54, 55]. It was proposed that the brittleness was due 
to the higher crystallization temperature of nucleated PP. Higher crystallization 
temperatures increase the lamellar thickness and decrease tie-molecule concentrations of 
amorphous regions; since tie molecules provide mechanical continuity between spherulites, 
lower tie molecule concentrations would make the amorphous regions of the polymer more 
susceptible to crack propagation. Semi-crystalline polymers have high strength and have 
more chemical resistance than amorphous polymers, due to the ordered crystal structure. 
Semi-crystalline materials are more opaque and can be used at higher temperatures, while 
amorphous materials are generally more transparent and have greater toughness and 
ductility. The alpha phase crystallites are usually the predominant part in neat PP, whereas 
the beta and gamma phase crystallites may develop substantially under some special 
circumstances, such as with beta phase nucleating agents or under high pressure. The 
toughness of beta phase PP is higher than that of the alpha phase PP at temperatures both 
below and above glass transition temperature [41, 46, 47, 54]. 
2.1.3.2 Transparency 
Transparency in semi-crystalline polymers is directly related to the crystallinity. 
Spherulites are much larger than the wavelength of visible light, and the refractive index of 
crystalline regions is higher than that of amorphous regions. As light rays pass from 
amorphous to crystalline regions, they encounter the larger spherulites, resulting in light 
scattering; as a result transparency is lower, and haze is produced. Amorphous materials 
have lower levels of haze than semi-crystalline materials, and a decrease in crystallinity in 
a semi-crystalline polymer enhances the clarity. Excessive reductions in crystallinity can 
result in unacceptable reductions in strength, stiffness, and resistance to softening, so a 
compromise must be reached that is appropriate for the application [47]. 
 
2.1.3.3 Gas permeability  
Polymer chains are arranged randomly in no preferred direction, if the polymer crystallizes 
in the absence of external forces [56, 57]. If the polymer is subjected to external stress 
immediately after crystallization, the polymer chains align in the direction of external 
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stress.  Alignment of polymer chains in oriented materials makes formation of a crystalline 
structure easier, resulting in increased crystallinity. Stiffness and strength increases when 
the applied stress is in the orientation direction and decreases compared with unoriented 
material when the applied stress is perpendicular to the orientation direction [58, 59]. 
Increased strength results from the covalent bonds between the carbon atoms within the PP 
chain, and orientation of PP chains. Crystallization can be considered to be associated with 
the formation of thick lamellas with a high concentration of intralamellar imperfections. 
The presence of intralamellar defects or voids within the lamellar boundaries will lead to 
increased permeability. Crystallization can be considered to be associated with the 
formation of thick lamellas with a high concentration of intralamellar imperfections. 
Permeability is reduced dramatically due to increased crystallinity; molecules cannot easily 
diffuse through the crystalline matrix. Permeability to moisture is decreased.  
2.1.3.4 Rheology  
Rheology is the science of deformation and flow of matter [60]. The rheological properties 
of PP are important because of the broad range of processing techniques to which PP is 
subjected, including fiber and film extrusion, thermoforming, and injection molding. The 
viscosity of PP is most important in the melt state because it relates to how easily it can be 
extruded or injection molded [40, 48, 49, 53, 61]. The viscosity of PP is related to its 
molecular weight, and a good estimation of it at low shear rates can be obtained from the 
melt flow index test. The strain rate dependence of melt viscosity in PP is related to its 
molecular weight distribution, which is commonly described by the ratio of Mw to Mn. As 
molecular weight distribution of PP broadens, it becomes more shear thinning (less 
viscous) than a narrower molecular weight distribution PP at the same strain rate.  
 
2.2 Polymer composite 
Composite materials are made from two or more constituent materials with significantly 
different properties, which remain separate and distinct on a macroscopic level within the 
structure. Polymer composites are mixtures of polymers with inorganic or organic fillers 
having certain geometries (fibers, flakes, spheres, particulates). They consist of two or 
more components and two or more phases. They comprise of synthetic or natural inorganic 
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and organic compounds, such as powered, fibrillar, or fabric one [62]. Firstly, powdered 
fillers, being finely or coarsely dispersed, may be divided into two groups: inorganic 
compounds, such as oxides, metals, carbonates, phosphates, sulphates, talc, clays, mica, 
blacks, graphite, etc, and organic compounds - polystyrene, rubber, wood particles, etc. 
Secondly, a rich variety of fibrillar fillers are employed, inorganic fibers, such as glass, 
carbon, and basalt fibers, and organic fibers - polyamide, aramid, and viscose fibers. 
Finally glass and textile fabrics are used as fillers [62]. Filler introduction not only yields a 
decrease in the polymer cost, but decreased material contraction and tendency to 
destruction and ageing. It improves thermal stability, it governs sorption development, 
changes gas and vapor permeability, and improves material processability [62].  
2.2.1 Functions of fillers / reinforcements  
Filler are considered as additives, since, due to their unfavorable geometrical features, 
surface area or surface chemical composition, could only moderately increase the modulus 
of the polymer, while strength (tensile, flexural) remained unchanged or even decreased 
[54, 55, 62-64]. Their major contribution is in lowering the cost of materials by replacing 
the more expensive polymer. Other economic advantages are faster molding cycles as a 
result of increased thermal conductivity and few rejected parts due to warpage. Reinforcing 
fillers are characterized by relatively high aspect ratio, α, defined as the ratio of length to 
diameter for a fiber, or the ratio of diameter to thickness for platelets and flakes. For 
spheres the aspect ratio is unity, and they have minimal reinforcing capability. A useful 
parameter for characterizing the effectiveness of a filler is the ratio of its surface area, A to 
volume, V, which needs to be high for effective reinforcement [62-64]. In developing 
novel fillers, the aim of material modifications is to increase the aspect ratio of the particles 
and to improve their compatibility and interfacial adhesion with the chemically dissimilar 
polymer matrix. Such modifications may enhance and optimize not only the primary 
function of the filler, but may enhance additional functions. The first generation of fillers 
soon after the commercialization of PP included talc platelets and asbestos fibers for their 
beneficial effects on stiffness and heat resistance [65-67]. The search for a replacement for 
asbestos due to health issues led to calcium carbonate particles and mica flakes as second-
generation fillers. Mica was found to be more effective than talc for increasing stiffness 
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and heat resistance, while calcium carbonate proved to be less effective in increasing 
stiffness, but increased the impact resistance of PP homopolymers [68-70]. Surface 
modification of mica with coupling agents to enhance adhesion and stearate modification 
of calcium carbonate to assist dispersion were found to enhance these functions and they 
introduced other benefits such as improved processability, and reduced long term heat 
ageing [43, 66, 71-74]. Other fillers imparted entirely different functions. For example, 
barium sulfate enhances sound absorption, wollastonite enhances scratch resistance, solid 
glass spheres add dimensional stability and increase hardness, hollow glass spheres lower 
density, and combinations of glass fibers with particulate fillers provide unique properties 
that cannot be attained with single fillers [43, 62-64, 66, 71, 73, 74].  
2.2.2 Micro composite 
Fillers of micron size are added to PP in order to reduce costs and enhance mechanical 
properties. Extenders are inexpensive fillers that are added primarily to increase bulk 
density, reducing the amount of the more expensive polymer required for the application, 
although they can increase stiffness and heat resistance. Reinforcing fillers provide a 
substantial improvement in the mechanical properties, such as tensile strength, heat 
distortion temperature, and modulus of elasticity. Fillers and reinforcements commonly 
used in PP are calcium carbonate, talc, mica, glass spheres, and carbon and glass fibers [43, 
63-65, 74-80]. Maximum concentrations are usually 50 % although higher loadings are 
used [48, 54].  
2.2.3 Characteristics of conventional fillers  
The effect of filler on resin properties is dependent on the aspect ratio and size of the 
particle, the particle size distribution of the filler, filler surface treatment, the dispersion of 
filler in the polymer [48]. Some reinforcing fillers function by forming chemical bonds 
with polymer. Other produce enhancements in mechanical properties by occupying 
volume, are that they bind to nearby polymer chains, decreasing the chain mobility and 
increasing polymer orientation at the filler surface. The increased orientation results in 
increased stiffness, lower deformability, and increased strength. Reduced mobility results 
in higher glass transition temperatures in filled polymers, intensifying the inherent 
brittleness in PP at temperatures below 0 °C, as a result, and many reinforced PP are based 
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on copolymers. High levels of reinforcement can be obtained from fibers due to their high 
aspect ratio, and the plate-like particles like talc or mica provide more reinforcement than 
the more spherical calcium carbonate particles or glass spheres. The larger surface areas of 
smaller particles provide better adhesion to the polymer, and the amounts of coarse and 
fine particles influence particle packing during compounding and the optical properties of 
the resin [48]. The size, shape, and type of filler affect dispersion, in addition to 
interactions between polymer and filler, filler surface treatment, and processing 
parameters. Filler particle size and spatial uniformity of the filler in the resin is dependent 
on the degree of dispersion. 
 
2.2.4 Compatibilizer for micro-composites  
PP interacts poorly with the typically polar filler materials, and optimum dispersion is 
difficult to achieve. Coupling agents are frequently used to improve the interfacial bond 
between filler and polymer. Coupling agents / compatibilizers are usually bifunctional 
molecules, in which one end reacts with polar, inorganic materials (fillers), while the end 
reacts with organic, non-polar substrates. They function as molecular bridges between filler 
and polymer. Coupling agents like silanes and titanates, are frequently used to improve the 
interfacial bond between filler and resin to further enhance mechanical properties [48]. 
Silanes are organo-silicon compounds that bind to hydroxyl (-OH) functional on the filler 
surface. Titanates are hydrophobic organo-titanium compounds compatible with PP that 
react with free protons on the filler surface. Maleic anhydride grafted polypropylene     
(PP-g-MA), one of the most commonly used compatibilizers exhibit improved physical 
properties at lower loadings than silanates and titanates [81-87].  The improved adhesion 
obtained with coupling agents results in enhanced mechanical properties, such as tensile 
strength, flexural modulus, impact strength, and heat deflection temperature, and lower 
melt viscosities than those of the unfilled polymer.  
 
2.2.4.1 Calcium carbonate 
Calcium carbonate is the most widely used filler for plastics. Calcium carbonate is one of 
the most abundant minerals. Calcium carbonate occurs in the form of limestone and chalk.  
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It is inexpensive and can be used at high loadings. It is generally used as an extender, 
however, it can improve stiffness and impact strength, especially with fine particle grades 
[43, 65, 67, 71, 74, 76, 77, 88, 89]. The flexural modulus of 40 % calcium carbonate filled 
PP homopolymer is about 3000 MPa, midway between unfilled and talc-filled resins. 
Calcium carbonates provide high brightness and high gloss. Disadvantages of calcium 
carbonate include low tensile strength and low compressive strength, greatly reduced 
elongation and low resistance to organic acids [62, 65, 90]. 
2.2.4.2 Talc 
Talc is a hydrated magnesium silicate (Mg3Si4O10,(OH)2), with small, varying amounts of 
aluminum, iron, calcium oxides. Particle sizes range from 2μm to greater than 45 μm. 
Specific gravity ranges from 2.7 to 2.8 [48, 53, 62]. The sandwich-like structure of 
magnesium oxide and hydroxide between layers of silicon dioxide provides inertness to 
most chemical reagents and acids, and it is heat stable up to 900 °C and unaffected by 
processing conditions [51, 66, 67, 71, 77, 80, 91-93]. Talc filled PP exhibit increased 
stiffness, creep resistance, better dimensional stability, and heat and moisture resistance. 
Tensile strength is unaffected. Talc is widely used in PP, at loadings of 10 to 40 %. The 
presence of iron hydroxides present in talc imparts a yellowish cast to talc particles [62, 
90].  
2.2.4.3 Mica 
Mica is an aluminosilicate reinforcing filler obtained from the minerals: 
muscovite(KAl2(AlSi3O10)(OH,F)2,phlogopite(KMg3(AlSi3O10)(OH,F2), 
orbiotite(K(Mg,Fe)3AlSi3O10)(OH,F)2. The plate-like form of mica provides reinforcement 
in a plane, in contrast to fibers, which reinforce in one direction. Mica flakes have aspect 
ratios ranging from 10 to 150, with particle sizes from 45-500 μm, flake thickness can be 
as low as 0.1 μm, depending on the degree of delamination. Mica reinforcement provides 
enhanced flexural moduli, heat deflection temperatures, tensile strengths, dimensional 
stability, and sound dampening properties. Enhancement of mechanical properties varies 
with particle size, flexural modulus and tensile strength increases with increased particle 
size, while impact strength decreases [69, 70]. Mechanical properties can be improved by 
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surface treatment with coupling agents. Mica imparts tan or brown color to PP resin, and 
hence is generally used when colour is not an important factor [62, 90]. 
2.2.4.4 Wood flour 
Wood flour is organic filler for PP that is formed from grinding hardwoods, sometimes 
blended with nutshells. It is readily available, inexpensive, with density of 1.5 g/cm3  [62, 
90]. It is composed of fine particles with low aspect ratio (2.5), with particle sizes ranging 
from 70-500 μm. Wood flour increases resin stiffness but exhibits low temperature stability 
and can decompose at 190-200 °C, in addition, its polar surface can result in poor bonding 
to the PP surface [81, 94] 
2.2.4.5 Glass spheres 
Glass spheres are sometimes used in PP. Glass sphere can be solid or hollow. Hollow 
spheres, with a density of about one-fifth that of pure PP, are used to reduce the density of 
the filled plastic, while solid spheres provide strength. Commercially available sizes range 
from 5-5000 μm in diameter; a 30 μm diameter size is commonly used in plastics. Glass 
spheres in PP provide increased stiffness at elevated temperatures, higher compressive 
strength, and dimensional stability [95-97]. Due to their spherical shape, they act as ball 
bearings in a PP matrix, and flow properties and stress distributions are better than with 
high aspect ratios [96].  
2.2.4.6 Glass fibers 
Glass fibers are widely used reinforcements of thermoplastics [98-101]. Glass fiber 
reinforcements are strands of filaments drawn to various diameters between 3.8 to 18 μm 
(Figure 2.2). The number of filaments per strand, the configuration of the strand, and the 
fiber length-to-weight ratio can be varied, depending on the desired properties [98-101]. 
Glass fibers are usually coupled or coated with sizing in order to facilitate processing, 
minimize fiber breakage during processing, and provide compatibility with the polymer. 
Sizing agents are generally proprietary organic formulations designed for the particular 
resin. They consist of polymers (polyvinyl acetate, polyester, epoxy, starch) that form 
protective films over the fiber surface. Amine lubricants impart lubricity, and silane, 
titanate agents are used for polymer-fiber linking. Continuous and chopped strands are 
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commonly used in PP [98-101]. PP is the most common polymer used in glass mat 
reinforced thermoplastics (GMT) [48]. GMT PP exhibits enhanced dynamic toughness, 
higher energy absorption upon impact, and excellent stiffness to toughness ratio compared 
with short fiber reinforced PP. Glass mat reinforced thermoplastics can compete with other 
polymer composites, aluminum, and steel. Disadvantages of using glass fibers are its 
abrasiveness, which can damage machinery and tooling [48]. The orientation of glass 
fibers makes accurate prediction of shrinkage difficult and can cause warpage; wide 
manufacturing tolerances are required for glass fibers than for talc or glass sphere 
reinforcements.  
2.2.4.7 Carbon fibers 
Carbon fibers are fine filaments composed of elemental carbon. Structure can vary from 
amorphous carbon to crystalline graphite, providing a wide range of physical properties. 
Density ranges from 1.6 to 1.9 g/cm3 [48, 62] Carbon fiber reinforced PP at 10 - 40 % 
loadings exhibit improved flexural modulus, flexural strength, and retention of mechanical 
properties in humid environments and greater creep and wear resistance compared with 
glass fibers [102]. They are more expensive than glass fibers; as a result, their use in PP is 
generally restricted to applications that require electromagnetic interference and radio 
frequency interference shielding capabilities [48].  
 
2.3 Polymeric nanocomposites 
Nanocomposite is a composite material, in which one of the components has at least one 
dimension that is nanoscopic in size, which is around 10-8 ~ 10-9 m. The term 
nanocomposite appears to have been coined in 1986. Polymers have been successfully 
reinforced using glass fiber, talc, calcium carbonate, carbon black, and other inorganic 
fillers. The content of the filler is usually 20 to 40 %wt of composites, sometimes exceeds 
50 %wt in thermosetting resins [48, 62]. Polymers and fillers are not homogeneously 
mixed on a microscopic level, and are composed of different phases. The interface is not 
large, and interaction between the polymer and filler is limited. Takayanagi et al proposed 
the concept of a molecular composite, on the basis that if the filler is of molecular size, 
then mechanical properties could be further improved, and showed an example of a nylon 
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matrix containing aramide fiber whose content was 5 %wt and diameter was 30 nm [103]. 
Fischer et al showed that if clay platelets of nanometre dimensions were used instead of 
fibers, the contact surface would become much larger (Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3) [104]. 
Smectite clay minerals, especially Montmorillonite (MMT), are potential candidates for 
platelet-type filler for molecular composite, since they are composed of several layers of 
silicates. In polymer clay nanocomposites, a few %wt of each silicate layer of clay mineral 
is randomly and homogeneously dispersed at a molecular level in the polymer matrix. 
When molded, the mechanical, thermal, and barrier properties of these materials are 
superior to those of pristine polymers and / or conventional micro composites. Of all the 
above fillers (organic and inorganic fillers), enhancement in properties is marginal above 
15 %wt. The densities of all fillers are in range between 2.8 g/cm3(talc) and 4.8 g/cm3 
(barite) [62, 90].  Currently, automotive and appliance applications employ glass or 
mineral-filled systems with loading levels ranging from 15 to 50 %wt  [62-64, 90]. This 
approach improves most mechanical properties, but the ease of processing of PP is 
compromised. Furthermore, the need for higher filler loading leads to greater molded part 
density. Composites containing a polymeric matrix and clay as the reinforcing phase are 
attracting interest in many industries because of their advantages over synthetic fillers. The 
mechanical and thermal properties of the polymers enormously increase, while gas 
permeability decreases, even with addition of a small amount of clay. These unique 
properties ensure the use of polymer/clay composites in a wide range of application areas 
including automotive, insulation, furniture and packaging.  
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Figure 2.2 TEM images of glass fibre and clay layers in nanometer scale [3] 
 
Polymer-clay nanocomposites have recently advanced significantly [4, 104, 105]. The very 
low level of clay loading makes the overall density similar to pure polymer and greatly 
improves their processing capability for film or fibers, which is unlikely in conventional 
polymer composites. Nanocomposites are filled or reinforced polymers in which at least 
one dimension of the dispersed phase is in the nanometer range (< 100 nm). Based on the 
interaction between polymer resin and clay, three structures can be formed upon mixing: 
intercalated, and exfoliated. MMT is the most widely used layered silicate in polymer 
nanocomposites due to its higher ion-exchange capacity, surface area, and adsorption 
capacity. MMT clay layers can be exfoliated or delaminated into nanometer platelets with 
a thickness of about 1 nm and an aspect ratio of 100 - 1500 and surface areas of 700 - 800 
m2/g [7, 10]. Each platelet has very high strength and stiffness and can be regarded as a 
rigid inorganic polymer whose molecular weight (108 g/mol) is much greater than that of 
typical polymers. Therefore, very low loadings of clays are required to achieve equivalent 
properties compared with the conventional composites [62]. Okada et al claim that a 
detailed study of nanocomposites, their structure, processing and characterization, will be 
of value in all walks of the engineering life long after the fad diminishes [2]. 
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Figure 2.3 Classification of fillers according to average particle size [106] 
2.3.1 Clay   
Clay is a natural material with high plasticity, small particle size and property of hardening 
on firing. Clay can signify a clay deposit, a specific particle size fraction or a polydisperse 
rock, and there is currently no agreement among geologists as to the particle-size limit of 
the clay fraction or the amount of this fraction necessary to constitute clay [10]. In soil 
science, however, there is international agreement that the clay fraction consists of 
particles of less than two micro equivalent spherical diameter. 
2.3.1.1 Structure of clay  
Clay consists of a layered silicate structure. The common phyllosilicates, including MMT, 
talc, and mica, contain multi-layered (2:1) silicates, having negative charge centers on the 
layers ranging from 0.25 to 1.5 charge centers per formula unit and a commensurate 
number of exchangeable cations in the interlayer spaces [10]. MMT is named after the 
geographical location of the first mines to produce the material (Montmorillon, France), 
and Bentonite (Fort Benton, USA). The MMT crystal lattice consists of 1 nm thin layers, 
with a central octahedral sheet of alumina fused between two external silica tetrahedral 
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sheets (in such a way that the oxygen atoms from the octahedral sheet belong to the silica 
tetrahedral). These layers organize themselves in a parallel fashion to form stacks with a 
regular van der Waals gap between them, called interlayer or gallery. In their pristine form 
their excess negative charge is balanced by cations (Na+, Li+, Ca2+) which exist hydrated in 
the interlayer (Figure2.5). The cations can be easily exchanged to proton (H+) by acid 
treatment to form acidic clay, or ion exchanged with other cations by treating with 
cationic-organic surfactants, such as alkyl ammoniums, to form organophilic clay. One 
common commercially available clay is di-octadecyl ammonium modified MMT. The 
theoretical formula for MMT is Mx(Al2−xMgx-Si4O10(OH)2·nH2O. When the attractive 
force is minimized using surface treatment, each particle can disperse to its naturally 
occurring nanoscale size [7, 10]. This exact formula is never seen in nature because central 
metal ions (Al3+ and Si4+) in the internal crystal lattice are commonly substituted by lower 
valence ions such as magnesium, iron, manganese and occasionally lithium [107]. 
Substitution creates a charge imbalance on the flat surfaces of each platelet. The negative 
charge imbalance is neutralized by adsorption of hydratable cations, most notably sodium 
and calcium.  
 
2:1type: The clay belongs to the smectite family with the crystal structure consisting of 
nanometer thick layers (platelets) of aluminium octahedron sheet sandwiched in between 
two silicon tetrahedron sheets. Stacking of the layers leads to a van der Waals gap between 
the layers. There are two tetrahedral layers of covalently bonded silica, SiO2, and one layer 
of ionic, octahedral aluminium. The aluminium has six neighbouring oxygen atoms, two 
shared from each of the two neighbouring tetrahedral sites between the tetrahedral sheet 
and the octahedral sheet. The positive charge of sodium is balanced by the negative charge 
on the atoms in the shared oxygen layers. This unit cell is charge balanced, or stable, and 
has little edge charge that would make the material more susceptible to chemical attack. 
The triclinic crystalline sheets stack to form larger crystals. The majority of variations 
between clay types are caused by cation substitutions for the sodium. The balancing 
cations introduce space in the interlayer, serving as a route for rapid water infiltration and 
rendering the sheets, and the clay, expansible. The cations may exchange with the 
environment provided charge balance is maintained.  Isomorphic substitution of Al with 
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Mg, Fe, Li in the octahedron sheets and/or Si with Al in tetrahedron sheets gives each 
three-sheet layer an overall negative charge, that is counterbalanced by exchangeable metal 
cations residing in the interlayer space, such as Na, Ca, Mg, Fe, and Li [7, 10].  
 
1:1 type: The clay consists of layers made of one aluminium octahedron sheet and one 
silicon tetrahedron sheet. Each layer bears no charge due to the absence of isomorphic 
substitution in either octahedron or tetrahedron sheet. Thus, except for water molecules 
neither cations nor anions occupy the space between the layers, and the layers are held 
together by hydrogen bonding between hydroxyl groups in the octahedral sheets and 
oxygen in the tetrahedral sheets of the adjacent layers [7, 10].  
 
In all these structures much isomorphous substitution can occur, leading to the distinction 
of various groups, series, and species as well as minor varieties. When the substituting ion 
has a different valency from the original a charge develops on the layer and this may be 
satisfied either by substitution of other ions elsewhere in the lattice  or by ions extraneous 
to the main structure, which may or may not be exchangeable with other ions in solution. 
The charge on the layer-unit-cell varies from four to zero electron charges, depending on 
the amount of substitution occurring in the layer. 
 
 
Figure 2.4 Schematic overview of the different silicate layer morphologies [31] 
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2.3.1.2 Significance of MMT 
The term nanocomposites refer to polymer filled with small inorganic particles that are of 
nanometer size in at least one dimension, and the filler will have a large surface area. Clays 
are composed of layered silicates that are essentially made up of layers formed by 
condensation of sheets of linked Si (O,OH)4 tetrahedra with those of linked M2-3 (OH)6 
octahedra, where M is either a divalent or trivalent cation. There are many types of clays in 
nature. Dimorphic clays are formed by the condensation in a 1:1 proportion and trimorphic 
clays (three sheets) are formed by 2:1 condensation, with the octahedral sheet being 
sandwiched between two sheets of inward-pointing tetrahedra. There is a scope in these 
structures for isomorphous replacement, that is, for substitution of Si4+, and M2+ for cations 
of similar size but different valency [7, 10]. Of all di-octahedral smectites, MMT is mainly 
used in nanocomposites. The choice of MMT as a sorbent of organic compounds is 
influenced by its large surface area (760 m2/g), its high cation exchange capacity  (~ 1 
mol/kg monovalent cations), is largely independent of salt concentrations and pH, and the 
relative ease by which it forms an interlayer complex with a wide variety of organic 
molecules. Technically, one gram of clay provides nearly a square kilometer of surface. 
Vermiculite is capable of intercalating organic compounds. Because of its higher surface 
charge density, the extent to which the interlayer space of vermiculite may be expanded by 
intercalated organic liquids is generally less than that observed for the lower charged 
MMT.  Each platelet has very high strength and stiffness and can be regarded as a rigid 
inorganic polymer whose molecular weight is much greater (1.3X108 g/mol) than that of 
typical polymer [2]. Therefore, low loading of clays is required to achieve equivalent 
properties compared with conventional composites. 
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Figure 2.5 Schematic illustration of atoms arrangement in a typical MMT layer [7] 
2.3.1.3 Comparison of MMT with other 2:1 clays 
Vermiculite, like MMT, is capable of intercalating many organic compounds [10]. Because 
of its higher surface charge density, the extent to which the interlayer space of vermiculite 
may be expanded by intercalated organic liquids is generally less than that observed for the 
lower charged MMT. Successive layers within a crystal of mica are held together by strong 
electrostatic attractive forces. Crystals of mica show little tendency to swell in water and 
exchange of interlayer potassium ions for other inorganic ions is somewhat difficult. Some 
long chain alkyl ammonium cations, particularly the dodecyl - ammonium ions, can rapidly 
and effectively displace alkali ions from the mica layers. Once penetration and expansion 
of the interlayer space have been affected by this mean, further interchange of material 
between the bulk and interlayer phase is possible. Theng et al stated that the distinction 
between the mica, vermiculite, smectite, and talc groups has rather become tenuous since 
the minerals of the 2:1 type share a common basic layer structure. Nonetheless, differences 
in charge characteristics as well as in the kind of interlayer cation normally present 
between these groups, and hence in their behavior towards water and organic compounds, 
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provide a workable basis for contrast and comparison. Of all 2:1 type minerals, surface 
area of MMT is more than all other clays [7, 10]. 
 
2.3.1.3.1 Cation exchange capacity 
Cation exchange capacity (CEC) refers to the quantity of negative charges existing on the 
surfaces of clay, hence the name CEC. Amounts of negative and positive charges are both 
expressed in milliequivalents [7, 10]. One milliequivalent of negative charge on a clay 
particle is neutralized by one milliequivalent of cation. A milliequivalent takes into account 
both the weight and the charge of the cation. CEC is expressed as meq/100 g of clay. The 
charge of the layers is not constant but it varies from layer to layer. The average value of 
the intergallery is usually considered [7, 10].  
 
2.3.1.4 Clay surface treatment 
MMT is naturally hydrophilic, and it can be modified with a cationic surfactant to improve 
wetting characteristics with polymers. Ion exchange of hydrated cations in the interlayer 
with organic alkylammonium cations is the most common method by which these clays are 
rendered organophilic. These surfactants reduce the surface energy of the clay and may 
contain a functional group that can react with or attract the polymer. The negative charge 
of MMT originates in the silicate layer, the positively charged head group of the alkyl 
ammonium faces the layer surface, while the aliphatic tail extends away from the surface. 
Figure 7 shows the schematic of the clay layers with the aliphatic ammonium ion tethered 
to the clay surface. An increase in gallery distance from 0.35 nm for natural MMT to      
2.0 nm, occurs during cation exchange. The dominant factor in particle packing is physical 
size and shape, but surface energy (changed through surface treatment) will  play a role in 
how readily the particles pack [3, 4, 31]. Irregular particles will pack less efficiently. As 
previously discussed, MMT clay is composed of regularly arranged tactoids / galleries. 
(Figure 2.4) The length of the organic tail and CEC are the two parameters that determine 
how the chain packs between the silicate layers. On the basis of clay CEC and carbon atom 
chain length, the alkylammonium confined between two clay layers adopts a monolayer, 
bilayer, or trilayer structure [30]. Let us consider the clay CEC is 0.8 meq/g. The following 
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structures are generated: the alkylammonium adopts a single layer at chain lengths of C7–
C11. A bilayer is formed at C12 and higher. However, when the clay CEC is 1.5 meq/g, 
alkylammonium forms a bilayer structure at C10 to C12, ‘‘two and a half ’’ layers for C13 to 
C15, and trilayer for C16 to C19. This means at a certain chain length, the CEC of particular 
clay determines the number of molecular chains per unit area (Figure 2.6). An increase in 
aliphatic chain length tends to increase the interlayer spacing. An increase in cation 
exchange capacity (CEC) would yield the same effect on the interlayer spacing.  
 
 
Figure 2.6 Alkyl chain aggregation in between clay layers a) short alkyl chains, b) 
intermediate chain lengths c) longer chain length [6] 
 
2.3.1.5 Organoclay  
Clay treated with any organic compound is usually called organoclay [31]. Organoclay 
may have a driving force to pack and enable the constituents to be separated and 
incorporated into a liquid or polymer (Figure 2.7) Ammonium salts are cheaper; however 
they are not stable at higher temperatures. The organophilic clays are typically derived 
from purified MMT clays by cation exchange with a long chain amine or a quaternary 
ammonium salt that can then absorb to 40 %wt of the clay [31]. Instability of ammonium 
salts at temperatures encountered in the melt mixing greater than 200 °C leads to 
discoloration of the polymer matrix. Hoffmann elimination can occur under basic 
conditions [2, 8, 9, 62, 108].  
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Figure 2.7 Schematic representation of clay layers with organoclay 
 
In the majority of the cases, early ignition of polymer nanocomposite is caused by the 
decomposition of the alkylammonium salt used for the modification of the clay by the 
Hoffmann elimination leading to the formation of an easily combustible alkene at 
temperatures below the decomposition temperature of the polymer [2, 4]. The alkyl 
ammonium used to render the clay organophilic is known to decompose with the 
Hoffmann elimination or with an SN2 nucleophilic substitution reaction at a temperature as 
low as 180 °C. As result a protonic site is created on the clay surface. (Figure 2.8) At the 
end of the thermal decomposition of the organic modifier the amount of this site will 
correspond to the cationic exchange capacity of the MMT and the clay can be considered 
acid-activated clay that possesses comparatively strong acid sites. Additionally, acidic sites 
are formed on the surface of the clay particles which can accelerate the decomposition of 
the polymer [4]. There are many types of organoclay treated with different ammonium 
salts and they are commercially available for production of nanocomposites.  
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Figure 2.8 Mechanism of Hoffmann degradation in organoclay 
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2.3.2 Selection of intercalant for MMT clays 
There are still many polar organic solvents and surfactants suitable for intercalation of clay 
layers. Authors claim that there is still room to research on surface modification of clay for 
non-polar polymers [2, 31, 109-111]. Thermal stability of phosphonium salts is higher than 
that of the ammonium salts. Phosphonium salts are costlier than ammonium salts [14-16]. 
Crown ethers and cryptands are more expensive than all other intercalants; however they 
are stable under higher temperatures up to 200 °C. Crown ethers and cryptands are not 
feasible for most industrial applications due to their high costs and toxicity. Poly(ethylene) 
glycol is the best alternative for crown ethers. Poly(ethylene glycol) is inexpensive, more 
stable than quaternary ammonium salts, but of lower activity. Gemini surfactant consists of 
two conventional surfactant molecules chemically bonded together by a spacer. In contrast 
to conventional surfactant molecules, Gemini surfactant is an amphiphile made of two 
hydrocarbon tails and two ionic groups linked by a spacer in the sequence: hydrocarbon 
tail-ionic group-spacer/ionic group-hydrocarbon tail. These surfactants usually have better 
surface-active properties than corresponding conventional surfactants of equal chain 
length. Sorbitan monostearate, a hydrophobic non-ionic surfactant is a low molecular 
weight monoalkyl, lipohilic, non ionic surfactant. Control of the nanocomposite structure is 
not only theoretical but also an experimental concern, because the physical properties of 
the nanocomposite greatly depend on its structure. Authors claim that future research on 
nanocomposite will aim to find a simple but effective way to modify clay minerals and 
improve their compatibility with desirable polymer matrix since the dispersion of clay 
platelets directly affects the final structure and thus the final properties of polymer 
nanocomposites.  
 
2.3.2.1 Polyethers 
2.3.2.1.1 18-crown-6 ether 
Crown ethers are cyclic oligomers of ethylene oxide molecules. Yao et al observed the 
interaction between the alkali metals(sodium and potassium) cations in the clay with crown 
ethers and cryptands. Research suggested that there is an appreciable expansion of the 
intergallery layers in the treated clay and improvement in thermal stability of polystyrene 
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nanocomposites prepared with the treated clay [12]. 18-Crown-6 ether has 6 ethylene oxide 
sub-units, which have a very strong attraction to interact with cations [12]. 18-Crown-6 
ether has high binding capacity for inorganic cations such Na+, K+ ions. These complexes 
have high organophilicity and can be dissolved in organic solvents. Crown ether is 
susceptible to complexation with sodium ion in the MMT. (Figure 2.9) 18-crown-6 ether 
has an ionic radius relatively closer to sodium ions. This property of crown ether will 
absorb sodium ions in the clay gallery, and expands the intergallery layer. Yao et al 
suggested that the crown ether treated clay polystyrene nanocomposites exhibits better 
thermal stability and flame retardancy than pure polystyrene [12]. Crown ether does not 
have a long chain to react with PP and it has less chance to exfoliate the clay layers. 
Sodium ions are tightly packed between the crown ether molecules, and hence have less 
chance to overcome the Van der Waal’s force between the clay layers and exfoliate the 
clay layers apart.   
 
 
Figure 2.9 Reaction mechanism between sodium ion in clay and 18-crown-6 ether 
2.3.2.1.2 Poly(ethylene glycol)  
Polyethylene glycol (PEG) has an identical structure except for chain length and end 
groups, and is the most commercially important polyethers.[63, 64] PEG refers to an 
oligomer or polymer of ethylene oxide with low molecular weight while polyethylene 
oxide is used for higher molecular weights. PEG generally is a liquid while PEO is a solid. 
Both are prepared by polymerization of ethylene oxide. While they find use in different 
applications and have different physical properties (i.e. viscosity) due to chain length 
effects, their chemical properties are nearly identical. PEG has the ability to couple with 
hydrophobic molecules (Figure 2.10). PEG is a linear and open structure molecule when 
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compared with 18-crown-6 ether, which appears like crown in structure. They are 
relatively less costly and environmentally safe compared with crown ethers. PEGs are 
stable, easy to recover, non-toxic and easily biodegradable [63, 64].  
HO
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Figure 2.10 Reaction mechanism between sodium ion in clay and poly(ethylene)glycol 
(Mn=300)  
 
  
2.3.2.1.3 Sorbitan monostearate and Sorbitan monooleate  
Sorbitan monostearate (SMS) is an ester of sorbitol and stearic acid. The sorbitol end of the 
molecule is soluble in water and the stearic acid end is soluble in fats [112, 113]. It is used 
as an emulsifier and non-ionic surfactant with emulsifying, dispersing and wetting 
properties. The unsaturated sorbitan monooleate (SMO) differs from the sorbitan 
monostearate, as it has a double bond in the hydrocarbon chains (Figure 2.11). Sorbitan 
monostearate is a suitable surfactant, because of its polar segments effectively solvate the 
counter ions present in the interlayer of the layered silicate, and it contains organophilic 
groups that provide compatibility with PP. Moad et al melt intercalated sorbitan fatty acid 
ester surfactants (sorbitan monostearate, sorbitan monooleate, sorbitan trioleate) in 
preparing PP nanocomposites. The saturated sorbitan monoesters differ from each other by 
the length of hydrocarbon chain.[8, 9]  
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Figure 2.11 Structure of sorbitan monostearate and sorbitan monooleate 
 
2.3.3 Method of preparation of nanocomposites 
In general, there are three methods used in the preparation of polymer - clay 
nanocomposites, including, in situ polymerization, solution blending, and melt 
intercalation. (Figure 2.12).All the methods are aimed to achieve single layer dispersion of 
the layered silicate in the polymer matrix, because a high surface area is directly associated 
with the enhanced properties of polymer - clay nanocomposites [3, 4, 6]. The degree of 
interaction between the clay and polymer matrix, which ultimately determines the 
morphological structure within the nanocomposite, is not only dependent on the properties 
of the modified clay and the polymer, but also the method by which the two components 
are blended. 
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Figure 2.12  Schematic representation of various methods (solution blending, melt 
intercalation, in situ polymerization) used to prepare polymer-layered-silicate 
nanocomposites [31] 
 
2.3.3.1 In situ intercalation technique 
For in situ polymerization method, the initiator or catalyst is usually pre-fixed inside the 
clay interlayer via cationic exchange, then the layered silicate is swollen by a monomer 
solution. Polymerization occurs in the presence of these exchanged silicates to form the 
polymer between the interlayer, with intercalated and / or exfoliated structures [2, 4, 108, 
114]. With in situ intercalation the driving force is the interaction between monomer and 
clay surface. It is suitable for low or non-soluble polymers. Clay exfoliation depends on the 
extent of clay swelling and diffusion rate of monomers in the gallery. 
 
2.3.3.2 Solution blending 
In solution blending, layered silicates (modified with organic surfactants) are dispersed in 
an appropriate solvent while dissolving the polymer in the same solvent [3, 115, 116] 
.When the solvent is evaporated (or the mixture precipitated), the sheets try to reassemble, 
kinetically trapping the polymer between them to form a nanocomposite structure. In 
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solution intercalation, entropy gained by desorption of solvent compensates for the 
decrease in conformational entropy of intercalated polymers. Use of large quantities of 
solvent is the major disadvantage of this synthesis. 
 
2.3.3.3 Melt intercalation 
In the melt blending process, the layered silicate surface is mixed with the polymer matrix 
in the molten state. If the layer surfaces are sufficiently compatible with the chosen 
polymer, the polymer enters into the interlayer space and forms either an intercalated or an 
exfoliated nanocomposite [3]. .No solvent is required in this technique, rendering it as the 
most desirable industrial method [117-119] .In melt intercalation, enthalpy contribution of 
the polymer-organoclay interactions is the driving force. Nanocomposites can be processed 
with conventional plastic extrusion and molding technology. Slow penetration of polymer 
within clay gallery is a disadvantage.  
 
2.3.4 Understanding of nanocomposite morphology 
Original clay consists of large clay agglomerates, subdivided into smaller primary clay 
particles that in turn are composed of a compact (face-to-face) stacking or low-angle 
intergrowth of tactoids (crystallites). These tactoids consists of unseparated clay layer 
stacks [31]. When clay is used in the preparation of nanocomposites, the silicate layers can 
either be present in an intercalated or an exfoliated morphology. In the former case, the 
polymer chains are inserted in between the silicate layers, increasing the long period of the 
silicate stacks of the original clay structure but not destroying them. In an exfoliated 
morphology the silicate layers are uniformly dispersed in the polymer matrix and the stacks 
of the original clay structure are lost. The morphology of a polymer nanocomposite can be 
a mixture of these two extreme types (Figure 2.13).  
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Figure 2.13 Schematic of the different morphologies that can develop in PLS 
nanocomposites a. phase separated micro composite, b. intercalated nanocomposite, c. 
exfoliated nanocomposite [109] 
 
2.3.4.1 Thermodynamics behind intercalation and exfoliation of clay layers in 
nanocomposite 
Polymer melt intercalation involves both entropic and enthalpic factors. A mean field 
statistical lattic model was developed by Vaia et al, to describe the entropy and energy 
changes that occur during intercalation [120]. As the layers continue to separate, more 
polymers enter the gallery, thus hindering mobility. The entropy change associated with 
the surfactant chains, ΔS, increases steadily to layer separation. Vaia et al suggested that 
the entropic penalty of polymer confinement may be counterbalanced by conformational 
freedom gained by tethered surfactant chains as the layers separate. For small changes in 
gallery height, the total entropy change polymerchaintotal sss Δ+Δ=Δ  is minimal, so small 
changes in the enthalpy will determine if intercalation is thermodynamically possible. 
Exfoliation, relies on the establishment of highly favorable polymer-surface interactions to 
overcome the entropy penalty of polymer confinement. A favorable enthalpy change is 
promoted by maximizing the magnitude and number of favorable polymer surface 
interactions, while minimizing the quantity and size of unfavorable non-polar interactions 
between the polymer and the aliphatic surfactant chains. Thus exfoliation and 
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homogeneous dispersion will be achieved in polymers containing polar functional groups 
or polymers that have been modified with polar compounds. Giannelis stated that interplay 
of entropic and energetic factors determines the outcome of polymer intercalation. The 
entropy loss associated with confinement of a polymer melt does not hamper 
nanocomposite formation as it is compensated by the entropy gain associated with layer 
separation, resulting in a net entropy change near to zero. Complete nanolayer separation 
needs favorable polymer-clay interactions to overcome the penalty of polymer 
confinement. Giannelis et al suggested that polymer intercalation proceeds from the 
primary clay particle edges towards the particle centre [30, 109]. Mass transport into the 
primary particle was found to be the limiting step to nanocomposite formation, the degree 
of constituent mixing is critical for rapid nanocomposite formation. Shear processing, such 
as with an ultrasonicator, high shear disperser (like Ultraturrax), parallel plate rheometer, 
conventional compounding equipment (like single screw extruder, twin screw extruder), 
will decrease the nanocomposite formation time by breaking up primary particles and 
establishing sample uniformity [3, 30, 109].  
 
2.3.5 Effect of compatibilizer in polymeric nanocomposite 
The nanoscale fillers not only impact the resulting properties of the polymer structure but 
can have significant influence on the processing behaviour and resulting matrix 
morphology [121]. The strength of the adhesive joint between PP and polar polymers can 
be increased by an addition of surfactants. The positive effect of surfactants is explained by 
adsorption on the interface leading to an increase of surface wettability and of the contact 
area between the adhering substrates. The decrease of internal stresses in PP as a result of 
the presence of a modifier can contribute to an increase of the strength of the adhesive 
joint. The effect of the added compatibilizer is threefold: it improves the dispersion of 
droplets in a polymeric matrix, it improves the interfacial adhesion between the blend 
components and it provides the necessary stability during various processing steps [122]. 
In general, compatibilizer decreases the interfacial tension. For non-polar polymers like 
PP, unless the surface of organoclay is further treated with compatibilizers, applying high 
shear intensity during melt processing does not cause the clay tactoids to delaminate. The 
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use of a compatibilizer, namely a compound able to render compatible two different 
materials, made it possible for the melt intercalation technique to be accepted as the most 
promising approach leading to nanocomposite formation. It is important, to clarify that the 
surface treatment and the compatibilizer are two different, independent and complementary 
ways adopted to solve the problem of poor miscibility between PP and clay. They act on 
parallel levels to overcome the same difficulty. The incompatibilities between PP and 
MMT are, in fact, both of thermodynamic and of physical nature [123]. The first kind of 
obstacle for a successful hybrid formation is the fact that the stacks of layers in the pristine 
MMT form are stable and unwilling to reach the state of disorder required for a well 
formed nanocomposite. The second impediment to the desired exfoliated structure is the 
chemical unsuitability of the non-polar PP to be bonded in any way to the polar MMT 
platelets, at least to hold them in a non-thermodynamically favorable arrangement. 
Through the surface treatment, it is possible to change the interlayer structure of MMT 
both increasing the gallery gap and modifying the silicate surface in an organic fashion, but 
this artifice is not enough to render compatible matrix and filler: a ‘polarizing’ 
compatibilizer needs to be introduced in the PP.  PP-g-MA is effective on a wide range of 
natural products, including wood flour [84].  Maleic anhydride (MA) is more effective and 
can be used at lower levels than acrylic acid and methyl methacrylate [121]. MA functional 
polymers are used to ensure dispersion and exfoliation of organoclays in polymers such as 
PP. It is popularly believed that this is due to interaction of the functional polymer with the 
alkyl ammonium ion treatment on the clay, but this appears to be a misconception. It seems 
that the key feature, attracting the functional polymer into the clay galleries, is its 
interaction with free sites on the clay surface [124]. 
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Figure 2.14 Reaction mechanism between PP-g-MA and hydroxyl groups on surface of 
clay 
 
The MA group introduced in the hydrophobic PP backbone to make it hydrophilic is 
crucial to promote the desired phase structure. The repeating unit usually sketched to 
represent the resulting chain is illustrated in Figure 2.14. According to this representation 
the MA groups should be randomly grafted or block copolymerized in the PP chain. 
Nevertheless this kind of product is usually made by reactive extrusion with a peroxide 
initiator causing a free radical formation by scission of the PP chain. Such radical is the 
reactive site to which the MA group attaches. The compatibilizer vendor suggests that 
more than one group can react with a broken PP chain leading to a dimer or even trimer 
formation. This means a PP-g-MA representation as a ‘surfactant’, where a polar head is 
attached to an aliphatic tail. Hence, in simple binary mixtures of PP and organo-clay, the 
task of PP-g-MA is to establish the bond between two such different materials: the 
hydrocarbon part of the molecule tends to be kept in the PP matrix, while the oxygen atoms 
in the MA ring can be linked to the hydroxyl groups of the clays by electrostatic attraction 
generating a strong hydrogen bonding between them that is expected to help the exfoliation 
process (Figure 2.14). 
 
As discussed in previous paragraphs, homogenous dispersion will be achieved in polymers 
containing polar functional groups or polymers that have been modified with polar 
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compatibilizers. MMT has both surface and edge charges [7]. The charges on the edges are 
easily accessible to modification, but do not accomplish much improvement in interlaminar 
separation. These sites represent an opportunity to attach functional groups (Figure 2.14). 
Exfoliated and intercalated structures were observed in the modified PP/organoclay 
composites. In short, the addition of the compatibilizers creates more favorable polymer–
clay interactions leading to exfoliation of the clay layers. Ratnayake  et al used four PP 
compatibilizers with varying degree of MA grafting and three PP matrix of low, medium 
and high viscosities [121]. It was found that low viscosity PP with the compatibilizer wtih 
the lowest MA content (0.5%) resulted in the greatest improvement of dynamic storage 
modulus. In general, the thermodynamic driving force for the mixing of polymer and clay 
determines the outcome of whether the clay will be dispersed – intercalated or exfoliated in 
the polymer matrix. Dispersion of the clay in the polymer requires sufficiently favorable 
enthalpic contributions to overcome any entropic penalties [123]. Favorable enthalpy of 
mixing for the polymer-organic treated clay is achieved when the polymer-clay interactions 
are more favorable compared with the surfactant-clay interactions. For most polar or 
polarizable polymers, an alkylammonium surfactant is adequate to offer sufficient excess 
enthalpy and promote nanocomposite formation.  However, in the case of apolar 
polyolefin, the alkylammonium treated clay has surfactants with the same aliphatic-apolar-
nature as polyolefins. Consequently, such systems are at “theta condition”, i.e., there is no 
favorable excess enthalpy to promote PP-alkylammonium-treated clay dispersion. Thus, 
the challenge with polyolefins (especially PP) is to design systems where the polymer-clay 
interactions are more favorable than surfactant-clay interactions. Initial attempts to create 
PP-clay nanocomposites were based on the introduction of a modified PP with polar 
groups to mediate the polarity between the clay surface and bulk PP. PP-g-MA is the most 
popular candidate to impart substantial polarity to the polymer in order to improve the 
dispersion of the clay in the PP matrix. Researchers from Toyota reported that when the 
mixture of stearyl ammonium exchanged MMT clay, PP-g-MA oligomer (MA content =13 
mmol/g) and PP homopolymer was melted, the resulting clay nanolayer was found to be 
exfoliated [2, 59]. Gilman et al prepared intercalated-delaminated PP-silicate 
nanocomposites using PP-g-MA (mass fraction of MA 0.4 %), known to be miscible with 
pure PP, and dimethylbis(hydrogenated tallow) ammonium MMT [125]. The resulting 
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nanocomposites display improved flammability (75 % lower peak in the heat release rate 
(HRR) plot than a PP-g-MA polymer). The effect of reinforcement by layered silicate in 
PP is determined by at least two important factors: clay dispersion (exfoliation or 
intercalation) and interaction between clay and polymer. When the clay surface is covered 
by a sufficient amount of organic surfactant (such as alkyl ammonium), organoclay can be 
well dispersed in the PP matrix by using an appropriate compounding technique. However, 
in many cases, the mechanical properties remain poor due to inadequate stress transfer 
from the polymer matrix under applied stress to load-bearing clay reinforcement [3]. The 
cause for this weakness was attributed to poor compatibility in the interphase region that 
existed between non-polar PP molecules and polar clay layers. To overcome this problem, 
the most effective approach is to add bifunctional compatibilizer to the nanocomposite 
formulation to enhance adhesion at the polymer–clay interface. Reichert and coworkers 
modified inorganic clay using protonated C4 to C18 alkylamine. PP nanocomposites were 
then compounded using different organoclay with (or without) PP-g-MA as compatibilizer 
[126]. In the absence of compatibilizer, Young’s modulus of PP composites was very 
similar to that of neat resin. However, with addition of PP-g-MA, there was significant 
improvement in Young’s modulus when the chain length was 12 carbon atoms or higher 
[126]. This influence of alkyl chain length on mechanical properties was attributed to 
changes of superstructures. In the absence of compatibilizer, the interaction between 
polymer matrix and organoclay was limited. It should be noted that not only does the alkyl 
chain length in the organoclay increase the chance of exfoliation, but the presence of 
compatibilizer makes the process easier. 
 
Commercially available PP-g-MA products have a wide variety of grades, including 
different molecular weight and MA grafting content. Optimization of the type and amount 
of compatibilizer is crucial to successfully make PP nanocomposite [3]. The most effective 
compatibilizer must be compatible with both the layered silicate structures and PP matrix. 
Chemical properties of maleated PP that influence their effectiveness as compatibilizers for 
PP-organoclay nanocomposites are: (1) molecular weight and (2) MA content that relate to 
the amount of functionality present in the compatibilizer. Wang et al suggested that 
sufficient quantity of MA groups was the necessary for intercalation. The authors 
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suggested that polar group content in the polyolefin was an important factor for preparing 
PP/PP-g-MA/clay nanocomposites, and the intercalation effect of this nanocomposites can 
be enhanced by using PP-g-MA [127]. Lopez et al suggested that nanocomposite obtained 
with low content of MA groups (0.1 to 1 %wt) presents high modulus although a smaller 
impact value strength was detected [128]. Lopez et al also suggested that a content of 5 to 
10 wt % of PP-g-MA with 0.07 to 0.2 wt % of MA on the nanocomposite seemed to be 
favorable to obtain the optimal mechanical properties [128]. It was also suggested that the 
degree of functionalization of the compatibilizing agent,        PP-g-MA relation used can be 
smaller, since the properties of nanocomposites of PP are connected with the final content 
of MA groups.  Ratnayake et al suggested that the low molecular weight polar additives 
were able to intercalate into the clay galleries, resulting in a higher interlayer spacing and 
promoting enhancement of clay dispersion in the PP matrix [121]. Matos et al studied the 
effects of different compatibilizers (PP grafted with MA, PP grafted with diethyl maleate, 
PP grafted with carbamyl maleamic acid) [129]. The best results were obtained when PP-g-
MA was used as compatibilizer. Matos et al suggested that greatest extent of exfoliation is 
obtained with 40 %wt  PP-g-MA, the MA seemed to promote idealized exfoliated 
morphologies, that consist of individual nanometer thick silicate layers suspended in PP 
matrix (penetration of PP chains within and delamination of the crystallites) [129]. 
Okamoto et al concluded that the type of monomer employed in the functionalization of PP 
and the degree of grafting affects the dispersibility of the silicate layers in PP [31]. Other 
authors found improved dispersibility when they used PP-g-MA as a compatibilizer agent 
[4]. Okada et al suggested that the intercalation rate was based on the ratio of 
compatibilizer and clay [2]. It is recommended to have more than 1:1 to have better 
intercalation rate, in the order of 2:1 and 3:1.  
2.3.6 Progress in polyolefin clay nanocomposites with polyether based 
intercalants 
In spite of much research and commercial development of clay based nanocomposites, 
their design, manufacturing, and applications are often empirical, and large scale 
productions is still in its infancy. The reasons are mainly because of limited theoretical 
knowledge on such novel nanostructure materials, such as basic guidelines for the selection 
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of surfactants, and modification of clays for the purposes of targeted polymer matrix, the 
mechanisms of superior reinforcement observed as compared with their micro-
counterparts, and the establishment of a simple processing-structure-property relationship 
for such nanocomposites. Nanocomposites based on the intercalation of PEO into clay 
minerals are an attractive substitute of conventional salt compounds [8, 30, 108]. As 
discussed previously, Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) and poly(ethylene oxide) PEO are 
polymers having an identical structure except for chain length and end groups, and are the 
most commercially important polyethers [63, 64]. Poly(ethylene glycol) refers to an 
oligomer or polymer of ethylene oxide with low molecular weight while polyethylene 
oxide is used for higher molecular weights. While PEO and PEG find use in different 
applications and have different physical properties (i.e. viscosity) due to chain length 
effects, their chemical properties are nearly identical.  
 
Lu et al suggested that the challenges lying for in nanocomposites are to improve the 
compatibility of clay with desirable polymer matrix, and surface modification of clay 
[130]. Paul et al suggested that a surfactant with multiple alkyl tails leads to more shielding 
of the silicate surface and increased availability of alkyl material that leads to higher levels 
of organoclay exfoliation in polyethylene type matrices [131]. PEG is a non-ionic, polar, 
water soluble polymer. It has been widely used in many fields such as lubricants, 
pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, surfactants, and as a bio-degradable reagent in metal 
extraction. Li et al synthesized a complex molecule ((PEG/MDAB - methylacryloyloxy-
ethyldodecyldimethylammonium bromide) clinging at the end of PEG molecule and 
suggested that the complex molecule leads to synergistic effect resulting in intercalation 
and exfoliation of MMT layers in PP nanocomposites [23]. Li reported that complex 
intercalation leads to intercalation and exfoliation of clay layers [23]. The addition of 
surfactants lowered the surface energy of the inorganic host and improved the wetting 
characteristics of the polymer matrix, resulting in a large interlayer spacing, and making 
the intercalation of many engineering polymers possible. The exfoliation and intercalation 
in the matrix is probably attributed to the synergistic effects of the complex intercalant 
(PEG/MDAB) on the intercalation and exfoliation of MMT. Li also inferred the 
improvement in rheological and mechanical property of nanocomposite [23]. Choi et al 
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experimented with poly(ethylene oxide) in preparing organoclay nanocomposite [132].. 
Choi confirmed that the physical network structure between polymer and organoclay can 
be confirmed by rheological measurements. Researchers experimented treating poly 
(ethylene glycol) with kaolinite type clays and inferred that PEG intercalates better 
compared with conventional surfactants [22].WAXS pattern also shows that the 
intercalated oxyethylene units were arranged in flattened monolayer arrangements. A PEO 
smectite nanocomposite with a XRD pattern identical with the PEO-smectite materials 
prepared via the solution intercalation method was one of the materials prepared [110]. A 
polytype of smectite clays were intercalated with different ethylene glycols (namely 
diethylene glycol, triethylene glycol) [111]. Moad et al experimented with different 
molecules of PEO and suggested saturation ratio of intercalants [8, 9].  Giannelis et al 
suggested that PEG treated clay improved the crystallization of the polymer in 
nanocomposites, which could be attributed to polymer chains movement enhanced by PEG 
[109]. Maurer et al studied poly (ethylene oxide) / Cloisite Na+ nanocomposites gave rise 
to intercalated structures displaying moderate improvement in the mechanical properties 
[24-26]. Maurer et al suggested that PEG nanocomposites in presence of a polar modifier, 
gave rise to exfoliated structures, giving a significant increase in mechanical properties 
[24]. PEO treated clay is thermally stable to 327 °C in an inert atmosphere and 275 °C in 
air [18, 19, 133].  Maurer et al melt intercalated PEG with laponite, and suggested that the 
nanocomposites with laponite clay have better thermal stability than the virgin polymer. 
Evans et al intercalated PEG with long acrylic chain with MMT and suggested that the 
mechanical property improved with addition of clay [134, 135]. Evans et al also claimed 
that clay exfoliated well in the polymer matrix, leading to a transparent nanocomposite 
[135]. The presence of clay substantially increased both Young's modulus and shear 
modulus of the polymer. Alemdar et al experimented the influence of clay surface 
modification on morphology and rheology of PEG / MMT nanocomposites. Alemdar 
suggested that high storage modulus of these intercalated structures reflect the strong clay 
interactions and a network structure in the polymer-organoclay nanocomposites [27]. 
Alemdar concluded that the surface modification of MMT resulted in a better intercalation 
between the MMT and PEG polymer matrix [27]. Giannelis reported that when PEO 
intercalated clay layers, it replaced the water molecules filling the space between the 
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hydrated exchangeable cations [30, 109]. Vaia et al suggested that an alkyl chain longer 
than 12 carbon atoms increases the chance of dispersion of clay layers in polymer matrix 
[120]. When the alkyl chain length was 12 and higher, exfoliated nanocomposites were 
formed in the presence of compatibilizer. Typically, an increase in chain length of 
intercalant corresponds to an increase in interlayer spacing (Figure 2.15). 
 
Figure 2.15 Alkyl chains attached to surface of clay layers increases the chance of 
exfoliation [120] 
2.3.7 Basic properties of nanocomposites  
Polymer nanocomposites exhibit enhanced properties and higher performance as compared 
with both their conventional polymer composites and pure polymers. In addition, such 
improvement was obtained without an increase of polymer density and loss of its optical 
properties and recyclability [136]. Polymer nanocomposites containing 2-8 % of clay 
demonstrate increase in mechanical properties together with thermal dimensional stability 
[2, 137]. They reduce gas and liquid permeability. They improve the flame retardancy 
while retaining optical clarity of pure polymer. Nanocomposites can display interesting 
conductivity properties and improved biodegradability when conductive polymers and 
biodegradable polymer are involved [2]. 
2.3.7.1 Crystallization Behavior  
PP is semi-crystalline polymer, and its properties depend significantly on its crystallization 
behaviors. When PP nanocomposites are formed, the presence of organoclay in PP matrix 
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affects its crystallization. With a fundamental relationship between crystallinity and 
mechanical properties, it is important to understand the crystallization behavior of PP 
nanocomposites. Maiti and coworkers reported that during isothermal crystallization 
organoclay layers act as heterogeneous nuclei of PP [138]. This microstructure increases 
the crystallization rate of PP nanocomposite. Pure PP crystallizes via both heterogeneous 
and homogeneous nucleation mechanisms. Homogeneous nucleation starts spontaneously 
by chain aggregation below the melting temperature and requires more time, where as 
heterogeneous nuclei form simultaneously as soon as the PP reaches higher temperature. In 
the case of PP nanocomposites, a large number of dispersed organoclay layers act as 
heterogeneous nuclei, so that the crystallization rate is much faster [138-141]. Higher 
organoclay loading corresponds to a faster crystallization rate.  Addition of a small amount 
of filler will not increase drastically the macroscopic properties of semi-crystalline 
polymers, unless a synergy is created between the inorganic lamellar fillers and the 
crystalline lamellae of the polymer. MMT acts as a nucleating agent by adsorbing and 
ordering PP chain segments [138]. Uniform dispersion of the filler is required to maximize 
the surface available for nucleation of PP. By using a polarizing optical microscope, there 
appears to be small crystallites formed in the PP nanocomposite with a much higher 
concentration of spherulites. The nucleating effect of organoclay in PP is observed during 
non-isothermal crystallization [138]. PP nanocomposites can be easily fabricated using 
traditional injection molding processes with much faster cycle times than neat polymer 
[32]. Zheng et al studied the effects of clay on polymorphism of PP in PP clay 
nanocomposites [141]. The results indicated that clay significantly inhibited the formation 
of beta phase crystallites. The likely reason is that the presence of clay in nanocomposite 
greatly enhances the nucleation of the alpha phase, whereas it did not cause beta phase 
nucleation. The results showed that clay may slightly promote the formation of gamma 
phase. Avella et al studied that an increase of nucleation density was observed with 
increasing clay content, indicating that the nanoparticles behave as nucleating agents [142]. 
The addition of clay always induced a decrease of the spherulites radial growth rate. This 
was ascribed to an increase in the energy for the transport of the macromolecules in the 
presence of clay particles [4].  
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2.3.7.2 Mechanical properties 
The macroscopic properties of the nanocomposites obviously depend on the interfacial 
adhesion between the filler and the matrix. The interface thus needs to be characterized in 
terms of polymer chains on the platelets. Leuteritz et al try to relate the mechanical 
properties and micro-structure of nanocomposites. It is often stated that the reinforcement 
effect is probably due to the dispersion state and / or aspect ratio of the dispersed clay 
particles [143, 144]. When well-dispersed PP nanocomposites are formed, greatly 
improved mechanical properties can be achieved at relatively low organoclay loading 
[145]. Compared with traditional talc or glass fiber–reinforced PP, nanocomposites can 
achieve similar stiffness at lower inorganic loading level [104, 146]. The enhancement in 
mechanical properties of PP nanocomposites is attributed to the high rigidity and aspect 
ratio together with good affinity between polymer and organoclay. Stronger interface 
interactions significantly reduce stress concentration upon repeated distortion which easily 
occurs in conventional composites reinforced by micro fillers and thus lead to weak fatigue 
strength [31]. A significant increase in modulus was observed by researchers. Leuteritz 
suggested that increase in modulus is believed to be directly related to the high aspect ratio 
of clay layers as well as the ultimate nanostructure. Exfoliation of clay layers in polymer 
matrix is required for optimal property enhancement [143]. 
 
2.3.7.3 Gas barrier property 
Polymer nanocomposites have excellent barrier properties against gases (eg oxygen, 
nitrogen, and carbon dioxide), water and hydrocarbons. Studies showed that such reduction 
in permeability strongly depends on the aspect ratio of clay platelets, with high ratios 
dramatically enhancing barrier properties [147]. The best gas barrier properties are 
obtained in polymer nanocomposites with fully exfoliated clay. The aspect ratio of clay 
platelets was observed to affect greatly the relative permeability coefficient for PI filled 
with 2 % organoclay. The permeability of water vapor through exfoliated nanocomposites 
decreased with increase of nanometer clay platelets [148]. In addition, polymer 
nanocomposites have shown better barrier properties against organic solvents such as 
alcohol, toluene and chloroform.  
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2.3.7.4 Transparency 
The layers of MMT are smaller than the wavelengths of the light, so, they do not scatter the 
light, and hence can produce transparent materials, if they are exfoliated. Okamoto 
reviewed that the morphology of the composites had an important influence on the light 
transmittance by the composites [31]. When the composites have a higher exfoliation 
degree, they are more transparent. Theoretical analysis suggested that the effect of 
morphology on the transparency mainly comes from the changes of the particle size and 
basal spacing of MMT, and the former effect is more significant than the latter. It suggests 
that nanosize fillers are beyond the wavelength of light, and hence improves the 
transparency. Paiva et al suggested that the translucent characteristic can be attributed to 
dispersed phases of the clay in the matrix [149].   Reflectance spectro-photometric analysis 
showed that the transparency of nanocomposites was modified with increase of the amount 
of clay and PP-g-MA. This is a good indication of dispersability and a partial exfoliation of 
the clay in the polymeric matrix. Inorganic–organic composites based on organo-
alkoxysilanes and other alkoxides have demonstrated their usefulness for hard coatings on 
eye-glass lenses. It has been shown that the addition of nanoparticles, especially in 
combination with epoxy silanes, which act as an inorganic as well as an organic 
crosslinking agent, leads to a substantial increase of the abrasion resistance of such systems 
without loss of any transparency [150]. Asuka et al suggested that the addition of nano-
silica particles effectively lowered the growth rate of PP spherulites in composites and the 
spherulite growth rate became zero for the PP/16 nm-SiO2 nanocomposites with SiO2 
content above 2.5 %wt [151]. This result indicates the real possibility to develop high-
transparent PP materials, which have been eagerly requested from various application 
areas. 
 
2.3.7.5 Rheology 
PP nanocomposites exhibit very different rheological properties when compared with pure 
PP and micro-sized filled composites, such as, lower extrudate swell with increasing filler 
content, disappearance of any linear viscoelastic region, and anisotropic effects in flow. 
Particles larger than 103 nm do not have reinforcing capabilities or have a detrimental 
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action, and generally increase viscosity by a hydrodynamic effect [152]. Reinforcement is 
readily obtained with sizes smaller than 100 nm but particle structure appears as a more 
decisive factor. Russo et al studied the effect of micro and nano titanium oxides in a 
polymer matrix [153]. The linear viscoelastic behavior of micro and nanocomposites with 
low particle volume fractions were compared. At low loading of nano filler, 
nanocomposites exhibit increased elastic and viscous moduli, while negligible effects were 
observed for the micro composites [33, 154]. The viscoelastic properties of 
nanocomposites and flow features looked alike for nano and micro composites. The flow 
behavior could be roughly approximated as the combination of two distinct dynamic 
populations with different kinetics: host polymer and cluster, able to deform and relax.  
The slowing of relaxation kinetics related to the presence of clusters characterizes the 
rheology of the nanocomposite. The micron sized fillers cannot significantly modify the 
flow properties of the ultimate hybrid, at least for small filler amounts [33, 154]. The 
activation energy of nanocomposites was higher than that of pure PP. The reason for 
increase in activation energy of nanocomposites could be due to the higher concentration 
of polar molecules which further increase the intermolecular forces leading to strong 
interactions between clay and PP. These strong interactions within the polymer matrix 
result in a higher resistance to flow consequently higher flow activation energy.               
PP nanocomposites exhibit higher moduli and better processability compared with pure PP. 
 
2.3.7.6 Thermal Stability 
The improved thermal stability of nanocomposites is due to the clay platelets hindering the 
diffusion of volatiles and assisting the formation of char during thermal decomposition. 
There are many reviews and papers that claimed nanocomposites prepared with various 
organoclays exhibited improved thermal stability [3]. Flame retardancy and mechanical 
properties are both improved in clay-based polymer nanocomposites while the mechanical 
properties are degraded in polymer composites with conventional flame retardants. Such 
fire resistance of polymer nanocomposites is attributed to the carbonaceous char layers 
formed when burnt and the structure of clay minerals. The multilayered clay structure acts 
as an excellent insulator and mass transport barrier. Char formation and clay structure 
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impede the escape of decomposition volatiles from the interior of a polymer matrix. Flame 
retardancy has been recently reviewed by Gilman [5, 125]. Another thermal behavior is 
heat resistance upon external loading that can be measured from the heat distortion 
temperature (HDT).The HDT of nylon-6 nanocomposites reported by Toyota researchers 
was increased from 65 °C for pristine nylon to 145 °C [2]. An increase in thermal stability 
of nanocomposite is explained by Labyrinth barrier effect (discussed in chapter 8).  
2.4 Characterization of polymer nanocomposites 
The effects of nano-filler in a polymer material depend principally on 1. its properties 
relative to the polymer, 2. its volume fraction, 3. its size distribution, 4. its shape and 
distribution of shapes 5. its degree of dispersion 6. its adhesion to the polymer matrix 
[136]. Since there are many factors to assess for a polymer nanocomposite, 
characterization of polymer nanocomposites involves morphological, structural, thermal, 
permeability, mechanical, and rheological studies to validate a set of results from any 
particular experiment.  
2.4.1 Wide angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) 
WAXS is an attractive method for the characterization of organo-clay particles in polymer 
nanocomposites because it is more sensitive to microscopical analyses. In a well-ordered 
layered structure, the basal reflections conform to the Bragg law, forming a harmonic 
series of diffraction peaks.  Mixed layering generates uncertainty in the interlayer spacing, 
the type of ordering, and therefore the exact structure of the clay. It is interesting to note 
that the diffraction patterns with the broadest diffraction peaks are the diffraction patterns 
in which the peak position deviates most from the peak position expected by the Bragg 
law, consistent with mixed-layering. Because of the plate-like nature of the clay particles, 
preferred orientation can have a large effect on the observed WAXS data. WAXS is 
usually limited to detection of clay exfoliation and polymer intercalation. Exfoliation can 
be determined by the absence of the clay basal reflections, while intercalation is 
determined by an increase in the d-spacing of the basal reflections [31]. Although the 
presence or absence of the basal reflections can indicate whether exfoliation has occurred, 
other factors such as clay dilution and preferred orientation need to be considered. Simple 
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dilution of the clay or factors contributing to peak broadening can result in the false 
conclusion that exfoliation has occurred. Conversely, preferred orientation effects can 
result in the false conclusion that exfoliation has not occurred. Similarly, even though 
WAXS data is difficult to interpret, features in the diffraction pattern are easily quantified 
(e.g., peak areas and d-spacings). The simplistic approach is to compare these quantifiable 
features and attempt to use them as an indicator of performance.  
 
2.4.1.1 Theory of X-ray scattering 
Consider a set of N equidistant atomic planes of spacing d, and a monochromatic plane X-
wave falling on it at a glancing angle theta (Figure 2.16). It is assumed that each atomic 
plane reflects a very small fraction of the incident amplitude, small enough so that the 
weakening effect of this reflection on the incident amplitude may be neglected throughout 
the crystal. Under most angles of incidence, the waves reflected from neighboring planes 
will show a phase difference, and where all the reflected waves come together at distance 
from the crystal, the superposition of these waves of systematically increasing phases will 
lead to a cancellation of amplitudes. There exists, then, only the transmitted wave [155]. If, 
however, the phases of all the reflected waves arrive within less than one half wave-length 
phase differences, then all reflected amplitude will build up together to an optical field in 
the direction of reflection, without actual cancellations of contributions. If all waves arrive 
in the same phase, then full reinforcement of the waves takes place to amplitude of N+1 
times that of the single reflected wave.  
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Figure 2.16 Bragg reflection on a set of N atomic planes 
 
The difference between the top and bottom wave is shown by the heavy drawn path lying 
between two parts of the wave fronts of the incident and reflected waves. Its length is 2d 
sinθ. The path difference between reflections on neighboring planes is 2dsinθ. If this 
equals a whole number, n, of wavelengths λ, then the phase difference is zero throughout 
the crystal.  
 
Therefore maximum amplitude of the reflected wave is obtained for angles θ, such that  
                                                           λθ nd =sin2  
This Bragg equation determines the angle θn under which the first, second, third... order 
reflections occur. The greater the wavelength, the larger the glancing angle for reflection 
on the same plane; the greater the spacing, the smaller is the glancing angle for a given 
wavelength. If λ is shown and θn measured, then the value of n/d follows, and if the order 
can be found, the value of the spacing of the set of reflecting planes is determined. By 
combining the information on various sets of reflecting planes, obtained in this way with 
the X-ray diffractometer, the first crystal structure determinations were made. 
2.4.1.1.1 Intercalation of clay gallery layers  
In nature, clay layers exist as stacks of layers as tactoids [10]. Clay is hydrophilic in nature 
and hence it has to be surface treated if the surface area of the clay has to be utilized 
completely. After surface treatment of clay layers, the d-spacing of lamella increases. If the 
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clay layers are aggregated, their behavior is not different from microcomposite. When a 
surface treatment is used, the space between the mineral sheets is increased and the 
polymer molecules are allowed to enter between them more easily. Usually the peak 
observed from a WAXS pattern shifts toward lower angle scattering denoting the 
increment in clay gallery layers.  
 
2.4.1.1.2 Dispersion of clay layers in polymer matrix  
It is possible to have different filler dispersion levels in the polymer composite. The 
success of nanocomposites relies mainly on three factors: dispersion of clay layers, 
orientation of clay gallery layers, and adhesion of clay layers with polymer matrix. All the 
three factors depend on the compatibilization of treated clay and polymer matrix, type of 
mixing, increment in basal spacing of clay layers and surfactant used in making the 
composite. Two possible structures of polymer-layered silicate nanocomposites are: 
intercalated nanocomposites and exfoliated nanocomposites. Intercalated nanocomposites 
are formed when one or a few molecular layers of polymer are inserted into the interlayer 
space of layered silicates (Figure 2.13 b). If silicate nanolayers are individually dispersed 
in the polymer matrix the resulting composite is referred to as exfoliated / delaminated 
(Figure 2.13 c). It is well known that the intercalated and exfoliated clay can increase the 
mechanical, thermal, rheological properties of nanocomposites. Two complementary 
characterization techniques have been extensively used in investigation of morphology of 
polymer-clay nanocomposites, namely X-ray diffraction (WAXS) and transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM). (WAXS) is one of the effective methods for characterizing the 
state of intercalation and exfoliation of clay gallery layers in the polymer nanocomposites 
[3] (Figure 2.17) The changes in the inter-layer spacing of the clay upon formation of a 
nanocomposite can be monitored by WAXS. If one sees a decrease in 2θ this indicates an 
increase in the d-spacing, which implies formation of intercalated structure; if no peak can 
be seen; either a delaminated nanocomposite or a disordered micro composite can be 
inferred. The disappearance of the clay diffraction peak suggests that platelets are spaced 
too far apart (more than 8 nm) to be detected by WAXS, and thus have been delaminated. 
Broadening of the clay peak may signify a mixed morphology of intercalated and 
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exfoliated regions, in which case transmission electron microscopy (TEM) should be used 
to elucidate the complete structure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.17 WAXS of nanocomposite 
 
2.4.2 Transmission electron microscopy 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) can be used in any branch of science and 
technology where it is desired to study the internal structure of specimens of the atomic 
level [156]. It must be possible to make the specimen stable and small enough (some 3 
millimeters in diameter) to permit its introduction into the evacuated microscope column 
and thin enough to permit the tranmission of electrons. A single TEM micrograph is 
usually given in the literature and on the basis of the micrograph, the structure is called 
either exfoliated or intercalated. The main challenge of TEM is that the volume probed is 
very small and a single TEM micrograph may not be representative of the nanocomposite 
overll. TEM characterization of polymer nanocomposites differ from the TEM 
characterization of other polymer systems in that it requires no staining for sufficient 
contrast. In fact, staining with common heavy metal stains (RuO4 and OsO4) can obscure 
the clay. The organo-clay structures in a polymer nanocomposite naturally appear as dark 
features in the TEM micrographs [31]. If the structures are sufficiently thick, that is, 
thicker than the microtomed sections, they can easily be observed independently of the 
orientation of the silicate layers. The exfoliated organo-clay particles are discrete 
Bragg Scattering (Coherent scattering) 
Bragg’s law 
nλ=2dsinθ
d = interlayer distance (results from periodicity in electron density with period 
λ = monochromatic X-ray beam with wavelength (~ 0.4 to 2 A°) 
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monolayer sheets of the parent clay. Because the sheets are discrete monolayers, they have 
a disordered appearance, showing no obvious association between silicate sheets.  
 
 
Figure 2.18 TEM images of (a) intercalation and (b) exfoliation of clay layers in PP 
nanocomposites [31] 
 
The individual sheets appear as relatively straight to slightly curved dark lines. In        
Figure 2.18, the dark lines are estimated to be around 1nm thick, consistent with the 
thickness of the 2:1 silicate sheets in the parent MMT clay. The silicate sheets show some 
variation in length, but are generally less than 200 nm (Figure 2.18).  The structure in 
tactoids is generally, though not necessarily, highly ordered, with discrete silicate layers 
being nearly equally spaced. Tactoids tend to be less than 100 silicate sheets thick and can 
range down to just a few layers thick. An aggregated structure from a poorly compounded 
thermoplastic olefin nanocomposite is shown in Figure 2.19. Because of the non polar 
nature of thermoplastic olefins, aggregated structures can occur quite readily in improperly 
compounded materials. The aggregates in any material can be rather large, sometimes 
several microns across. As shown in the enlargement in Figure 2.19, these aggregates are 
comprised of loosely bound tactoids. The agglomerated tactoids can be distinguished from 
non-agglomerated tactoids by their relatively close proximity to one another relative to the 
overall dispersion of the clay and by the large range in direction of the silicate sheets. 
Because most TEM sections are much thinner than the diameter of aggregate and because 
the sections are normally a random slice through the sample, the actual size of the observed 
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agglomerate is usually larger than that observed in the microscope [4]. The aggregates tend 
to have very low aspect ratios and are usually a detriment to material properties. The 
aggregates may either be from undispersed starting material or, from agglomeration of the 
tactoids during processing. A qualitative description of the clay structure is insufficient to 
adequately describe the clay dispersion and may be misleading for several reasons. First, 
the small areas examined by TEM may not be representative of the overall microstructure. 
Second, a nanocomposite can be comprised of multiple structures. Third, the structures can 
have a range of sizes. Therefore, it was necessary to quantify the dispersion. As previously 
discussed, WAXS and TEM are initial methods of analyzing the dispersion of clay 
particles in nanocomposites. The structure can be validated through other characterization 
techniques such as gas barrier property improvement (explained later in this chapter), and 
rheological methods (dynamic and steady shear rheology).  
 
 
Figure 2.19 TEM images of aggregation of clay layers in PP nanocomposite [31] 
 
2.4.3 Gas barrier property 
Improvement in barrier properties in nanocomposites is obtained by increasing the 
tortuosity of the diffusion path and, as in the case of blends; the result is dependent on the 
morphology. The use of small particles (nanofillers) and moderate filler levels means that 
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the resulting material in most cases remains transparent. Different modeling approaches 
have shown that significant barrier improvement factors of the order of approximately 50 
can be achieved with high aspect ratio filler particles [157]. This technology was first 
developed for automotive applications by Toyota in the 1980s, and it has in the past been 
extended to packaging applications [2, 14, 158]. Different types of clays are employed as 
fillers while the matrix can be virtually any polymer. If problems with dispersion can be 
overcome at a reasonable cost, the technology will be extended to polyolefin matrices in 
the near future. 
2.4.3.1 Theory of gas diffusion 
Diffusion and permeability are barrier properties. Diffusion in this context is the transport 
of small molecules through the composite. Permeability is the case of diffusion through the 
thickness of the composite and the improvement in barrier properties of composite 
materials.  
 
2.4.3.1.1 Diffusion 
In the broadest sense, diffusion describes the motion of particles through space. The rate of 
particle movement is described by flux, Q.  
       
At
MQ =      2.1 
In the above equation, M is the mass passing through a cross-sectional area A over a time t. 
Fick observed that the flux along a single dimension could be characterized by a single 
diffusion constant.  
dx
dCDQ =       2.2 
 
Fick's first law explains that mass will diffuse away from a high concentration, C toward a 
low concentration, resulting in a diffusion gradient in concentration. The time change in 
concentration resulting from diffusion is described by Fick's second law: 
2
2
dx
CdD
dx
dC =      2.3 
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The diffusion rate in a crystalline solid is so low compared with an amorphous polymer. 
Diffusion is usually regarded as occurring exclusively in amorphous regions of the 
polymer.  
 
2.4.3.1.2 Permeability 
Permeation can be visualized as a steady state diffusion system, with a reservoir of liquid 
or vapor on one side of the film. There might be micro-cracks, pores, and variations in 
density caused by reinforcement may contribute to increased diffusion rate.                     
The permeability of polymers filled with flaky or lamellar fillers is usually lower than 
those filled with equivalent volumes of spherical fillers. Diffusion depends on filler 
orientation. 
 
At low loadings of clay, up to 10 % but depending on the shape of the particles, the flux 
will be reduced by the decrease in cross-sectional area caused by an increasing volume 
fraction of the solid phase [159, 160]. Above the concentration limit, the diffusion path 
becomes tortuous, though this is not expected to be a sharp transition. The tortuosity 
contributes to the diffusion rate by increasing the effective length of the path length of 
diffusion in addition to variation in cross-sectional area. The variations in thickness of clay 
layers are because of overlap of particles. Hence, the shortest path is no longer a direct line 
though the material (Figure 2.20). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.20 Gas tortuous path theory explaining less time taken for gas in microcomposite 
(left) and nanocomposite (right) 
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2.4.3.1.3 Gas tortuous path theory 
According to this theory, the impermeable inorganic filler in the relatively permeable 
polymer matrix will create a ‘‘tortuous path’’ for the diffusing molecules [3]. As a result, 
the filled polymer demonstrates reduced gas permeability, and minimal permeability can 
be determined using the following equation: 
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where Pf and Pu are the permeability of the filled and unfilled polymer, Φp and Φf are the 
volume fraction of the polymer and filler, and L:W is the aspect ratio of the filler. 
According to this theory, there is an inverse relationship between aspect ratio of the filler 
and permeability of the filled polymer. An increase in aspect ratio of the filler corresponds 
to a decrease in the permeability of the filled polymer. Compared with most inorganic 
fillers, silicate layers of MMT have very high aspect ratio. The thickness of a single layer 
of MMT is in the order of a nanometer, while the length is in the range 200–500 nm. When 
the layered silicate is fully exfoliated in the polymer matrix, greatly reduced gas 
permeability can be achieved. So in order to reduce the gas permeability of PP 
nanocomposite, it is important to fully disperse the silicate layers into PP matrix. 
Sometimes, if the dispersion of the silicate is not good, there will be less improvement in 
permeability; even increased permeability has been observed in some extreme cases. The 
reason being more agglomeration and less exfoliation of clay layers in polymer matrix, 
which behaves similar to microcomposite. The enhanced barrier properties of polymer 
nanocomposites may be explained by the labyrinth or tortuous path way model as proposed 
in Figure 2.20. When a film of polymer nanocomposites is formed, the sheet-like clay 
layers orient in parallel with the film surface. As a result, gas molecules have to take a long 
way around the impermeable clay layers in polymer nanocomposite than in pristine 
polymer matrix when they traverse an equivalent film thickness. It is very interesting to 
note that the enhancement of barrier properties does not arise from the chemical 
interactions since it does not depend on the type of gas or liquid molecules [158]. 
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2.4.4 Rheology 
The multiphase nature of nanocomposites leads to complex rheological behavior [136]. 
Since flow depends on morphology, which in turn is determined by the flow field, the 
measurements in different flow fields usually show different behavior, the basic 
assumptions of continuum mechanics are invalid for multiphase materials. The 
measurement of rheological behavior property of polymer nanocomposites in the molten 
state is critical to gain fundamental understanding of the relationship between the 
processability and structure of these materials [60]. Rheological studies explain the flow 
behavior on their nanostructure, state of dispersion-distribution, and interfacial      
properties. The processing behavior of thermoplastic nanocomposite systems is routinely 
investigated by shear rheological experiments in order to study and optimize the dispersion 
behavior of various nanoscale constituents as a function of processing parameters. In order 
to make progress towards processing challenging materials such as nanocomposites, a 
better understanding of the effects of the nanoscale filler on polymer rheology is required. 
Haidar et al studied that rheology was a very convenient tool for the monitoring not only of 
the exfoliation process of the clay but the effects of such exfoliation on the structure and 
properties of the resulting hybrid system as well [34]. In addition, the final morphology can 
influence the mechanical and rheological properties of PLSNs. The studies on PLSNs have 
shown a significant change in the viscoelastic properties depending on their microstructure 
and the interfacial characteristics between polymer and layered silicate. Hoffmann et al 
reported that the linear viscoelastic properties in nanocomposites were highly affected by 
the final dispersion state of clay in the polymer matrix [161, 162]. 
  
 
From the point of view of rheology, the filled melts can be treated as a particular volume of 
suspensions in which the suspending medium is viscoelastic liquid. At high loadings and 
under normal processing conditions, the key rheological property is the shear viscosity. For 
efficient processing of highly filled polymer, the compounding should be immediately 
followed by the processing step: extrusion, injection molding. Extrusion is the basic 
processing operation. In a single screw extruder, the particulate damage breakage was 
found to be related to the screw speed and viscosity. Most of the damage occurred in the 
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melting zone, and the degree of damage increased with a decrease of temperature and 
increase of molecular weight [163]. Using milder extrusion conditions did reduce the 
damage. The presence of fillers has an effect on melt fracture, it increases the critical shear 
stress at which it occurs and decreases its intensity.  Injection molding requires shear rate 
and lower viscosity than extrusion. This means that lower loading of fillers or low viscosity 
suspending liquids are preferred. Machine wear during processing of filled materials is 
quite high. It was reported that modification of process conditions, primarily in respect to 
the rheological conditions of a filled polymer melt, increased the lifetime of the equipment 
by a factor of ten. Dynamic testing has also been used to study the rheological behavior of 
filled plastics [33]. The superiority of dynamic over steady state flow method lies in the 
fact that the results are directly related to the structure of the material. Steady shear 
methods will generate morphology related to the given set of conditions. The measurement 
of rheological behavior of any polymeric material under molten state is crucial to gain 
fundamental understanding of its processability [28]. Melt rheological properties are 
helpful to ascertain the degree of polymer filler interactions and the structure property 
relationship in nanocomposites. This is because rheological material functions are 
influenced by the structure and the interfacial properties. 
 
2.4.4.1 Flow classification 
Flow is generally classified as shear flow and extensional flow [60]. Simple shear flow is 
further divided into two categories: Steady and dynamic shear flow; dynamic flow 
conditions are quite often measured.  Extensional flow also could be steady and unsteady; 
however it is very difficult to measure steady extensional flow. Unsteady flow conditions 
are quite often measured.  Extensional flow differs from both steady and unsteady simple 
shear flows in that it is a shear free flow. In extensional flow, the volume of a fluid element 
must remain constant. Extensional flow can be visualized as occurring when a material is 
longitudinally stretched as, for example, in fibre spinning. When extension occurs in a 
single direction, the related flow is termed uniaxial extensional flow. Extension of 
polymers or fibers can occur in two directions simultaneously, and hence the flow is 
referred as biaxial extensional or planar extensional flow.  
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2.4.4.2 Measurement of steady shear rheology 
Most of the steady shear measurements for micro and nanocomposites have been carried 
out using the rotational parallel plate and cone and plate geometries. Rotational rheometers 
are suitable for low to medium range shear rate of nanocomposites. Viscometric flow is 
assumed to have been generated in the fluid layer for an applied rate of shear. A variety of 
rheometers are available for steady shear measurements.                          
2.4.4.2.1 Measurement of dynamic shear rheology 
Dynamic measurement is a useful technique for investigating the structure of delicate 
materials and deals with the unperturbed state of the material at small deformations [60]. 
Dynamic measurements yield valuable information regarding the extent and dynamics 
formed by particles in viscoelastic fluids. Dynamic tests are conducted in the linear 
viscoelastic range of the material. The linear viscoelastic region is determined by              
(1) dynamic strain sweep test (2) dynamic time sweep test and (3) dynamic frequency 
sweep test. Strain sweeps are conducted at different frequencies (0.1 – 100 rad/s) in order 
to determine the linear viscoelastic region of the material. The samples are subjected to a 
shear stress at a given frequency. Storage modulus (G’) is determined as a function of 
strain or stress. The range in which G’ remains constant gives the linear viscoelastic region 
for the material at the given temperature and frequency. This test indicates the region in 
which the deformation is small enough for the modulus to be independent of deformation.  
2.4.4.3 Parameters measured using rheological instruments 
2.4.4.3.1 Viscoelasticity 
Viscoelasticity is exhibited by materials that possess both viscous and elastic 
characteristics. Viscous materials like honey resist shear flow and strain linearly with time 
when a stress is applied. Elastic materials strain instantaneously when stretched and just as 
quickly return to their original state once the stress is removed [60]. Viscoelastic materials 
have elements of both of these properties and, as such, exhibit time dependent strain. 
Viscoelasticity is the result of diffusion of atoms or molecules in an amorphous material. 
Rubber is highly elastic but still a viscous material. This property can be defined by the 
term called viscoelasticity.  
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2.4.4.3.2 Viscoelasticity and modulus 
In the viscoelastic model, both the spring and the dashpot change their position, in 
response to an applied force. The applied force provides the stress, and the change in 
position of the spring, and the dashpot relates to the strain. Stress divided by strain equals 
modulus. The part of the modulus provided by the dashpot is called loss modulus (G") 
which is related to energy lost as heat, while the spring's contribution is called storage 
modulus (G') which is related to the storage of converted kinetic energy as potential 
energy. Both G' and G" play an important part in how rubber behaves in dynamic 
situations. Tan delta (ratio of G" and G') will allow determination of the amount of 
damping that the rubber will provide. Tan δ will be useful in determining how much heat 
will be produced in dynamic applications. 
2.4.5 Dynamic mechanical analysis 
Dynamic mechanical analysis is an important technique in characterizing polymers and 
polymer composites [164]. Good mechanical strength can be achieved by uniform and 
efficient stress transfer through a strong interfacial bond between the filler and the 
polymer. It is important that the bond is uniform on a scale rather than unevenly strong in 
local regions as areas of the filler-polymer interface that are not in contact begin to act as 
stress concentrators under an applied stress [164]. The most important property of 
nanocomposites is the enhancement of mechanical properties at low fractions of clay 
loading. The tensile modulus is increased as a result of clay incorporation. This 
enhancement in mechanical property even at low clay ratios could be attributed to the 
exfoliation / expansion of clay platelets in the polymer matrix. DMA is often used to study 
relaxations in polymers. An analysis of storage modulus, loss modulus, and tan delta 
curves is very useful in ascertaining the performance of composites under stress and 
temperature. The force applied through DMA is converted to stress (σ). The stress will 
result in the material displaying some deformation or strain (ε). It is known that polymers 
exhibit the characteristics of both a liquid and a solid and hence these are often referred to 
as viscoelastic substances. However, when a stress is applied slowly over a longer period 
the material flows like a viscous liquid so that the shape is lost if the polymer is left to 
stand for a long time. If a viscoelastic material has a constant stress applied and it is 
oscillated sinusoidally, the resultant deformation of the material will be sinusoidal but out-
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of-phase with the stress. This process has to be represented by two curves, an applied stress 
curve and a resultant strain curve. The pseudo-sinusoidal relationship between stress and 
strain curves holds true if the material is kept within its linear viscoelastic region. This is 
described as the region where strain response is reversible (elastic). A function of the 
applied stress is determined in Equation as  
)sin(0 tωσσ =     2.5  
where σ is the stress at time t, σ0 is the maximum stress, ω is the frequency of oscillation 
and t is the time. The resulting strain wave shape will depend on how much viscous 
behaviour the material has as well as how much elastic behaviour.  
2.4.6 Thermogravimetry 
The thermal properties of a composite are an interesting class of behavior. At a single 
temperature, such as room temperature, there are no thermal properties, except for certain 
rare materials. Thermal properties are important for determining two features: the 
processing conditions and appropriate use-temperatures. Thermal analysis can provide data 
that illuminates the molecular behavior more directly than continuum mechanical behavior. 
The thermal stability of polymer composites is generally estimated from the weight loss 
upon heating, which results in the formation of volatile products [165, 166]. The improved 
thermal stability in polymer nanocomposites is due to the clay platelets that hinder the 
diffusion of volatiles and assist formation of char after thermal decomposition. 
Thermogravimetry assesses the temperature at which organic compounds decompose. It is 
based on continuous recording of mass changes of a sample of material, as a function of a 
combination of temperature with time. 
 
Based on the literature review, it becomes very clear that further development of 
nanocomposite preparation and development involving new types of intercalants / 
surfactants would be an important step to achieve alternate route for nanocomposite 
preparation. Hence, this literature review supports the aim of this work “to find suitable 
intercalant which would increase interfacial adhesion between PP and unmodified clay”.  
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Chapter 3 Materials and Experimental 
This chapter describes the experimental equipment and procedures adopted in this work. 
This includes details of sample preparation, clay treatment, solution blending and melt 
intercalation technique, and description of settings in various instruments used in this 
research to characterize PP and PP nanocomposites.  
3.1 Materials 
Sodium – montmorillonite (Na+ - MMT) of CEC 92 meq/100 g of clay was obtained from 
Southern Clay Products, Texas, USA. Ethanol, n-propanol, n-butanol, and n-pentanol, 
acetone and di-isobutyl ketone, n-octanol, n-dodecanol, formaldehyde, formamide,         
18-crown-6-ether, sorbitan monostearate, sorbitan monooleate, sorbitan trioleate, 
poly(ethyleneglycol) (Mn=300, 600 and 1000 g/mol), poly(ethyleneglycol) monolaurate 
(Mn= 400 and 600 g/mol), o-xylene, methanol were purchased from Sigma Aldrich 
Chemicals. Polypropylene g were obtained from Basell Australia. Polypropylene graft 
maleic anhydride (PP-g-MA) {Tm = 152 °C, 0.6 %wt MA} was supplied by Sigma Aldrich 
chemicals. All chemicals and polymers used in this research were commercial products and 
they were used as received without further purification. 
3.2 Clay treatment  
3.2.1 Significance of clay treatment 
The performance of nanocomposite depends on the dispersion, orientation and adhesion of 
the clay and the matrix [144]. The natural surface of the fillers (clay) may present 
properties that do not support the desired interactions. The performance of the clay as 
suitable reinforcement (at least in case of non-polar polymers), can be enhanced through 
specific treatments. Clay layers can be surface modified to control interactions (Figure 
3.1). The nanosheets of clays often require separation to improve matrix interactions. The 
surface of the filler is the locus of interactions between the filler and matrix. The 
reinforcement may be highly, moderately, and poorly based on the interaction with the 
surrounding matrix. Nanoclay is particularly sensitive to interactions causing aggregation 
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[31]. Modifying the particle surface function, for example by adding a surface charge, may 
prevent agglomeration. This may result from intensified interparticle forces and a reduced 
tendency for flocculation since polymer molecules may slip between treated filler particles 
encountering less frictional resistance than agglomerated clay layers.  
 
 
Figure 3.1 Effect of surface treatment on clay 
3.2.2 Methods 
The intercalants (organic compounds) may be adsorbed in excess of the cation exchange 
capacity (CEC) of the clay implying the intercalation of ion pairs, although the extent to 
which intercalation happens depends on factors such as alkyl chain length, layer charge 
and pH [7]. Usually the ion pairs can be removed by washing, although some material may 
be more tenaciously held. The wet method for treating clay with different organic 
compounds was adapted.  Alternatively, there are other methods of treating clay. 1. Dry 
clay treatment involving the reaction of the clay and the surfactant at higher temperature in 
a high shear mixer [167].  2. Microwave assisted clay treatment enhancing reaction rates 
by one or two orders of magnitude, and rapid heating to reaction temperature [168, 169]. 3. 
Ultrasonic mixing imparts sufficient energy and frequency to interact within the clay layer 
galleries [170] The interference from the reflecting sound waves creates peaks and troughs 
in pressure that form pockets of vacuum that collapse, forming high pressure explosions 
within the interlayer galleries, pushing apart the clay layers. However, the wet process can 
aid removal of non-clay impurities from the natural MMT, but the product of the dry 
process and microwave treatment will retain such material. A tailored process was used 
involving the use of a conventional boiling technique (wet treatment) with ultrasonication. 
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3.2.3 Intercalation of clay with polar organic compounds 
Intercalation process is influenced by polarity of the organic molecule [7]. Water is the 
most polar compound in nature, and is easily absorbed by clay. At ambient temperature 
and humidity, water is perhaps the most common polar compound present in the interlayer 
space of MMT. MMT is capable of intercalating a variety of organic solvents by 
replacement of the interlayer water [7]. Generally organic compounds appear to form 
regular structures between the layers giving definite interlamellar distances with the cation 
in a two-organic-layer system lying approximately in the centre of the interlayer space. The 
layers can dissociate depending on the water content and the exchangeable ion. The above 
idea was used in the following experiments, assuming that the polar organic solvents 
would replace the interlayer water and expand the gallery layer (intercalation). Sodium 
MMT was dispersed in n-octanol, dodecanol, octanol and pentanol. Theng summarized the 
relation between the basal spacing of MMT complexes with n-alcohols and the number of 
carbon atoms in the alcohol molecule [7]. Considering the second rating of polarity next to 
water, formamide was used. Alcohols of both lower member series (ethanol, n-propanol,   
n-butanol and n-pentanol) and higher member series (n-octanol, n-dodecanol) were treated 
individually with clay at definite proportions. Acetone and di-isobutyl ketone were treated 
with clay considering that the polarity would allow the polar group to expand the gallery 
layer. Formaldehyde was experimented in treating the clay.  
3.2.4 Conventional boiling technique (wet treatment) 
Clay was preheated in a vacuum oven for 8 h at 70 °C for removal of moisture. Clay was 
dispersed in water at 3 % (w/w) concentration and heated to 75° C for 3 h. The amount of 
intercalant (organic compound) was calculated according to cation exchange capacity of 
sodium MMT (cation exchange capacity of clay = 92 meq/100 g of clay).  Sample 
calculation for 18-crown-6 ether as intercalant based on CEC of clay is as follows: 
 
clay of gether /  6-crown-18 of g 0.25                                                               
clay  of g 100 / 264 * 92                                                               
clayofg100/ meq92(CEC)clay  ofcapacity exchangeCation 
1
=
=
=
 
1 - 264 is molecular weight of 18-crown-6 ether 
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After careful addition of intercalants, the contents of the beaker were heated to 70 °C for 3 
h. The contents were cooled and filtered using vacuum in a Buckner funnel. The filter cake 
was vacuum dried at 60 °C and then the intercalated clay was dried in an oven [143]. The 
dried treated clay was ground using mortar and pestle for uniformity in the size for grains. 
The powdered clay was sieved through mesh #200.  
3.2.5 Tailored process of conventional boiling technique with ultrasonication 
Clay was preheated in a vacuum oven for 8 h at 70 °C for removal of moisture. The nature 
of solvents is critical to facilitate the insertion of organic materials between the silicate 
layers, the polarity of the medium being a determining factor for intercalations. As 
mentioned earlier, the clay was dispersed in water at 3 % (w/w) concentration and heated 
to 75 °C for 3 h. The amount of intercalant was calculated according to cation exchange 
capacity of sodium MMT. The contents were carefully transferred to a stainless steel 
beaker and the contents were ultrasonicated for 20 minutes (high intensity ultrasonic 
processor, Model: GEX 500). The ultrasonic disperser was capable of vibrating at 
ultrasonic frequencies in order to induce an efficient dispersion of nanoclay. The contents 
were cooled and filtered using vacuum in a Buckner funnel. The filter cake was vacuum 
dried at 60 °C and then the intercalated clay was dried in an oven. The dried clay was 
ground using a mortar and pestle. The powdered clay was sieved through mesh #200, for 
uniformity of grain size. Ultrasonication (combined with solvent), in comparison with 
shear mixing methods, produced superior nano scale dispersion [170-172].  
 
3.3 Preparation of PP clay nanocomposites  
The degree of interaction between the clay and polymer matrix, which ultimately 
determines the morphological structure within the nanocomposite, is not only dependent on 
the properties of the modified clay and the polymer, but on the method by which they are 
blended (Figure 3.2). PP has been successfully intercalated with different techniques         
1. In situ polymerization 2. Solution blending and 3. Melt intercalation (melt blending). 
Solution blending was adapted for laboratory scale preparation of nanocomposites and melt 
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intercalation technique was used to simulate commercial scale preparation of PP clay 
nanocomposites.  
 
 
Figure 3.2 Steps involved in processing of nanocomposite 
3.3.1 Solution blending 
In the solution-intercalation procedure, a solvent capable of dissolving the polymer and 
swelling the clay was selected and a homogeneous three-component mixture of appropriate 
composition was prepared with the help of heating and mechanical (ultra turrax) mixing. 
The solvent was then removed by evaporation or by precipitation in a non-solvent. The 
entropy gain associated with desorption of the solvent molecules was thought to 
compensate the entropic loss of the intercalated polymer chains. Entropy driven 
intercalation might be expected to occur even in the absence of an enthalpy gain due to 
unfavorable interactions between the macromolecules and surface of the clay layers [136]. 
The weak van der Waal forces holding the stacked platelets together can be easily 
overcome in the appropriate solvent. The polymer then absorbed onto the individual 
platelets. Once the solvent evaporates the layers re-assemble into an ordered multilayer 
structure. The dispersion of the silicate can be improved by solvent assisted techniques. 
This method can be referred to as a solvent-assisted melt compounding. 
3.3.1.1 Description of solution blending of PP clay nanocomposite 
Clay treated with intercalant was added to PP. Clay treated with PEG monolaurate 
(Mn=400 g/mol) is named as PEGC and clay treated PEG monolaurate ((Mn=600 g/mol) is 
named as PEGM. The preparation of the nanocomposites was carried out by the solvent 
casting method using o-xylene. The added amount of the treated clay was 1, 2 and 5 phr of 
the total weight of PP and PP-g-MA. The process of preparation of nanocomposites can be 
divided into the following three steps: 
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Dispersion of nanoclay: This section involves the dispersion of the treated clay (PEGC / 
PEGM) in solvent (o-xylene) in order to minimize the agglomeration of clay layers and 
lump formation. Calculated amounts of treated clay were added to 50 mL of o-xylene 
solution. This solution was further sonicated using a mechanical probe sonicator (High 
intensity ultrasonic processor, Model: GEX 500), capable of vibrating at ultrasonic 
frequencies in order to induce an efficient dispersion of nanoclay [142, 170, 171]. For this 
preparation, three different mass of clay were used.  
Dissolution of polymer: This stage dissolved PP and compatibilizer PP-g-MA in o-xylene 
using silicone oil bath technique.  An exact weight of polymer (mentioned in Table) was 
added to o-xylene. This mixture was stirred and kept for 6 h until PP was dissolved. 
Preparation of nanocomposites: This step involves thorough mixing of the solutions 
prepared in the first and second stages of this process. Ultraturrax high speed disperser was 
used to blend treated clay, PP and PP-g-MA. The mixing was carried out at 150 °C for 10 
minutes under vigorous stirring. The product was separated by cold precipitation in 
methanol. The contents were allowed to dry over night to remove xylene and methanol. 
Finally the material was dried in oven under vacuum overnight. Neat PP and PP based 
nanocomposites have been compression moulded using a hot press between steel plates 
covered with thin Mylar sheets at 200 °C for 5 min. Cold circulated water was used to cool 
the platens to ambient temperature while full pressure was maintained. Silicone oil (food 
grade) was sprayed evenly on the surface of Mylar sheets for easy removal of composite 
from Mylar sheets. Care was taken to avoid any air bubbles in the composite.   
3.3.2 Melt intercalation 
Melt intercalation of polymers is a useful approach to produce polymers reinforced by 
organophilic layered silicates [31]. It is also called as melt blending of nanocomposites and 
is quite generally and broadly applicable to a range of commodity polymers. Different 
routes to form polymer-organoclay nanocomposites have been reviewed in the literature 
and a number of paths leading to the dispersion of nanofillers have been proposed for 
preparing nanocomposites. Melt intercalation has become an important method of 
preparing polymer-clay nanocomposites due to ease of employing conventional polymer 
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mixing or extrusion processes and its environmental benignancy [8]. Melt intercalation 
involves the mixing of clay with molten polymer matrix. The layer separation, especially 
exfoliation, depends on the establishment of favorable interactions between the polymer 
and the clay surface and the subsequent system energy reduction.  The clay tactoids are 
exfoliated under shear, stacks of clay platelets are decreased in height by sliding platelets 
apart from each other, and the contact area between resin matrix and clay platelets is 
increased (Figure 3.3). High shear intensity would help the formation of polymer-clay 
hybrid by breaking up clay particles and increasing the chance of clay dispersion in 
composite. The process is thus facilitated by both residence time and screw configuration 
in the extruder. Melt intercalation is an attractive synthesis method because it is 
commercially feasible and more environmentally benign since no solvents are required [8]. 
Melt intercalation is ideal for polymer processing methods like extrusion and injection 
molding in which in-process compounding is feasible [173]. 
 
Figure 3.3  Schematic representation of dispersion of PEG-ML treated clay in PP matrix 
with the aid of compatibilizer 
3.3.2.1 Selection of twin screw extruder for melt intercalation 
Extrusion can be defined as shaping a material by forcing it through a small orifice or die. 
In polymer extrusion, the process starts with pellets of resin being fed to the extruder 
through a hopper. The pellets are forced through the heated body (barrel) of the extruder by 
rotating screws. The polymer melts exit through a die, which shapes the extrudate to the 
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desired form. The barrel is comprised of three zones - feed zone, compression zone, and 
metering zone - which are characterized by their functions. In feed zone, solid resin is 
conveyed from the hopper, preheated and conveyed to subsequent zones. In the feed zone, 
the flow is modeled as plug flow, and little mixing or deformation occurs. In the 
compression zone, the pellets are converted from solid to a melt [173]. The metering zone 
serves as a homogenizer to supply material of uniform temperature and pressure to the die 
at a constant rate. The shearing action of the rotating screws against the inner wall of the 
barrel forces the melt from of the extruder through the die. The non-Newtonian flow 
behavior of polymers (decrease in viscosity with shear rate, referred to as shear-thinning) 
makes it difficult to control the temperature in processes with high shear rates. As a result, 
spatial variations in the temperature of the melt and the viscosity are encountered because 
of the varying degrees of shearing in each zone [173]. Radial differences in melt 
temperature are difficult to measure and control, but longitudinal heat transfer can be 
controlled by varying the temperature of each extruder zone, with temperature increasing 
towards the die. Melting temperature of PP was considered when choosing the temperature 
profile. Greater output at lower screw speeds, better mixing, less viscous dissipation, and 
less power consumption are some of the advantages of using a twin screw extruder over a 
single screw extruder in nanocomposite preparation. In general, a twin screw extruder 
offers more efficient distributive (internal) mixing than single screw extruders. This 
validates selection of twin screw extruders as appropriate for compounding clays in PP. A 
screw speed of 60 rpm was selected, to ensure adequate mixing and shearing. At lower 
speed levels (50 and 55 rpm), output from extruder was not uniform and did not make a 
solid rope formation, and at higher speed levels (65 and 70 rpm), extrudate was very not 
continuous. Screw speed was optimized after validating the speed between 50, 55, 60, 65, 
and 70 rpm. 
3.3.2.2 Description of melt intercalation of PP clay nanocomposite 
The preparation of the nanocomposites was carried out by the melt intercalation method 
using a Brabender twin screw extruder / compounder DSK 42/7. The added amount of the 
treated clay (PEGM) was 1, 2, 5 and 7 phr of the total weight of PP and PP-g-MA       
(Table 3.1). Conditions applied for melt intercalation are at par with other literature values 
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[9, 31, 173, 174]. PP-g-MA and PP homopolymer were premixed together initially. The 
amount of PP-g-MA was 10 % (w/w) of the matrix in all experiments.  
 
Notation Clay treated with PEG-
ML(phr) 
PP PP-g-MA 
PP 0 90 10 
PP 1 1 90 10 
PP 2 2 90 10 
PP 5 5 90 10 
PP 7 7 90 10 
Table 3.1 Clay ratio for melt intercalation of PP nanocomposite 
 
Treated clay used in melt intercalation was dried at 80 °C for 8 h before processing. PP and 
PP-g-MA were respectively dried at 70 °C for 8 h before processing. A different fraction of 
the organoclay was added to the previous mixture and mixed repeatedly. The materials 
were mixed by a twin screw extruder operating at a recommended temperature profile with 
co-rotating of screws. There were three heating zones along the extruder barrel followed by 
a die ring heater and a die heater. The temperatures of the zones were 175, 185, and 195 °C 
respectively. Air cooling was provided to maintain the set temperature of the barrel wall to 
reduce temperature ‘run away’ due to viscous heating during the mixing process. Twin 
screw extrusion was chosen due to better dispersive and distributive mixing. Intermeshing 
screws provide high shearing and are self cleaning. The L/D ratio was 7 with the screws of 
diameter of 41.8 mm. The screws were standard screws with axial grooves having width 
and depth of 5 mm. Screw speed was set to be 60 rpm, after few validation batches. 
Andersen suggested that higher screw speed would lead to high viscous heating and 
degradation of polymer, and lower screw speed would not serve the objective of 
intercalation and exfoliation of clay layers in polymer matrix [173]. The extruded 
compounds were air cooled in a conveyor to ambient temperature and then pelletized. In 
order to facilitate uniform mixing of clay in the polymer matrix and to increase residence 
time, pellets obtained from first extrusion cycle were re-extruded. Optimization of 
extrusion cycle was  required to avoid degradation of polymer (discoloration of polymer) 
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from the validation batch made in this experiment.  Pure PP was used as reference material 
and extruded under the same conditions, in order to compare the effect of fillers on 
polymer matrices subjected to the same thermo-mechanical history. Pure PP and PP based 
nanocomposite sheets were compression moulded between steel plates covered with thin 
Mylar sheets at 200 °C for 5 min using a hot press. Cold circulated water was used to cool 
the platens to ambient temperature while full pressure was maintained. Silicone oil (food 
grade) was sprayed evenly on the surface of Mylar sheets for easy removal of composite 
without denting the surface. Care was taken to avoid any air bubbles in the composite.   
3.4 Characterization of PP Clay nanocomposites 
PP nanocomposites containing a small amount of layered silicate frequently exhibit 
improved mechanical, thermal, barrier, rheological and other materials properties when 
compared with those of pristine PP [2, 4]. Improvements include higher modulus, 
increased strength, decreased gas permeability, increased thermal stability. The prime 
reason for these improved properties in nanocomposites is the stronger interfacial 
interaction between the matrix and layered silicate, compared with conventional filled 
reinforced systems. The following section briefly describes the different characterization 
techniques (structural, thermal, gas barrier, mechanical, rheological properties) applied to 
the study PP nanocomposites.  
 
3.4.1 Wide angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) 
WAXS is used to determine the crystalline structure of polymers and polymer 
nanocomposites [175]. This technique specifically refers to the analysis of Bragg peaks 
scattered to wide angles, which (by the Bragg law) implies that they are caused by sub-
nanometer sized structures. WAXS is the relatively similar in characterization to small-
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), only the distance from sample to the detector is shorter and 
thus diffraction maxima at larger angles are observed. A diffraction technique for 
polycrystalline films is where only crystallites diffract that are parallel to the substrate 
surface. The diffraction pattern generated allows determining the chemical composition or 
phase composition of the film, the texture of the film (preferred alignment of crystallites), 
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the crystallite size and presence of film stress. According to this method the composite is 
scanned in a wide angle X-ray diffractometer, and the scattering intensity is plotted as a 
function of the 2θ angle.  
3.4.1.1 Description of Bruker AXS D8 X-ray diffractometer 
The D8 X-ray diffractometer is designed to easily accommodate all X-ray diffraction 
applications in material research, powder diffraction, and high resolution diffraction. The 
D8 diffractometer is equipped with a stepper motors with optical encoder to ensure 
extremely precise angular values. The nine position stage consists of two parts: the stage 
and the magazine. X-rays are generally filtered to a single wavelength (made 
monochromatic) and collimated to a single direction before they are allowed to strike the 
crystal. The filtering not only simplifies the data analysis, but removes radiation that 
degrades the crystal without contributing useful information. Collimation is done either 
with a collimator (basically, a long tube) or with a clever arrangement of gently curved 
mirrors. The installation and alignment is similar to the rotary stage. It is compatible with 
vertical θ-θ and 2θ diffractometer. The radiation produced by the line focus of the X-ray 
tube is diffracted at the composite and recorded at the detector. The diffraction angle (2θ) 
is thus always equal to twice the incident angle (θ). The diffractometer beam path is shown 
in Figure 3.4. The sample can rotate (with a rotation axis parallel to the scattering plane) in 
order to obtain better powder averaging. Each time the Bragg condition is satisfied, the 
primary beam is diffracted from the sample and measured by the detector. Focus, sample 
and detector slit are on the focusing circle; focus and detector slit are located on the 
measuring circle. In order to have the diffracted radiation focused at the detector, the whole 
effective sample surface should actually be on the focusing circle. In practice, however, it 
is sufficient to place the surface of the plane sample tangentially to the focusing circle. An 
aperture slit between tube and sample delimits the irradiated sample area. Undesired 
scattered radiation is suppressed by the scattered radiation slit. 
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Figure 3.4 Nine position sample stage in reflection mode and beam path of diffractometer 
 
3.4.1.2 Details of WAXS settings for clay intercalation 
The basal spacing accompanying interlayer sorption may readily be followed by WAXS, 
which allows deductions of the probable orientation of the interlayer species. Small particle 
size of clay can be easily assessed by WAXS, thermal methods, but others such as nuclear 
magnetic resonance may be required in special studies. The most useful single technique is 
WAXS examination which is applicable to all crystalline materials (in this case: MMT 
clay).  X-ray data on the treated clay sample was collected on a Bruker AXS D8 Advance 
Wide Angle X-Ray Diffraction instrument with CuKα radiation (λ = 0.154 nm) operating 
at 45 kV and 30mA. The sample was mounted in a flat-plate specimen holder and flattened 
with a glass microscope slide. Diffraction patterns were measured using a scintillation 
detector. Scans were taken between 3° and 16° at a speed of   1 °/min, with a step size of 
0.05 and with step time of 3 s. The scattering intensities were recorded by the computer. 
Software installed in the computer removes the background after selecting a command by 
the user.  
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3.4.1.3 Details of WAXS settings for PP and PP nanocomposite 
X-ray data on PP and PP nanocomposite sample were collected on a Bruker AXS D8 
Advance Wide Angle X-Ray Diffraction instrument with CuKα radiation (λ = 0.154 nm) 
operating at 45 kV and 30mA. The sample was mounted in a flat-plate specimen holder 
and exposed surface flattened with a glass microscope slide. Diffraction patterns were 
measured using a scintillation detector. Scans were taken between 3° and 25° at a rate of   
1 °/min, a step size of 0.05° and step time of 3 s. WAXS is the most useful for the 
measurement of the d-spacing of ordered immiscible and ordered intercalated polymer 
layered silicate nanocomposite, but it may be insufficient for the measurement of 
disordered and exfoliated materials that give no peak [3, 31]. More specifically, the lack of 
peak may be misinterpreted in cases where no peak is seen. Samples were cut by a band 
saw from the flatter and smoother areas of the plaques made by compression molding. It is 
important for the specimen to be plane; the diffraction starts from the smaller angle, a bent 
or uneven sample could hamper the beam from reaching the upper surface, as 
schematically represented in Figure 3.5. Sample dimensions were 40 x 40 mm. 
 
 
Figure 3.5 Schematic representation of X-ray beam on a bent or uneven sample 
3.4.2 Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) 
TEM is a complimentary technique, filling gaps in information that other technique cannot 
provide [156]. TEM operates on the same basic principles as the light microscope but uses 
electrons instead of light (Figure 3.6). TEMs use electrons as “light source” and their much 
lower wavelength make it possible to get a resolution a thousand times better than with a 
light microscope. The possibility for high magnifications has made the TEM a valuable 
tool in materials research especially in nanocomposite.  
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Figure 3.6 Schematic representation of transmission electron microscope [156] 
3.4.2.1 Description of instrument 
The Philips CM200 TEM can achieve a resolution of 2 A° with ultra-thin specimens. 
Images may be taken digitally, using a Peltier-cooled Tietz (TVIPS) CCD camera mounted 
below the viewing chamber. Accessories include a cryoholder, STM tip/bulk sample 
holder, strain holder, rotation holder, and high tilt holder. TEM uses electromagnetic lenses 
to focus the electrons into a very thin beam. The electron beam then travels through the 
specimen. Depending on the density of the material present, some of the electrons are 
scattered and disappear from the beam. At the bottom of the microscope the unscattered 
electrons hit a fluorescent screen, giving rise to a "shadow image" of the specimen with its 
different parts displayed in varying darkness according to their density. The image is 
studied directly by the operator or photographed. The "Virtual Source" at the top represents 
the electron gun, producing a stream of monochromatic electrons. This stream is focused to 
a small, thin, coherent beam by the use of condenser lenses 1 and 2. The first lens (usually 
controlled by the "spot size control") largely determines the "spot size"; the general size 
range of the final spot that strikes the sample. The second lens (usually controlled by the 
"intensity or brightness knob" changes the size of the spot on the sample; changing it from 
a wide dispersed spot to a pinpoint beam. The beam is restricted by the condenser aperture 
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(usually user selectable), knocking out high angle electrons (those far from the optic axis, 
the dotted line down the center). The beam strikes the specimen and parts of it are 
transmitted. This transmitted portion is focused by the objective lens into an image.        
The image strikes the phosphor image screen and light is generated, allowing the user to 
see the image. The darker areas of the image represent those areas of the sample that fewer 
electrons were transmitted through (they are thicker or denser). The lighter areas of the 
image represent those areas of the sample that more electrons were transmitted through 
(they are thinner or less dense).  
3.4.2.2 TEM method for PP nanocomposites 
TEM photographs were obtained with a Philips CM200 UT (FEI Co., Hillsboro, OR) 
operated at a voltage of 80 kV. All of the ultra thin sections (~100 nm) were microtomed 
with an RMC MTX ultra microtome (UMT, Boeckeler Instrument, Inc., Tucson, AZ) with 
a glass knife in an epoxy molded state and then subjected to TEM observation without 
staining. Hot pressed film as described previously were embedded in an epoxy compound 
(dried in vacuum oven at 60 °C, for      24 h).The embedded films were then thinly sliced 
(~100 nm) using RMC MTX ultra- microtome (UMT, Boeckeler Instrument, Inc., Tucson, 
AZ). The thickness of the thin slice was automatically controlled to be about 50 nm by the 
machine. The obtained thin slice was collected onto a 300 mesh copper TEM grid. Finally, 
the samples were characterized by TEM.  
3.4.3 Dynamic mechanical analysis 
Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) is a technique used to study and characterize 
materials [164]. It is most useful for observing the viscoelastic nature of polymers. There 
are two methods of oscillation techniques 1. Free oscillation techniques involve applying a 
force to a sample and allowing it to oscillate after the force is removed. 2. Forced 
oscillations involve the continued application of a force to the sample. An oscillating force 
is applied to a sample of material and the resulting displacement of the sample is measured. 
This method is the most commonly used one today. Samples can be either solids or melts. 
Most solids are tested by linearly applied stress and melts or liquids are normally tested in 
shear. The sample deforms under the load. From this the stiffness of the sample can be 
determined, and the sample modulus can be calculated [164].By measuring the time lag in 
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the displacement compared with the applied force it is possible to determine the damping 
properties of the material. The time lag is reported as a phase lag. The damping is called 
tan delta, as it is reported as the tangent of the phase lag.  
3.4.3.1 Description of DMA 
A rotary actuator (servomotor) applies stress deformation.  In response, the sample 
generates torque, which is measured by the transducer.  Strain and torque are used to 
calculate dynamic mechanical test data such as modulus and viscosity.  Instruments 
capable of normal force measurement use torque and normal force for calculation in steady 
mode. Method of deforming a sample by applying a sinusoidal deformation.  When 
operating in this manner, the instrument is said to be in dynamic mode. 
                          
Figure 3.7 Perkin-Elmer Diamond DMA and parallel clamp sample probe 
3.4.3.2 Method of DMA settings 
Dynamic mechanical properties of pure PP and PP nanocomposite were studied on 
compression molded films using  a Perkin-Elmer Pyris Diamond DMA in the tensile mode 
with parallel clamp sample probe as shown in Figure 3.7 ; the samples were tested from -
20 to 100 °C at a rate of 2 °C/min and at a frequency of 1 Hz under tension. Composites 
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were cut into 10 mm width and 1 mm thickness [3, 31]. The distance between two clamps 
was 10 mm. The films were placed in between the clamps and subjected to tensile force, 
imposed by the top clamp at desired frequencies. Three composites from each clay ratio 
were used to obtain average. 
3.4.4 Thermogravimetry 
Thermogravimetry is based on continuous recording of mass changes, as a function of a 
combination of temperature with time [147, 165]. A sample of material is placed on an arm 
of a recording microbalance, called thermo balance where that arm and the sample are 
placed in a furnace (Figure 3.8). The furnace temperature is controlled in a pre-
programmed temperature/time profile, or in the rate-controlled mode, where the pre-
programmed value of the weight changes imposes the temperature change in the way 
necessary to achieve and maintain the desired weight-change rate.  
3.4.4.1 Description of Thermogravimetry analyzer (TGA 7) 
The TGA 7 Thermogravimetric Analyzer is connected to a computer via a TAC 7/DX 
Thermal Analysis Instrument Controller. With the Pyris software installed on the computer 
controlling the instrument, the TGA 7 is used to measure weight changes in materials as a 
function of temperature or time. Under control of the Pyris software, the TGA 7 is 
programmed from an initial to a final temperature and measures weight changes resulting 
from chemical reactions, decomposition, solvent and water evolution, and oxidation in 
sample materials. The TGA 7 calibration should remain unchanged for quite some time, 
provided that there are no changes in the instrument’s operating conditions. Even when the 
system is shut down, the calibration values are stored so that the next time the instrument is 
turned on, it will still be calibrated. Each scan was ascertained by proper calibration 
instrument.  
3.4.4.1.1 Standard Furnace 
The TGA standard furnace allows operation of the TGA 7 from 30°C to 1000°C. The 
standard furnace is a small, platinum-wound micro furnace which allows rapid heating and 
cooling rates and rapid turnaround times between analyses. This unique furnace functions 
as both a heater and a resistance thermometer, detecting the temperature and supplying 
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power to heat the furnace. This design makes it possible to obtain extremely sensitive 
temperature control and precision. A chromel–alumel thermocouple passes through the 
base of the furnace and is located close to the sample material. This provides accurate 
sample temperature during an analysis. 
3.4.4.1.2 TGA 7 Microbalance 
The microbalance used with the TGA 7 is extremely sensitive, capable of detecting weight 
changes as small as 0.1 μg, with a maximum capacity of 1300 mg. The null balance design 
of the microbalance uses a servo-controlled torque motor to automatically compensate for 
weight changes in the sample material. When the composite is placed in the sample pan, 
the beam that supports the sample pan deflects. A beam position detector measures the 
deflection with an optical sensor and uses current to return the beam to its original position. 
The amount of current necessary to restore the beam is a direct measure of the weight on 
the beam. The current is amplified and filtered. The signal is displayed in the Pyris 
software in milligrams or as a fraction of total sample weight. The TGA 7 can analyze 
solid or liquid samples. Solid samples can be in the form of film, powder, crystal, or grains. 
The size of sample that can be analyzed ranges from <1 mg to 400 – 500 mg. In most 
cases, the typical sample size for TGA analysis is 2 – 50 mg. 
3.4.4.2 Method of TGA  
3.4.4.2.1 Method of TGA settings for treated clays 
TGA was conducted on a Perkin-Elmer TGA7 thermobalance operating in an inert 
atmosphere of nitrogen (gas flow rate 20 mL.min-1). A mass of 5 to 10 mg was placed in a 
suspended platinum pan and heated at a constant heating rate of 20 °C min-1 from ambient 
to 725 °C.   
3.4.4.2.2 Details of TGA settings for PP and PP nanocomposites in nitrogen 
A mass of 5 to 8 mg was placed in a suspended platinum pan and heated at a constant 
heating rate of 20 °C·min-1 from ambient to 725 °C. Conditions used in the TGA analysis 
were based on those reported by other researchers.  
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Figure 3.8 Thermogravimetry (TGA 7) with hook and strirrup set up 
3.4.4.2.3 Details of TGA settings for PP and PP nanocomposites in air 
A mass of 5 to 8 mg was placed in a suspended platinum pan and heated at a constant 
heating rate of 20 °C·min-1 from ambient to 800 °C  in presence of air.  
3.4.4.2.4 Details of TGA settings for PP and PP nanocomposites (oxidation induction 
time) 
A mass of 5 to 8 mg was placed in a suspended platinum pan and held constant for 1 min at 
20 °C, and then heated from 20 °C to 180 °C at 100 °C /min in air. Then it was constantly 
held at 180 °C for 120 min in air.  Air flow was at the rate of 20 mL/min.  
3.4.5 Tensile testing 
Tensile tests are useful for assessing changes in bulk mechanical properties due to added 
reinforcement [176]. While the bulk properties often are unchanged by microscopic 
reinforcements, nanocomposites often show increased modulus. Tensile test can provide 
information on plastically deforming materials above the yield conditions.  
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3.4.5.1 Description of Instron 4467 
In its simplest form, the tensile test is accomplished by gripping opposite ends of a test 
specimen within the load frame of a test machine. A tensile force is applied by the 
machine, resulting in the gradual elongation and eventual fracture of the test piece.   
Instron 4467 uses a hydraulic pump and servo hydraulic valves that move an actuator 
piston. The actuator piston is attached to one end of the specimen. The motion of the 
actuator piston can be controlled in both directions, to conduct tension, compression, or 
cyclic loading tests. Instron is controlled by microprocessor-based electronics. 
Microprocessor sends signals to the experimental apparatus and receives information from 
various sensors. The data received from sensors can be passed to computers for display and 
storage. Personal computer designed with an electronic interface to the experimental 
apparatus, and the appropriate application software (Bluehill). Mounting the specimen can 
be a challenge. In order to record accurate data, the grips must be in perfect alignment. 
Even a slight mis-orientation can create a normal force, resulting in unexpected, and 
usually unmeasured, flexure, shearing, or bending of the specimen. Modern grip systems 
are self aligning. The jaws are mounted on bearings that will align under low load, 
allowing the grips to move in order to maximize the force. As the load increases, friction 
increases and locks the grips in place. The grips are serrated in order to prevent the sample 
from slipping under load. 
 
3.4.5.2 Method for tensile testing  
Tensile testing was performed according to ASTM D638 using an Instron 4467 material 
tester equipped with a 2 kN load cell and Instron Bluehill software. The testing temperature 
was at ambient temperature. The standard shape for tensile testing was the dumbbell 
specimen. Cross-head speed of tensile testing machine was set to be   50 mm / min.  
Tensile test was repeated for at least five specimens for each composition. All the tests 
were conducted at room temperature.  
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3.4.6 Oxygen permeability measurement 
Clays are believed to increase the barrier properties by creating a tortuous path (explained 
previously in chapter 2) that slows the flow of gas molecules through the PP matrix. The 
reduction of permeability arises from the longer diffusive path that the penetrants must 
travel in the presence of filler [4, 157, 177, 178]. A plate like morphology is efficient at 
maximizing the path length due to large aspect ratio, when compared with other 
conventional fillers. The following section describes the principle and settings of the 
instrument used to measure oxygen permeability of PP nanocomposites in this research.  
3.4.6.1 Description of Ox-Tran (Model 2/21) 
Ox-tran (model 2/21) detects and measures extremely small amounts of oxygen as it passes 
through barrier materials such as plastics and composites used in all forms of packaging. In 
industries, Ox-tran systems are being used to measure the effects of temperature and 
relative humidity on high-barrier films and packages. The Mocon company website 
(viewed on 27th March 2008) revealed Mocon Ox-Tran 2/21 system uses a patented 
coulometric sensor (coulox) to detect oxygen transmission through both flat materials and 
packages. The coulox sensor is an intrinsic or absolute sensor that does not require 
calibration, however the instrument needs calibration using standards provided.  Using a 
very accurate sensor, Ox-tran system provides parts-per-billion sensitivity even in the 
presence of water vapor. Flat film samples are clamped into the diffusion cell, which is 
then purged of residual oxygen using an oxygen-free carrier gas (Figure 3.9). The carrier 
gas is routed to the sensor until a stable zero has been established. Pure (99.9%) oxygen is 
then introduced into the outside chamber of the diffusion cell. Molecules of oxygen 
diffusing through the film to the inside chamber are conveyed to the sensor by the carrier 
gas. 
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Figure 3.9 Mocon 2/21 oxygen transmission rate tester and its diffusion cell 
 
3.4.6.2 Method 
The device employed was a Mocon Ox-Tran 2/21 manufactured by Modern Controls Inc. 
The method was based on ASTM standard D3985. It has been widely used to analyze the 
gas barrier properties of polymer films. The instrument was calibrated at 23 °C with 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) certified Mylar films of known 
transport characteristics. A continuous flow of gas was maintained on both sides of the 
barrier material. Initially nitrogen gas was passed over both surfaces to remove oxygen in 
the material. The nitrogen on one side was then replaced by oxygen, and the nitrogen flow 
on the other side then swept the surface to extract any oxygen that diffused through the 
material. The diffusing oxygen was measured by a detector that is sensitive only to oxygen. 
PP and PP nanocomposites were experimented only after checking the accuracy of the 
standards. Flat films were clamped into the diffusion cell, which was then purged of 
residual oxygen using an oxygen free air carrier gas. The carrier gas was routed to the 
sensor until a stable zero was established. Pure (99.9 %) oxygen was then introduced into 
the outside chamber of the diffusion cell. Molecules of oxygen diffusing through the film 
to the inside chamber were conveyed to the sensor by the carrier gas. The test sheets were 
laminated between two aluminum foil masks to reduce the area of exposure from 100 cm2 
to 5.4 cm2.  The measurements were conducted at 23 °C and 0 % RH. Three different 
nanocomposites were tested for each proportion of clay from solution blending of 
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nanocomposites and five different nanocomposites were tested for each proportion of clay 
from melt intercalation of nanocomposites.    
 
3.4.7 Rheological measurements  
Rheometry has been demonstrated to be a useful tool to study the microstructures of 
nanocomposites. Literature shows that rheology is convenient for monitoring not only the 
exfoliation process of the clay but also the effects of such exfoliation on the structure and 
properties of the resulting hybrid system [34]. The following section describes the principle 
and settings of the ARES rheometer used in this research to study the rheological 
properties of nanocomposites.  
3.4.7.1 Description of ARES rheometer 
The ARES rheometer (TA Instruments) is a controlled strain rheometer used for the 
determination of rheological properties such as steady shear viscosity, normal force, shear 
modulus, complex viscosity, storage and loss modulus for fluids with medium to high 
viscosities such as polymer melts, polymer solutions, and surfactant systems. This 
rheometer is used to study entanglements in polymer melts and solutions, gels and 
branched polymers, miscible polymer blends, and structured fluids, and nanocomposites. 
This instrument is a mechanical spectrometer that is capable of subjecting a sample to 
either a dynamic (sinusoidal) or steady (linear) shear strain (deformation), then measuring 
the resultant torque expended by the sample in response to the shear strain. Shear strain is 
applied by the motor, torque is measured by the transducer. In dynamic mode, the motor 
begins all tests at the motor zero position, and drives symmetrically about motor zero to the 
strain commanded by the user using Orchestra software. The motor is labeled with 
graduations indicating 0.1, 0.25, and 0.5 radians from motor zero. During dynamic mode, 
the instrument measures strain and torque. In steady mode, the motor can begin a test from 
any position, rotating either clockwise or counterclockwise as specified by the user using 
Orchestra software. When in steady mode, the instrument measures torque and normal 
force if equipped with a transducer capable of normal force measurement. The oven is a 
forced air convection environmental chamber that encloses the sample. Mounted in the 
oven are two resistive heaters that are used to control the temperature of the gas that is 
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input to them. The entire environmental control temperature measurement system is 
automatically calibrated each time the instrument is turned on. 
    
 
Figure 3.10 ARES rheometer with parallel plate set up 
 
3.4.7.2 Method in ARES rheometer 
Rheological measurements were carried out in dynamic mode on an ARES rheometer 
equipped with a parallel plate geometry using 25 mm diameter plates at 195 °C        
(Figure 3.10). Typical sample thickness was 1.5 mm. Dynamic strain sweeps of PP and 
nanocomposites were performed using controlled strain rate to determine the linear regime 
of nanocomposites. The viscoelastic moduli were then measured by frequency sweep 
experiments. The strain amplitude used (10 %) was within the linear viscoelastic region 
which was determined from the dynamic strain scan tests performed for virgin polymer and 
nanocomposites. The measurement temperature was set at 195 °C to correspond to that 
used for nanocomposite extrusion.  
3.4.8 Fourier transform infra red spectroscopy 
Spectroscopy is often used to probe chemical structure. Infra-red spectroscopy can provide 
information useful for identifying a material, following a chemical reaction, providing 
information for determining the molecular structure, elucidating conformational 
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information, or for a host of other purposes [179]. The utility of IR spectroscopy comes 
from interactions of light with specific molecular vibrations. The infrared spectrum of a 
material attests the chemical structure formation / presence. A single frequency of IR light, 
typically generated using an IR laser, passes through an interferometer, creating a narrow 
spectrum of light, which passes through a test sample. FTIR has the capacity to do multiple 
scans to improve resolution. Noise, both positive and negative, will sum to zero in 
successive scans, while the signal will be reinforced with each additional collection. The 
entire spectrum can be collected at once, rather than collecting information about the 
transmitted light intensity separately at each individual frequency. FTIR can provide 
information about chain conformation and basic chemical bonds.  
3.4.8.1 Description of FTIR spectroscopy  
Perkin–Elmer Spectrum 2000 FTIR spectrometer has the source, the interferometer, the 
detector, and the computer. Infrared energy is emitted from a glowing black body source. 
This beam passes through an aperture which controls the amount of energy presented to the 
sample. The beam enters the interferometer where the "spectral coding" takes place, and 
resulting interferogram signal exits the interferometer. The beam enters the sample 
compartment where it is transmitted through or reflected off of the surface of the sample. 
The beam finally passes to the detector for final measurement. The detectors used are 
specially designed to measure the special interferogram signal. The measured signal is 
digitized and sent to the computer where the Fourier transformation takes place and 
infrared spectrum is displayed on the screen as output. 
3.4.8.2 Method for FTIR spectroscopy  
Composites of thickness 1 mm were used for surface investigation using a Perkin–Elmer 
Spectrum 2000 FTIR spectrometer from 4000 to 700 cm-1 with an average of 32 scans. The 
composite sheets were obtained by compression molding between steel plates covered with 
thin Mylar sheets at 190 °C for 5 min. Four nanocomposites were studied using FTIR 
spectroscopy. 
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3.5 Error analysis  
The results gathered in this research are by doing experiments and making measurements.  
It is important to understand how to express such data and how to analyze and draw 
meaningful conclusions from it. In doing this it is crucial to understand that all 
measurements are subject to uncertainties and errors. It is better to give least tolerance for 
the error but it is always there in experiments and measurements. Random errors which 
fluctuate from one measurement to the next are discussed in sections 3.5.1 - 3.5.3. Steps 
were taken to minimize the systematic errors as small as possible.The steps involved in 
reducing systematic errors in all instruments used in this research, are discussed below. 
1. PP was used as reference material, was dissolved (solution blending) and extruded 
(melt intercalation) under the same conditions, in order to compare the effect of 
nanofiller on polymer matrices subjected to the same thermo mechanical history.  
2. Temperature range for compression moulding of films, melt intercalation, 
rheological measurements were carefully selected from literature and material data 
sheets. The processing and testing of PP at higher temperature may result in the 
degradation of polymer. This may lead to chain scission or any other physico-
chemical process. In this research, temperatures used for preparation and 
characterization of PP nanocomposites are well within the range of temperatures 
recommended by supplier, Basell.  
3. With recent software installed in all computers attached to the equipments and 
instruments used in this research, machine / hardware error were minimized to the 
least percentage in all set of results. For instance, in WAXS measurement, software 
(DIFFRACplus) in Bruker AXS help user to minimize any unwanted intensities and 
to subtract background scattering from original pattern observed from materials.  
4. All characterization techniques were carried out after careful calibration of 
equipments. Standard log book was maintained for all equipments / instruments 
used in this research, at all facilities. Calibration schedule and standard log book 
were maintained to date for all equipments used in this research. Equipments and 
instruments include WAXS (X-ray scattering), TEM (imaging), TGA (thermal 
analysis), DMA (mechanical analysis), Instron (mechanical analysis), ARES 
(rheological studies), Mocon (oxygen permeability), FTIR (surface property), hot 
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press (film preparation), hot plate (solution blending), Ultraturrax (solution 
blending), ultrasonic disperser (solution blending), twin screw extruder (melt 
intercalation), tumbler mixer (mixing of ingredients).  
3.5.1 Random error analysis in Bruker AXS D8 (WAXS) 
1. Figure 3.11 shows scattering patterns of two alternate measurements of PEGM 
(clay treated with Poly(ethylene glycol) monolaurate (Mn=600 g/mol). It can be 
noted from the patterns the very small deviation in d-spacing of two different 
measurements. Peaks of patterns 1 and 2 are 5.03 and 5.05 respectively. The 
deviation in values is minimum, which well with in the limits. Six materials were 
studied in each clay treatment, of which two are shown in this figure. The results 
were found to be repeatable to with in ± 2 % as maximum experimental error 
involved in these measurements.  
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 Figure 3.11 WAXS patterns of treated clays in two different runs 
 
2. Six nanocomposite films obtained by solution blending and nine nanocomposite 
films obtained by melt intercalation were studied by WAXS. Pattern with high 
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intensity in shown in chapters 4 and 6. Selected patterns of same ratio are shown in 
appendix 1. 
3.5.2 Random Error analysis in TGA 
As already discussed under the section 3.4.4, the microbalance used with TGA 7 is 
extremely sensitive, capable of detecting changes as small as 0.1 μg, with a maximum 
capacity of 1300 mg. Inorder to avoid random error, three clay samples were tested by 
TGA. Figure 3.12 shows the mass loss vs. Temperature of two different runs of clay 
samples (PEGM). The results were found to be repeatable to with in ± 2 % as maximum 
experimental error involved in these measurements.  
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Figure 3.12 Mass loss curve of two different runs of PEGM 
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3.5.3 Random Error analysis of ARES rheometer 
Figure 3.13 shows the storage modulus of two runs of PP 1 and PP 7 nanocomposites* 
(*PP-PEGM (MB) nanocomposites). As discussed earlier in section 3.4.7, the ARES 
rheometer is capable of performing measurements with torque over the range of 0.2 to 
2000 gf-cm (where gf indicates a unit of gram force) and normal forces over the range 
of 2 – 2000 gf. ARES is capable to a temperature accuracy of ± 0.1 °C. In general, the 
test conditions for this research work were well within the instrument operating limits 
(data were obtained at a frequency of 0.1 to 100 rad/s).  
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Figure 3.13 Storage modulus of PP 1 and PP 7 in two different runs  
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Chapter 4 Synthesis of Novel Compatibilizer for PP 
Clay Nanocomposites 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter explains the synthesis of polyoxyalkyleneamine (Jeffamine) -graft-PP – 
unmodified clay nanocomposites. The compatibilisation of the grafted-PP – clay was aided 
by PP-g-MA. Solution blending was the method adopted in this experimentation for 
dispersing the components.  A poly (propylene-g-oxyalkylamine) - graft – 
polyoxyalkyleneamine (P(P-g-MAOEA)) master batch was dispersed in pure PP to prepare 
the nanocomposites.  The polyoxyalkyleneamine used in this research undergoes typical 
amine reactions. Reaction mechanisms between amine and PP-g-MA were studied by 
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. WAXS, TEM and TGA were used to 
characterize nanocomposites synthesized using Poly (propylene-g-oxyalkylamine) - graft – 
polyoxyalkyleneamine. 
4.2 Results and Discussion 
Nanocomposite materials consisting of polymeric matrix and clays can be prepared by 
adjusting the interaction enthalpy between each component, by using special 
compatibilisation agents for the two intrinsically incompatible materials. As a general route 
of synthesis of nanocomposites, block copolymers combining one part of the polymer 
identical and/or strongly interacting with the organic polymer (matrix compound) and 
another part compatible with the natural mineral can be used. There has been much 
research in the field of inventing and synthesizing different compatibilizers. 
 
4.2.1 Selection of compatibilizer  
PP and MMT are not compatible as they have low interfacial energies, thus the MMT is 
not efficiently dispersed, intercalated, and exfoliated, which leads to poor properties in 
composites. An alternative solution is to functionalize PP by incorporation of a hydrophilic 
graft component [105, 180]. Functionalisation of PP has been investigated by many 
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researchers. Moad et al researched using polyoxyethylene into polyethylene in solution 
[181]. Grafting between the components was achieved by imide linkages, and further 
confirmed by FTIR spectroscopy. Addition of MA to the polymer was chosen for this work 
due to the reaction and a higher level of functionality producing a polymer consisting of a 
PP backbone and succinic anhydride functional groups. Jeffamine contains primary amino 
groups attached to the end of a polyether backbone. The polyether backbone is normally 
based on either propylene oxide (PO), ethylene oxide (EO), or mixed PO–EO [182]. 
Jeffamine undergoes typical amine reactions, often imparting increased flexibility, 
toughness, low viscosity and low colour. The wide range of molecular weight, amine 
functionality, repeating unit type, and distribution can provide flexibility in the design of 
new compounds or mixtures [183, 184]. The compound to be grafted to PP-g-MA was a 
commercially available monofunctional polyoxyalkene amine (Jeffamine TM). The reaction 
scheme shown in Figure 4.2 shows the grafting between the components that was achieved 
by an imide linkage between the succinic anhydride functional group and the terminal 
amine group on the Jeffamine. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Structure of Jeffamine D-4000 (XTJ-510) [182] 
 
 
4.2.2 Imide linkage between succinic anhydride and terminal amine group of 
Jeffamine 
Solution blending was used to prepare nanocomposites. The Jeffamine D-4000 (XTJ-510) 
(Figure 4.1) and PP-g-MA were accurately weighed, so that each molecule of Jeffamine 
will have enough MA to react with the amine group of Jeffamine. It should be noted that 
the Jeffamine is also a polyether compounds with wide range of molecular weights. It 
should be noted that Jeffamine D-4000 (XTJ-510) was selected due to its molecular weight 
and moderate degree of polymerization (~ 68).  Jeffamine and PP-g-MA (1:1) were 
dissolved in xylene for 6h [142, 171]. The polymeric product was precipitated in excess 
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methanol and then vacuum dried in a vacuum oven. Excess Jeffamine was removed by 
washing with acetone. Dried product (master batch) was used as novel compatibilizer in 
preparing nanocomposites. An imide linkage was formed as a graft compound between the 
Jeffamine and PP-g-MA (Figure 4.2).  
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Figure 4.2 Imide linkage between succinic anhydride and terminal group of Jeffamine 
 
Vibration frequencies are characteristic of particular functional groups in molecules. FTIR 
spectroscopy showed characteristic bands of imide links of grafted Jeffamine. Figure 4.3 
displays the characteristic bands associated with the carbonyl absorption due to the 
addition of succinic anhydride functional groups to the PP backbone. The formation of 
peaks in the region 1650 – 1720 cm-1 corresponds to carbonyl groups and attests the 
formation of an imide group in the modified PP (Figure 4.3). The low intensity of the peak 
indicates low graft efficiency. The wavelengths compared with literature values for 
anhydrides [185-187]. Compatibilisation of the grafted-PP – clay was aided by PP-g-MA. 
MA reacts with oxygen molecules on the surface of clay layers further reducing 
agglomeration in the nanocomposites. FTIR spectroscopy showed peaks characteristic of 
imide formation. It confirmed that a chemical reaction between PP-g-MA and Jeffamine 
had occurred. A simple amidation reaction occurred between the maleic anhydride of PP-g-
MA and the amine group of Jeffamine. The composites exhibited characteristic IR 
absorption because of the organic and inorganic functional groups. 
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Figure 4.3 FTIR spectra of PP-g-MA (above) and PP-g-MA-Jeffamine masterbatch 
(below).  
4.3 Structural property of PP and PP nanocomposites  
WAXS pattern showed that intercalation was predominant in 1 phr clay reinforced 
nanocomposites; however intercalation decreased with increase in aggregation as filler 
content increased (Figure 4.4). The appearance of a peak near 2.5° (2θ scale) correlated 
with PP / compatibilizer (grafted) insertion into the silicate galleries that delaminated to 
form a periodical layered structure. In 5 phr clay nanocomposites, the peak was shifted 
towards higher scattering angles confirming less intercalation. Avella et al prepared PP 
based nanocomposites by solution blending [142]. Avella et al suggested that 
exfoliation/intercalation of clay layers in nanocomposites occurred only at 1 and 3 %wt of 
clay loading, not at 5 %wt clay, where clay layers collapsed leading to an incompatible 
system [142]. If the clay layers are aggregated, their behaviour would be similar to a 
typical composite material. In the ultimate platelet configuration, the clay is completely 
exfoliated and dispersed, and the specific surface is at its maximum and greatest advantage 
can be obtained from the nanocomposite. In Figure 4.4, the peak could be due to some 
untreated clay or agglomeration of clay tactoids in the nanocomposite. Ultraturrax high 
speed dispersion and    P(P-g-MAOEA)compatibilizer addition are possible reasons for the 
intercalation / exfoliation of clay layers in the polymer matrix. Ultraturrax high speed 
dispersion leads to exfoliation of the clay layers for researchers elsewhere [170, 171, 188, 
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189]. In the 5 phr composite, there is some agglomeration observed from TEM. This could 
be a reason for the clay interlayer peak in WAXS pattern. The specimens were prepared 
with xylene and ultra-sonication to facilitate intercalation and exfoliation of the clay 
galleries, since mass transport of highly viscous resin into the clay galleries is widely 
considered one of the limiting steps to clay platelet separation [142]. The relative amounts 
of clay platelet separation and aggregation depends on the mixing technique and surfactant 
used for modifying clay platelets. In the case of 1 and 2 phr clay ratios, intercalation was 
observed by both TEM and WAXS (Figures 4.4 – 4.6). For the 5 phr clay ratio, the 
intercalated silicate layers were locally stacked to a hundred nanometres in thickness 
(Figure 4.7). PP-g-MA reacts with –OH groups on the clay surface, increasing the 
compatibility between clay and PP. A similar effect was observed by other researchers, 
who utilized solution blending in the preparation of nanocomposites. Small peaks in the 
region between 5° and 6° (2θ scale) could be due to the reaction between MA and clay 
layers    (Figure 4.4). It is clear from the WAXS pattern that at 5 phr clay ratio, the peak 
shifted towards higher scattering angles indicating a decrease in d-spacing of clay layers. 
WAXS results were further supported by TEM images that showed no agglomeration of 
tactoids in 1 phr clay reinforced nanocomposites (Figure 4.5). As the clay ratio increased, 
dark patches of clay layers appeared (Figures 4.6 and 4.7).  
4.4 Thermal analysis of PP and PP nanocomposites 
Thermogravimetric analysis revealed that the thermal decomposition of the composites 
took place at a slightly higher temperature than that of PP. In thermogravimetric analyses, 
the onset temperature of weight decrease moved to higher temperatures with higher clay 
concentration (Figure 4.8). The introduction of inorganic components into organic 
components can improve their thermal stability. This increase in thermal stability of PP 
and the interaction between the clay particles and the polymer matrix, indicated that the 
morphology of the components was not that of a mixture. It was noticeable from         
Figure 4.8, that combustion of Jeffamine took place at 450 °C. In TGA, at higher 
temperature chars formed and accumulated as nano-layers on the surface of 
nanocomposite. This char formation with nano-layers and particulates increased thermal 
stability of PP nanocomposites. The clay layers acted as a barrier to oxygen ingress and 
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impediment to volatile loss. This is the reason for improved thermal stability of PP 
nanocomposites. This stability could be higher if nanocomposites were melt intercalated. 
Melt intercalation is capable of promoting intercalation and exfoliation of clay layers in 
nanocomposites.  Mechanism behind TG analyses of PP and PP nanocomposites are 
explained in chapter 8 titled “Gas barrier and thermal properties of PP nanocomposites”.  
 
Notation PP  
(%wt) 
Compatibilizer  
(Jeffamine+PP-g-MA) 
(%wt) 
Untreated clay (phr) 
PP 100 - - 
PP 1 90 10 1 
PP 2 90 10 2 
PP 5 90 10 5 
Table 4.1Proportion of ingredients of PP nanocomposite 
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Figure 4.4 WAXS pattern of PP and PP nanocomposites prepared using Jeffamine-PP-g-
MA master batch 
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Figure 4.5 TEM images of 1phr clay reinforced PP nanocomposites prepared using 
Jeffamine-PP-g-MA master batch 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.6 TEM images of 2phr clay reinforced PP nanocomposites prepared using 
Jeffamine-PP-g-MA master batch 
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Figure 4.7 TEM images of 5phr clay reinforced PP nanocomposites prepared using 
Jeffamine-PP-g-MA master batch 
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Figure 4.8 Mass loss curve of PP and PP nanocomposites prepared using Jeffamine-PP-g-
MA masterbatch 
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4.5 Conclusions 
Jeffamine was used to prepare a novel compatibilizer that reacted with untreated layered 
clay. This expectation was matched with available literatures on the application of 
polyethers as compatibilizer and reaction of the terminal amine groups with carboxyl group 
of PP-g-MA further supported our hypothesis. Jeffamine–PP-g-MA grafted compound was 
used as a compatibilizer in the preparation of MMT nanocomposites. Intercalation was 
more pronounced at low clay ratios. The compatibilizer was synthesized by utilizing the 
different functional groups of PP-g-MA and Jeffamine, and  MA reacted with surface 
hydroxyls of untreated clay while the Jeffamine polyether backbone complexed with 
sodium ions of untreated clay. Thermal stability of nanocomposites increased by 55 °C 
compared with that of pure PP. WAXS and TEM results supported the expectation that the 
clay layers were intercalated and exfoliated in the presence of the novel compatibilizer. 
This is one of the milestones which we achieved in this research towards the objective of 
synthesizing a suitable intercalant to react with untreated clay in making PP 
nanocomposites. In the above mentioned technique, compatibilizing agent was synthesized 
successfully, however, due to low shear dispersion and untreated clay, the intercalation was 
not much pronounced as expected. This idealogy behind this synthesis was to make a 
master batch combining untreated clay - PP-g-MA and Jeffamine, that would be used in 
melt intercalation of PP nanocomposite. The hypothesis was corroborated by imide linkage 
between anhydride and Jeffamine, thermal stability and structural properties of 
nanocomposites. Next chapter will discuss alternate intercalants which can be treated with 
MMT. 
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Chapter 5 Intercalation of MMT by Interlayer 
Adsorption and Complex Formation 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses clay treatment with different polar organic intercalants, and 
characterization of clay d-spacing by WAXS technique. Mass loss of treated clays was 
studied by TGA. Reaction mechanisms of the functional groups with clay were 
investigated. Some of the functional groups were chosen for their potential to complex 
sodium ions between the clay layers as well as their capacity to be adsorbed on the clay 
layers. Some of the functional groups were deliberately selected because of their dual 
functionality to react with sodium ions of clay layers and to react with PP in presence of 
compatibilizer. The results were compared with commercially available clays, Cloisite 30B 
(Southern Clay Products), which are montmorillonite (MMT) clays intercalated with 
quaternary ammonium salts. Commercially available clays are treated with amine based 
intercalants which often leads to discoloration at higher temperatures (Hoffmann 
degradation – discussed in chapter 2 section 2.3.1.5). This chapter also discusses the 
mechanism, how different organic solvents influence the increase in d-spacing of clay 
layers. This chapter aims at identifying suitable additives for pretreatment of clay and 
determining the effect of different classes of compounds (intercalants) on the d-spacing 
expansion of clay layers. We explored the influence of the host and surfactant on the 
organization of MMT particles (clay layers). 
 
5.2 Results and Discussion 
Clays were treated with different organic intercalants: higher n-series alcohols, 18-Crown-
6 ether, Poly(ethylene glycol) (Mn=300, 600 and 1000 g/mol) and Poly(ethylene glycol) 
monolaurate (Mn=400 and 600 g/mol), sorbitan monostearate, sorbitan monooleate, 
sorbitan trioleate and aldehydes. 
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5.2.1 Alcohols, aldehydes, ketones and amides 
Intercalation is a process influenced by the polarity of the intercalating organic molecule. 
Water is the most polar compound in nature, and water is easily absorbed by clay. At 
ambient temperature and humidity, water is perhaps the most common polar compound 
present in the interlayer space of MMT. MMT is capable of intercalating a variety of 
organic solvents by replacement of the interlayer water. Assuming the above hypothesis, 
the following organic compounds were used to treat the clay. Considering the second 
rating of polarity next to water, formamide was used in this research. Experimental 
conditions were discussed already in Chapter 3 titled Materials and Experimental. Theng et 
al studied the structure of different clay materials with X-ray diffraction [7]. Grim studied 
the structure of MMT clay and its swelling behavior in water [10]. The swelling of natural 
MMT clays was subsequently studied with salt solutions and with diverse organic 
molecules. Hitzky et al suggested that only high dipole moment monomers / polymers can 
swell MMT [19]. The discovery of cation exchange reactions in clay initiated studies of the 
absorption of organic modified MMT clay. Theng suggested that polar organic liquids 
were absorbed by organic modified MMT clays [7]. Grim summarized the relation between 
the basal spacing of MMT complexes with n-alcohols and the number of carbon atoms in 
the alcohol molecule [10]. The above idea was used in the following experiments, 
assuming that the polar organic liquids would replace the interlayer water and expand the 
gallery layer (intercalation). We selected alcohols of higher carbon atoms and higher 
boiling temperature for better intercalation. Alcohols of higher member series (n-octanol, 
n-dodecanol) were treated individually with clay at definite proportions. Acetone and di-
isobutyl ketone were treated with clay considering that the polarity would allow the polar 
group to expand the gallery layer. Formaldehyde was experimented in treating the clay. In 
this research, through a conventional boiling technique, the above mentioned polar organic 
compounds may form hydrogen bonds with surface oxygen atoms of the silicate layers at 
ambient temperatures; however through this treatment an increase in temperature by 
boiling the liquid and on further drying made the organic compounds evaporate from the 
clay layers partially. Some polar groups are necessary for adsorption; saturated 
hydrocarbons do not form complexes. Theng et al suggested that as the hydrocarbon chain 
of a monohydric alcohol is made longer, adsorption gradually diminishes [7]. The 
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remaining alkyl chains that made double layers with the silicate surface inside the clay 
layer did not cause an appreciable effect on the expansion of intergallery layer. This was 
attested by WAXS pattern (Figure 5.1). WAXS pattern did not show any observable peak 
shift. No intercalation of clay layers occurred using pentanol,        n-octanol, n-dodecanol, 
acetone, di-isobutyl ketone, formaldehyde, formamide. 
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Figure 5.1 WAXS pattern of clay treated with alcohols 
5.2.2 Stearate and oleates 
Sorbitan fatty acid ester surfactants (sorbitan monostearate, sorbitan monooleate, sorbitan 
trioleate) were treated with clay in this research. The saturated sorbitan monoesters differ 
from each other by the length of hydrocarbon chain. Moad et al experimented sorbitan and 
Gemini based surfactants in the preparation of PP nanocomposites [8]. Moad suggested 
that sorbitan based surfactants increased the degree of intercalation for untreated clay 
loaded PP nanocomposites [8]. Sorbitan monostearate (SMS) is an ester of sorbitol and 
stearic acid. The sorbitol end of the molecule is soluble in water and the stearic acid end is 
soluble in fats. It is used as emulsifiers and non-ionic surfactants with emulsifying, 
dispersing and wetting properties [113]. The unsaturated sorbitan monooleate (SMO) 
differs from the sorbitan monostearate, as it has a double bond in the hydrocarbon chains. 
The WAXS results showed the peak shifted towards left for sorbitan monostearate (Figure 
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5.2). The unsaturated counterpart of sorbitan monostearate, sorbitan monooleate did not 
intercalate presumably because of the cis-double bond present in both the compounds. 
TGA results show the change in weight of intercalated molecules within the clay layers 
(Figure 5.3). Sorbitan monostearate is a suitable surfactant compared with sorbitan oleate, 
because of its polar segments that effectively solvate the counterions present in the 
interlayer of the layered silicate, and contain organophilic groups that provide 
compatibility with PP. 
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Figure 5.2 WAXS pattern of clay treated with sorbitan monostearate and sorbitan 
monooleate 
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Figure 5.3 Thermogravimetric curves of clay treated with sorbitan monostearate 
 
5.2.2.1 Sample calculation to find d001 spacing  
Sample calculation to find d001 spacing of sorbitan monostearate treated clay - From 
WAXS -2θ peak. Bragg’s equation can be used to find d001. 
 
 
 
5.2.3 Polyethers 
5.2.3.1 18-crown-6 ether 
Crown ethers are cyclic oligomers of ethylene oxide molecules. Yao et al observed the 
interaction between the alkali (sodium and potassium) cations in the clay with crown ethers 
and cryptands [12]. In crown ethers, oxygen atoms are capable of acting as Lewis bases 
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due to the presence of the lone pairs. Research suggested that there is an appreciable 
expansion of the intergallery layers in the treated clay and improvement in thermal stability 
of polystyrene nanocomposites prepared with the treated clay [12]. 18-crown-6 ether has 6 
ethylene oxide  sub-units, which has a strong attraction to interact with cations. 18-Crown-
6 ether has high binding capacity for inorganic cations such Na+, K+ ions. These complexes 
have high organophilicity and can be dissolved in organic solvents. Crown ether is 
susceptible for sodium ion in the MMT. Sodium ions have an ionic radius same as the 
inner radius of the crown ether. The crown ether is proposed to absorb sodium ions in the 
clay gallery, and expands the intergallery layer. Expansion of intergallery layer can be 
observed from the peak shift towards left of 2θ scale of Figure 5.4. A mass of crown ether 
was calculated according to the cation exchange capacity of the untreated clay. The d-
spacing of clay increased to 1.576 nm (Figure 5.5). Similar results (d001 spacing = 1.45 nm) 
were observed by Yao et al [12]. TG analysis showed that the crown ether absorbed the 
sodium ions of clays. A reduction in weight is visible from the Figure 5.5.  Yao et al 
suggested that thermal stability of the nanocomposites was higher compared with that of 
virgin polystyrene. Yao concluded that there was an appreciable expansion of the 
intergallery layers in the treated clay and improvement occurred in thermal stability of 
polystyrene nanocomposites prepared with the treated clay. Commercial clay Cloisite 30B 
was compared with our results for proximity of d-spacing. Cloisite 30B is MMT modified 
with methyl tallow bis-2-hydroxyethyl quaternary ammonium chloride (MT2EtOH).  TGA 
of    Cloisite 30B is shown in Figure 5.5. Onium salt of Cloisite 30B thermally decomposed 
to volatile compounds between 200 and 350 °C as shown in Figure 5.5. The weight loss 
(15 %wt) takes place in the same temperature range. The thermal decomposition of alkyl 
ammonium salts is known to take place with Hofmann mechanism leading to volatilization 
of ammonia and the corresponding olefin. An acidic site was thus created on heating, 
which leads to discoloration of nanocomposites. Mechanism behind this discoloration was 
discussed in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.8).  Of all intercalants used, 18-crown-6 ether is thermally 
more stable than other intercalants (Figure 5.5). Crown ether can form complexation with 
sodium ions of clay, but it does not possess any long alkyl chain to react with PP. This is 
the hypothesis behind not selecting crown ether as suitable candidate. However, Crown 
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ether does not possess an alkyl chain to react with PP. Crown ethers are stable, high active 
catalysts, but they are expensive and also toxic in nature. 
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Figure 5.4 WAXS pattern of clay treated with 18-Crown-6 ether(left) and untreated 
clay(right) 
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Figure 5.5Thermogravimetric analysis of untreated clay, clay treated with                        
18-Crown-6 ether and Cloisite 30B 
5.2.3.2 Poly(ethylene glycol)  
Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) is a polymer of ethylene oxide available in different 
molecular weights. PEG 300, PEG 600 and PEG 1000 were used. The molecular weight of 
PEG 1000 is greater than PEG 300. PEG has the ability to couple with hydrophobic 
molecules (a non-polar molecule is hydrophobic). PEGs are ethers, which contain only 
end-group hydroxyls, are able to be adsorbed [48]. Multiple dispersion forces associated 
with the many surface segment contacts per molecule, and the entropy factor, may be the 
most important contributors to the adsorption of these large molecules. Most of the studies 
of adsorption of non-ionic surfactants have shown that once adsorbed it is extremely 
difficult to desorb PEG molecules. This is to be expected when adsorption is due to a large 
number of weak bonding points, since although any one segment of the organic compound 
may be readily desorbed, it is highly improbable that all segments will be desorbed 
simultaneously, the condition necessary if surfactant is to be separated from the clay 
particle. PEG is a linear molecule when compared with 18-crown-6 ether, which appears 
like a crown in structure. They are relatively less costly and environmentally safe 
compared with crown ethers. PEGs are stable, easy to recover, non-toxic and easily 
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biodegradable. In this research, PEG300 intercalated well compared to other two 
intercalants namely (PEG 600 and PEG 1000 and crown ether, with improved d-spacing 
(Figure 5.6).  The WAXS analysis showed that the peak shifted towards left at 5.0 A ° in 
2θ scale (Figure 5.6). The d001 spacing was calculated as 16.86 A°. TGA results showed the 
reduction in weight of reacted PEG. Aranda et al and Hitzky et al suggested that higher 
molecular weight offers resistance for intercalation of compounds between clay layers, in 
normal clay treatment [18, 19]. However, if the shear / dispersion force is applied through 
a suitable technique, higher molecular weight would have higher d-spacing compared to 
lower molecular weight compounds [9]. A conventional boiling technique offers minimal 
dispersion force which reflects our results suggested by Hitzky et al [20].  
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Figure 5.6 WAXS pattern of clay treated with PEG 300, 600 and 1000 g/mol 
5.2.3.3 Poly(ethylene glycol) monolaurate 
Clay was treated with PEG based surfactants with longer chains, which not only 
intercalates the clay but also has a long molecule to compatbilize with PP.                        
Poly(ethylene glycol) 400 monolaurate and Poly(ethylene glycol) 600 monolaurate satisfy 
the above mentioned requirement.(Figure 5.7)   
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Figure 5.7 Reaction product of Sodium ion in MMT and Poly(ethylene glycol) 
monolaurate 
 
Utracki et al reviewed and suggested that the increase in affinity with molecular size or 
chain length can be generally applied to the adsorption of organic compounds by clays and 
is attributed to the increased contribution of van der Waals forces to the adsorption 
energy[4]. Entropy effects arising from multiple bond formation between the organic 
compound and the water molecules in the primary hydration shell contribute to the strong 
adsorption of non ionic surfactants poly(ethylene glycol) by MMT. PEG ML    (Mn=600 
and 400 g/mol) intercalated better compared with other intercalants (Figure 5.8 and 5.9). 
The thermal stability of PEG ML treated clay appreciably better compared with other 
intercalants except 18-crown-6 ether (Figure 5.10). WAXS pattern shows that d001 spacing 
moved towards left to 5.1 and 4.8 respectively for PEG ML (Mn=600 and 400 g/mol).  
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Figure 5.8 WAXS pattern of clay treated with PEG 600 ML(left) and untreated clay(right) 
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Figure 5.9 WAXS pattern of clay treated with PEG 400 ML 
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Figure 5.10 Thermogravimetric analysis of clay treated with PEG 400 ML and PEG 600 
ML  
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5.3 Selection of suitable intercalant 
The objective of this research is to determine an intercalant, and to characterize the 
properties of PP nanocomposite made using the intercalant and the clay. As discussed in 
earlier sections, alcohols of higher n-series (n-dodecanol, n-octanol), acetone, di-isobutyl 
ketone, formaldehyde, formamide did not intercalate well with clay. Theng et al suggested 
that hydroxylic compounds (alcohols) are hydrogen bonded to the clay surface, which will 
not increase the d-spacing appreciably [7]. Sorbitan monostearate (SMS) is a monoalkyl, 
lilophilic, non-ionic surfactant.  SMS intercalates by pushing the clay layers apart to      
1.45 nm. SMS has got a long chain that should be compatible with PP and PP-g-MA. 
Thermal stability of SMS was comparable with other intercalants, but d-spacing was not 
good compared with 18-crown-6-ether treated clay. Polyethers compounds were 
experimented because of their interaction with metal ions. With polyethers, complexes are 
much stronger compared with sorbitan monostearate.  18-crown – 6 ether treated clay 
possesses better thermal stability than other treated clays (in this research).   Yao et al 
suggested that the crown ether treated clay polystyrene nanocomposites exhibits better 
thermal stability and flame retardancy than pure polystyrene [12]. Crown ether does not 
have a long chain to react with PP and it has less chance to exfoliate the clay layers. 
Sodium ions are complexed within the crown ether molecules, and hence have less chance 
to overcome the forces between the clay layers and exfoliate the clay layers. PEG with 
different molecular weights 300, 600, and 1000 g/mol were treated with clay. D-spacing 
increased better than with other intercalants mentioned before.  
 
PEG based compounds can react with sodium ions of MMT and surface oxygen atoms of 
silicate sheets. Thermal stability was comparable with other literature where authors 
treated clay with poly(ethylene glycol) based surfactants [18, 19]. TGA analyses revealed 
that complete decomposition of the organic component of oxyethylene-based clay did not 
occur until greater than 320 °C. Weight loss above 320 °C could be associated with release 
of carbonaceous material intercalated with in the clay matrix. PEG based compounds can 
operate as ligands of the interlayer cations inherent to the clay matrix, giving stable 
complexes. Hitzky suggested that in inert atmosphere, PEG treated clay were thermally 
stable between 227 and   327 °C [19]. Above 320 °C, the intercalated material is 
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progressively eliminated giving a collapsed phase of the starting MMT. Ray et al and 
Utracki et al suggested that for an intercalant to be strongly adsorbed, it would be 
necessary either that the molecule be ionically bound to the surface, or that it be large and 
sufficiently flexible to make a large number of point contacts with the surface [3, 4]. This 
condition is satisfied by PEG monolaurate, which has six to eight ethylene glycol units and 
a long alkyl chain (12 carbon atoms) (Figure 5.7, Section 5.2.3.3). The hypothesis was 
supported by the WAXS pattern (Figure 5.6) PEG 400 ML and PEG 600 ML intercalated 
comparably well, but the thermal stability was appreciable compared with other 
intercalants except 18-crown-6 ether, at high temperatures. It would be reasonable to 
suppose that an increase in the number of long chains would increase the basal spacing.  
PEG 400 ML and   PEG 600 ML intercalated better and had a long alkyl chain that could 
interact with PP and PP-g-MA. This lead to the selection of clay treated with poly(ethylene 
glycol) monolaurate for the preparation of nanocomposites. The effect of the surfactants on 
the dry clay spacing is shown in Table 5.1. Clearly, the basal spacing between the clay 
plates increased with chain length and number of long chains. The basal layer spacings in 
the dry clays scale as expected, with longer chains increasing the basal spacing. We can 
also observe that d-spacing is relatively closer to commercially available clays (Cloisite 
30B).  
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Clay d-spacing (in nm) (calculated 
using Bragg’s equation) 
Sodium MMT (untreated) 1.18 
Clay treated with  
Sorbitan monostearate 1.45 
18-Crown-6 ether 1.58 
Poly(ethylene glycol) 1000 1.60 
Poly(ethylene glycol) 600 1.64 
Poly(ethylene glycol) 300 1.69 
Polyethylene glycol monolaurate (Mn=600 g/mol) 1.79 
Polyethylene glycol monolaurate (Mn=400 g/mol) 1.82 
Commercial clay (Southern clay products)  
Cloisite 25A 1.85 
Cloisite 30B 1.86 
Table 5.1 Basal spacing (d001) expansion with different intercalants observed in this 
research 
 
5.4 Conclusion 
Layered clay has been intercalated by polyethers that can complex with the clay surfaces 
instead of ion-exchange of sodium ions (Figure 5.7, Section 5.2.3.3). Interlamellar 
adsorption of organic compounds by MMT can be measured by WAXS methods, and it has 
been shown that a wide range of organic compounds can be adsorbed. Thermogravimetric 
analysis was applicable to study the thermal stability and clay content of the composites. 
WAXS provides support that adsorbed polar organic compounds, interact with 
exchangeable cations rather than with the silicate surface. Increase in d-spacing attested 
our hypothesis of choice of intercalants from a pool of fifty different compounds, initially 
proposed. The d-spacing increment in this research was consistent with the d-spacing 
achieved in alkyl ammonium treated clays. TGA analyses supported the selection of 
intercalants, based on its mass loss reduction with temperature. Non-ionic organic 
compounds (PEG and SMS) are adsorbed and strongly retained by the clay. Sodium ions 
between clay layers influenced the amount of adsorption, because of its dependence on the 
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dispersion of the clay, and the accessibility of intralamellar surfaces. It should be noted that 
not all clay platelets can be fully treated due to natural defects and charge heterogeneities 
that pre-exist. Therefore, some of the organic surfactants may not be complexed with 
sodium ions and were labile to washing in treatment of clay. The clays were intercalated 
well using a conventional boiling technique that does not include any special requirements 
for treatment of clay. In the process of surface modification of MMT, attempt was made to 
obtain a surface featuring a high hydrophobicity and increased affinity to non-polar 
polymer. Chapters 6, 7, 8 and 9 will discuss the characterization and properties of PP 
nanocomposites based on PEG based surfactants with longer chains, which not only 
intercalates the clay but has a long molecule to compatbilize with PP. Clay treated with 
PEG ML was chosen, as a starting point in making nanocomposites. The following chapter 
will discuss structural property of PP – PEG ML treated clay nanocomposites.  
 
5.5 Summary of preliminary experiments (From Chapters 4 and 5) 
Jeffamine, Poly(ethylene glycol) monolaurate (Mn=400 and 600 g/mol) were selected as 
final intercalants to prepare nanocomposites. PEG –ML (Mn=400 and 600 g/mol) treated 
clay are denoted as PEGC and PEGM respectively. PP-PEGC(SB) nanocomposite denotes 
PEGC reinforced PP nanocomposites obtained by solution blending, PP-PEGM(SB) 
nanocomposite denotes PEGM reinforced PP nanocomposites obtained by solution 
blending, PP-PEGM(MB) nanocomposite denotes PEGM reinforced PP nanocomposites 
obtained by melt blending. Melt blending is also referred as melt intercalation (discussed in 
Chapter 2). It can be inferred from chapter 4 that Jeffamine (polyoxyalkylene amine) based 
master batch technique was novel however the amount of clay dispersion in PP 
nanocomposite was not appreciable compared to other intercalants based PP 
nanocomposites (PEGC and PEGM). Structural, thermal, oxygen barrier and mechanical 
properties of PP-PEGC (SB) and PP-PEGM (SB) nanocomposites were discussed in 
chapters 6, 7 and 8. It can be inferred from the results discussed in chapter 5, that   
poly(ethylene glycol) monolaurate intercalates appreciably well satisfying our initial 
objectives and requirements, compared with other intercalants. PEGC and PEGM were 
chosen as final candidates for the preparation of nanocomposites. They were used to 
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prepare nanocomposites initially by solution blending. Melt intercalation was employed to 
scale up the process of preparing nanocomposites using clay treated with PEGM, as 
morphological, thermal, gas barrier, and dynamic mechanical property was better than clay 
treated with PEGC. The reason being higher molecular weight intercalant increases the 
chance of exfoliation and intercalation, hence improving structural, gas barrier, thermal 
and mechanical property. Structural, thermal, mechanical, gas barrier and rheological 
properties of PP-PEGM (MB) nanocomposites were discussed. The flow chart in following 
page describes the summary of preliminary experiments carried out in this research, in 
satisfying the initial aim of the project.  
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              Start 
Selection of better intercalant from preliminary experiments 
(discussed in Chapters 4 and 5)  
Jeffamine OR Poly(ethylene glycol) monolaurate 
Jeffamine based master 
batch technique – WAXS 
and TEM results – less 
dispersion – Chapter 4
PEG-ML (Mn=400 g/mol) and 
PEG-ML (Mn=600 g/mol) 
- Chapter 5 
Did not 
proceed with 
Jeffamine 
Proceeded further in making composite with 
PEGC (Mn=400 g/mol) and  
PEGM ((Mn=600 g/mol) and characterized 
further (Structural, mechanical, gas barrier and 
thermal properties – Chapters 6, 7 and 8) 
Better 
Property 
 
PEGM chosen as final intercalant.  
Nanocomposites obtained by melt 
intercalation and characterized (structural, 
mechanical, rheological, thermal and gas 
barrier properties – Chapters 6, 7 and 8) 
Stop 
Conclusions and 
Recommendations – Chapter 9 
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Chapter 6 Structure - Property of PP-Polyether 
treated Clay Nanocomposites 
This chapter includes WAXS and TEM patterns of PP clay nanocomposites prepared 
through solution blending and melt intercalation. Generally, the structure of 
nanocomposites has typically been characterized by using WAXS and TEM methods. Due 
to its easiness and availability, WAXS is most commonly used to study the nanocomposite 
structure. By monitoring the position, shape and intensity of the d001 reflections from the 
distributed silicate layers, the nanocomposite structure (intercalated or exfoliated) may be 
identified. Although WAXS offers a convenient method to determine the interlayer spacing 
of the silicate layers in the original layered silicates and in the intercalated nanocomposites, 
very little information can be said about the spatial distribution of the silicate layers or any 
structural non-homogeneities in nanocomposites. Some layered silicates do not exhibit 
well-defined basal reflections. Thus, peak broadening and intensity decreases are very 
difficult to study systematically. Conclusions concerning the mechanism of 
nanocomposites formation and their structure based solely on WAXS pattern are one of the 
methods to assess the dispersion. On the other hand, TEM allows a qualitative 
understanding of the internal structure, spatial distribution of the various phases, and views 
of the defect structure through direct visualization. However, special care must be utilized 
to make a representative cross-section of the sample. Both TEM and WAXS are essential 
tools for evaluating nanocomposite structure. Although six samples were studied in 
WAXS, and three samples in TEM, the data with maximum intensity and peak formation, 
and image with higher magnification are shown here in this chapter. This was to obtain a 
representative view on the morphological characteristics of nanocomposites, and to 
evaluate the attainment of full exfoliation or intercalation in the low scattering angle 
region. Other WAXS patterns of corresponding clay ratios are added in appendix 1. 
6.1 Structure of PP – PEGC (SB) nanocomposites  
Six samples were characterized for each clay proportion in order to obtain a representative 
morphological feature of PP and clay state. According to the literature, this technique 
shows the formation of an intercalated nanocomposite structure by analyzing the interlayer 
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spacing (d001) of MMT [3, 4]. When d001 of the clay in the composite is equal or lower than 
the one for the pure clay mineral, an ordinary composite was obtained - not a 
nanocomposite. On the other hand, when d001 in the composite is higher than in pure clay, 
it means that polymer molecules were positioned between clay layers and hence an 
intercalated nanocomposite was produced. If the peak corresponding to d001 is not observed 
in a polymer/clay diffractograms, this implies that a nanocomposite structure was obtained 
or the amount of clay was too low to be detected in WAXS analysis. In this case, the use of 
electron microscopy is necessary to clarify the structure [31]. Of all the six patterns 
obtained from each composite, data with maximum intensity and peak formation is shown 
here. The scattering pattern for 1 and 2 phr ratios indicate an exfoliated structure 
(dispersion of clay layers cannot be easily identified by WAXS). This is attributed to the 
treatment facilitating the PP molecule insertion into the silicate galleries, hence promoting 
delamination of the periodic layered structure of the clay (Figure 6.1) [190].  
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Figure 6.1 WAXS pattern of PP and PP-PEGC(SB) nanocomposites 
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The phase morphology of WAXS can be correlated to the structure observed by TEM 
(Figures 6.2- 6.4). The aggregated clay morphology was characterized with TEM. The 
differences in the scattering densities between the clay and the matrix PP, clay aggregates 
could easily be imaged with TEM. The dark lines in the photographs represent nm (~1-5) 
thick clay layers, the spaces between the dark lines are interlayer spaces, and gray bases 
represent the PP matrix. TEM images of 1 and 2 phr reinforced PP nanocomposite 
displayed individual clay layers that were well dispersed in the PP matrix. Some of the 
clays agglomerated at the unit level 3-5 nm in thickness. The thickness of some of the dark 
lines was greater than that of single platelet. This may indicate the presence of remnant 
multiplets in the nanocomposites (Figure 6.4).  
 
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the individual silicate layers of thickness in the order of 
nanometer with aspect ratio in the range of 100 to 250 nm. The exfoliated morphology was 
due to the lower filler concentration, high speed dispersion and compatibilization with    
PP-g-MA that was present in the nanocomposites. In the ultimate platelet configuration, 
the clay was completely dispersed and fully exfoliated, resulting in the specific surface at 
its maximum to have the greatest advantage obtained from the nanocomposite. This has 
been achieved for the 1 and 2 phr nanocomposites made. The strong interaction between 
PP molecules and PEGC treated clay would be expected to be due to the presence of the 
long alkyl chain (Figure 5.7, Section 5.2.3.3) of PEGC and PP-g-MA added. As many 
researchers mentioned that it is difficult for polyolefin (PP) to adhere to other materials 
[143, 191]. Interfacial agents play an important role in overcoming this difficulty. In order 
to overcome this challenge in the trial experiments with this treated clay, (PP-g-MA) was 
used as a compatibilizer. PP-g-MA reacts with –OH groups on the clay surface, thus 
increasing the compatibility between clay and PP.  A lower (001) diffraction signal 
intensity in Figure 6.1 can be related to a higher extent of platelets exfoliation that occurred 
during the synthesis and processing of the nanocomposite. Giannelis et al suggested that 
the polymer intercalation proceeded from the primary clay particle edges towards the 
particle center [109, 125]. Complete nano-layer separation needs very favorable polymer-
clay interactions to overcome the penalty of polymer confinement. At higher clay loading 
of 5 phr, a small peak is present at 5.5º in the diffraction pattern that is due to the 
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attainment of intercalation rather than complete exfoliation of clay layers (Figure 6.1). 
Disappearance of peaks in clay PP composites suggests two conclusions: 1. Exfoliation - 
separation of clay lamella into individual clay layers. 2. Aggregation – clustering of clay 
gallery layers, undisturbed by shearing action. Moad et al suggested that the clay layers 
exfoliated in the presence of PEO based surfactants in the preparation of PP 
nanocomposites [8, 9]. The authors melt intercalated untreated clay with PEO based 
surfactants for preparing PP nanocomposites. Shearing action of the extruder supported 
exfoliation of clay layers without use of compatibilizer. In this chapter, the effect of melt 
intercalation on the dispersion of clay layers through WAXS and TEM methods is 
discussed. Chiu et al suggested that   Cloisite30B filled polymer nanocomposites will not 
exfoliate with PP-g-MA because of the higher polarity of    Cloisite 30B [192]. The same 
authors demonstrated exfoliation with poly(styrene-co-maleic-anhydride) (PS-g-MA) 
oligomer as compatibilizer instead of PP-g-MA. The higher degree of polarity of PS-g-MA 
resulted in exfoliation [192]. Clay interlayer expansion depends mainly on the 
compatibility between the polymer and the organic intercalant and the chemical interaction 
between the two phases. 
 
The process of exfoliation proceeds through three phases. Firstly the gallery separation is 
increased; secondly, the attractive forces between the layers are disrupted, and finally the 
interaction between the plates and the matrix is increased. In this research, the following 
mechanism is proposed. Layered clay was intercalated by non ionic PEG-ML that can form 
complex with the clay surfaces instead of ion-exchange of sodium ions (Figure 5.7, Section 
5.2.3.3). Treated clay has both surface and edge charges. Charges on the edges are 
accessible to modification, but do not accomplish in improvement of interlaminar 
separation. These sites represent opportunity for functional groups like maleic anhydride 
(PP-g-MA). PP-g-MA increased both the compatibility and chemical interaction between 
the polymer and treated clay [87, 192]. This could be the reason for exfoliation of clay 
lamella. Ultraturrax high speed disperser and PP-g-MA compatibilizer addition along with 
long alkyl chain clinging to the surface of clay layer could be the possible reasons for the 
exfoliation of clay layers in the polymer matrix (Figure 5.7, Section 5.2.3.3). Ultraturrax 
high speed dispersion lead to exfoliation of the clay layers, for researchers elsewhere [172, 
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193, 194]. It was found that PP molecules, with the help of compatibilizing agent (PP-g-
MA) separated the clay particles into individual layer aggregates of nanometer thickness. 
 
 
The phase morphology was evident in TEM micrographs. Three figures 6.2 -6.4 showing 
1, 2, and 5 phr treated clay in PP matrix. In the 5 phr composite, there was some 
aggregation observed. TEM images show the more complex morphological features of the 
clay state. At 5 phr clay ratio, the appearance of individual clay layers is evident, but there 
are regions containing platelets that have not fully separated giving rise to the periodicity 
in structure and diffraction peak. Although the specimens were prepared with solvent, and 
ultrasonication to facilitate the intercalation, full exfoliation was not achieved. It should be 
noted that the mass transport of highly viscous resin into the clay galleries presents a 
limitation [4]. This step is considered as one of the important limiting factors for clay 
platelet separation. In addition, the relative amount of clay platelet separation and 
aggregation depends strongly on the mixing technique and surfactant used for modifying 
the clay [4]. Most clay particles were well dispersed in PP matrix, which was due to good 
compatibility between PP, PP-g-MA and end alkyl chain of treated clay (monolaurate 
chain of PEG). Avella et al prepared exfoliated PP based nanocomposites by solution 
blending [142]. They also observed that exfoliation of clay layers in nanocomposites 
occurred only at 1 and 3 %wt of clay loading, but not at 5 %wt clay. In the 5 %wt 
nanocomposites, it was suggested that the clay layers collapse leading to an immiscible 
system. Mass transport into the primary particle was found to be the limiting step to 
nanocomposite formation, the degree of constituent mixing is critical for rapid 
nanocomposite formation [142]. Shear processing, such as with an ultrasonicator, parallel 
plate rheometer, conventional compounding equipment, high speed mixer, will decrease 
the nanocomposite formation time by disruption of primary particles and establishment of 
composite uniformity [170, 189, 194]. In this case, Ultraturrax mixing was sufficient to 
disperse the clay layers; however, they cannot give maximum energy to fully exfoliate the 
clay layers.  
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Figure 6.2 TEM image of PP-PEGC(SB) nanocomposite -1 phr PEGC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.3 TEM image of PP-PEGC(SB) nanocomposite -2 phr PEGC 
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Figure 6.4 TEM image of PP-PEGC(SB) nanocomposite -5 phr PEGC 
 
6.2 Structure of PP – PEGM (SB) nanocomposites  
In this section, WAXS and TEM patterns of PP – PEG-ML (Mn=600 g/mol) treated clay 
nanocomposites were discussed. The hypothesis proposed was that higher molecular 
weight intercalant  in presence of high shear mixing will lead to better dispersion of clay 
layers in polymer composite. It was inferred from clay treatment with different molecular 
weight intercalants that higher molecular weight with low / no shear will have much less 
impact on d-spacing compared to lower molecular weight intercalants [9, 18, 19]. The 
reason being more resistance towards higher molecular weight chains to snake between 
clay layers in conventional boiling technique of solution blending. The results were in 
correlation with results from other researchers [9, 18, 19].  
 
The added advantage PEG monolaurate of higher molecular weight is the presence of more 
ethoxy groups to react with sodium ions and alkyl chain that readily reacts with PP. The 
effect of reinforcement by layered silicate in PP is determined by at least two important 
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factors: clay dispersion (exfoliation or intercalation) and interaction between clay and 
polymer.  WAXS patterns demonstrated exfoliated structure for 1, 2 phr ratios of clay. 
WAXS patterns for the clay sample used and PP clay composites are shown in   Figure 6.5. 
The disappearance of the organo-clay peak is correlated with the PP insertion into the 
silicate galleries that delaminates the periodical layered structure of the clay. In 5 phr clay 
nanocomposites, there was a small peak observed in the range of 3° and 5.7° (Figure 6.5). 
WAXS results of PEGM reinforced PP nanocomposites also demonstrated exfoliated 
structure for lower clay ratios 1 and 2 phr ratios of treated clay. WAXS patterns PP clay 
composites are shown in Figure 6.5. The disappearance of the organo-clay peak is 
correlated to the PP molecules insertion into the silicate galleries that delaminates the 
periodical layered structure of the clay. In 5 phr clay nanocomposites, there was a small 
peak observed in the range of 6.5° (Figure 6.5). WAXS pattern of 5 phr PP nanocomposite 
showed a slight shift of the peak towards lower angles, thereby indicating that the distance 
between clay platelets had become greater. The shift of the first peak is related to the 
increase of distance between clay layers while a possible coalescence of clay platelets can 
be inferred from the position of the second peak. Moreover, also an increase in disorder of 
the silicate layered structure, related to the presence of an intercalated-delaminated 
configuration, was revealed by the decrease in intensity of the diffraction peak. 
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Figure 6.5 WAXS pattern of PP and PP-PEGM(SB) nanocomposites – 1,2 and 5 phr clay 
 
Lee et al prepared exfoliated PP based nanocomposites by solution blending [195]. The 
same author suggested that exfoliation of clay layers in nanocomposites occurred only at 1 
and 3 wt % of clay loading, not at 5 wt % clay, where clay layers collapse leading an 
immiscible system. If the clay layers are aggregated into 'agglomerates', their behavior is 
no more different from an ordinary composite material. In the ultimate platelet 
configuration, the clay is completely dispersed exfoliated, the specific surface is at its 
maximum and the greatest advantage can be obtained from the nanocomposite. It should be 
noted that not all clay platelets can be fully treated due to the natural defects / charge 
heterogeneities that pre-exist [7, 10]. Therefore, some of the organic surfactant may not be 
ionically bound and only physio-sorbed onto the clay surface. This might be removed in 
washing the clay with water during clay treatment process. In Figure 6.5, the peak could be 
due to some untreated clay or aggregation of clay tactoids in the nanocomposite. This 
could be a reason for the peak in the WAXS pattern. The specimens prepared with volatile 
solvent (o-xylene) and ultra-sonication to facilitate in the clay gallery, since mass transport 
of highly viscous resin into the clay galleries is widely considered one of the limiting steps 
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in clay platelet separation. As mentioned previously, the relative amounts of clay platelet 
separation and aggregation depends strongly on the mixing technique and surfactant used 
for modifying clay platelets. 
 
WAXS pattern of treated clay (1 and 2 phr) filled polymer does not show any characteristic 
peaks, which indirectly implies the exfoliation of clay layers. As previously discussed, 
MMT clay is composed of regularly arranged tactoids / galleries. The length of the organic 
tail (in this case: long alkyl chain of monolaurate - Figure 5.7, Section 5.2.3.3) and CEC 
are the two parameters that determine how the chain packs between the silicate layers [31]. 
No peaks were observed for all six samples studied by WAXS.  Nanocomposites prepared 
using PEGC and PEGC in ratios of 1, 2 phr exfoliated well in the polymer matrix, with an 
exception of agglomerate formation for 5 phr clay loading in the PP matrix. Diffraction 
patterns suggested exfoliation of clay layers in the PP nanocomposites. The patterns 
themselves cannot be used to adequately describe the nanoscale dispersion of the layered 
silicate present in the PP nanocomposites. Interpretation of the structure and clay state was 
evident with associated morphological observation with TEM. The actual nanoscale 
dispersion of the clay in the polymer was revealed and nanocomposites with low loading 
(at 1 and 2 phr) formed exfoliated structure of clay gallery layers (Figure 6.6-6.8). The 
5 phr clay composition revealed that most clay layers were dispersed homogeneously in the 
matrix polymer, although some clusters or agglomerated particles were detected leading to 
the diffraction peaks observed in WAXS spectra. These clusters could be due to clay 
undisturbed by dispersion through the Ultraturrax. At 5 phr, the conditions employed to 
prepare the nanocomposites was not sufficient to fully exfoliate and disperse the clay 
efficiently. At 5 phr, the presence of small aggregates in PEGC and PEGM reinforced PP 
nanocomposites is consistent with WAXS and TEM images, which validated the choice of 
intercalant. It is very clear from WAXS patterns that both PEGC and PEGM acted 
comparably well, however PEGM-PP nanocomposites show more exfoliation compared to 
PEGC-PP nanocomposites. The results were attested by TEM images, where clay 
dispersion is relatively better in PEGM-PP nanocomposites (Figure 6.6-6.8).  
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In the case of the 5 phr, a combination of effects may be giving rise to the observed 
structure, such as the limited intercalation at of a relatively high content of clay, shearing 
facilitation to break up larger agglomerates of clay tactoids, and incompatibility. The size 
of clay lamella observed for polyethylene oxide dispersed PP nanocomposite is a 
reasonable match for the size dimension obtained previously in TEM studies of 
nanocomposites [8, 9, 109]. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the exfoliated lamellae, tactoids 
composed of a variable number of lamella and aggregates of tactoids. Clay ratios (1 and 2 
phr) show more homogeneous distribution of silicate layer without clay aggregates. Higher 
magnification clearly displays that clay layers are homogeneously dispersed in the PP 
matrix, except for 5 phr clay ratios. For 5 phr clay ratio, the intercalated silicate layers are 
locally stacked to a hundred nanometres in thickness and from several hundred nanometres 
to more than one micrometer in length. The aspect ratio of clay inclusions can be inferred 
from the length and thickness of the dark lines in TEM micrographs at different 
magnifications.The primary challenges of nanoparticles are particle growth and surface 
treatment. Due to their ready susceptibility to acquiring charge, and their low mass, 
nanoparticles tend to aggregate readily. Only through shear, aggregation can be minimized. 
This hypothesis was utilized to see how well melt intercalation improve PEGM reinforced 
PP nanocomposite.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.6 TEM image of PP-PEGM(SB) nanocomposite -1 phr PEGM 
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Figure 6.7 TEM image of PP-PEGM (SB) nanocomposite -2 phr PEGM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.8 TEM image of PP-PEGM(SB) nanocomposite -5 phr PEGM 
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6.3 Structure of PP – PEGM (MB) treated clay nanocomposites  
Nine samples were characterized for each clay proportion. Figure 6.9 shows WAXS 
pattern of PP and PP nanocomposites with different amounts of PEGM, prepared by melt 
intercalation method. Figures 6.10 - 6.13 show TEM images of PP and PP nanocomposites. 
Clay ratios (1 and 2 phr) do not show any appreciable peak in WAXS pattern, indicating 
that exfoliation has occurred in the nanocomposites. This could be due to the low filler 
ratios, to melt intercalation and to compatibilizer present in the nanocomposites. However, 
complete exfoliation cannot be ascertained for 1 and 2 phr ratios. WAXS pattern of treated 
clay filled polymer did not show any characteristic peaks, which indirectly implied the 
exfoliation of clay layers. Strong interaction between PP molecules and PEGM treated clay 
would be expected to be due to the presence of the long alkyl chain of PEGM and PP-g-
MA added. A lower (001) diffraction signal intensity was related to a higher extent of 
platelet exfoliation that occurred during the synthesis and processing of the nanocomposite.  
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Figure 6.9 WAXS pattern of PP and PP-PEGM(MB) nanocomposites 
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Moad et al suggested that the clay layers dispersed well in the presence of PEO based 
surfactants in the preparation of PP nanocomposites [8, 9]. Shearing action of the extruder 
supported exfoliation of clay layers without use of compatibilizer. Melt intercalation leads 
to exfoliation at 5 phr clay ratios for researchers elsewhere. Authors suggested that in melt 
intercalation, polymer chains snaking through the gallery of a stack of clay nanoplates [8, 
9]. The gallery spacing is sometimes observed to increase slightly in the presence of 
polymer melts; however, the increase may be a hydrostatic effect originating from the 
distribution of the clay particles with the melt. Melt exfoliation begins when the 
interlaminar gallery becomes large enough to allow significant diffusion of the molecular 
chains into the opening between plates. This is the mechanism behind any melt 
intercalation process. In this research, melt intercalation improved dispersion of clay layers 
in PP matrix dramatically, which are clear from WAXS and TEM patterns. With 5 phr 
loading of clay; the diffraction pattern is featureless except at 3 degrees, indicating 
exfoliation and intercalation of clay platelets. It can be concluded that the loading of clay 
directly affects the dispersion of clay layers within the polymer matrix. At 7 phr clay ratios, 
the peak moved slightly towards the right indicating less intercalation compared to 5 phr 
clay ratio reinforced nanocomposite. There is also a peak around 5.5 (in X-axis) indicating 
the presence of aggregated or clay undisturbed by extruding force (Figure 6.9). The reason 
could also be that rather small swelling of the gallery may result from the partial 
intercalation, i.e. not all the silicate crystallites are intercalated. Same results can be 
observed in TEM images of corresponding clay ratios. Similar results were observed by 
authors who used PEO, crown ethers as intercalants [12, 21, 24, 26, 111]. The advantage of 
the monolaurate alkyl chain could be the reason for near complete exfoliation at 1, and 2 
phr clay ratios. However, as discussed previously complete exfoliation of organoclay is 
possible only with 40 % PP-g-MA. WAXS pattern of all nine samples were in close 
proximity.  
 
Of all nine data, the data with slight peak is shown here in Figure 6.9. For instance, five 
samples out of seven samples of 5 phr clay ratio showed exfoliation (diffraction pattern is 
featureless). Remaining 2 samples were showing peak in the range of 2 to 3 degrees. One 
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of them is shown here in Figure 6.9. From WAXS and TEM patterns, it can be inferred that 
choice of intercalant and mode of preparation of nanocomposite is a critical step. The 
above mentioned factors validated the notion that the shear force applied in melt 
intercalation leads to delamination of clay layers. It is apparent that PP chain diffused into 
the clay gallery of the clay. The non polar chains of PP would be compatible with PP-g-
MA, and alkyl chain of the intercalant. Hence, intercalation occurred. PP nanocomposites 
do not have distinct (001) plane peaks up to 5 phr indicating that the nanocomposites might 
have an exfoliated morphology. However, the nanocomposites with 7 phr showed a weak 
shoulder around 5, meaning that the nanocomposite may contain small amount of clay 
intercalated. In the ultimate platelet configuration, the clay is completely dispersed and 
exfoliated, the specific surface is at its maximum and the greatest advantage can be 
obtained from the nanocomposite.  
 
The size of clay lamella observed for PEO dispersed PP nanocomposite is a reasonable 
match for the size dimension obtained previously in TEM studies of nanocomposites. In 
case of 1 and 2 phr clay ratios, exfoliation was observed by both TEM and WAXS pattern. 
It can be suggested that the weakened d001 peak in WAXS pattern may result from possible 
exfoliation of some layers from the silicate stacks.  However for 5 and 7 phr clay ratio, it 
might be a combination of intercalation, exfoliation and incompatibility.  Figures 6.10- 
6.12 show the exfoliated lamellae, tactoids composed of variable numbers of lamella and 
aggregates of tactoids. Figures 6.10 – 6.12 also show that more homogeneous distribution 
of silicate layer without clay aggregates. Higher magnification (100 nm) clearly shows that 
the clay layers are uniformly dispersed in the PP matrix, except for 7 phr clay ratios. The 
aspect ratio of clay inclusions can be inferred from the length and thickness of the dark 
lines in TEM micrographs at different magnifications. Typical layers are 100 to 300 nm in 
length and 1 nm in thickness. The silicate layers are well dispersed in the matrix. The 
results agree with that of WAXS pattern. It can be clearly noticed that better dispersion 
was achieved in the case of polyether treated clay. There are more polymer chains 
intercalated into the clay galleries in nanocomposites. The silicate crystallites (tactoids) 
consisting of several tens of silicate layers are dispersed in the polymer matrix, which is 
consistent with the result of WAXS. Individual silicate layers of about 1 nm thickness can 
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be thin silicate sheets composed of several layers can be seen, which does further support 
the result of the WAXS measurement. It should also be noted that driving force of the 
intercalation comes from the strong hydrogen bonding between the maleic acid groups 
generated from the hydrolysis of the MA groups and the oxygen groups of the silicates. 
Figure 6.13 shows the clay tactoids of 7 phr clay ratio nanocomposites. It shows the clay 
layers sheared apart into small galleries due to force applied during extrusion of 
nanocomposites. Figure 6.14 clearly shows the image of cleaved clay tactoids, due to 
shearing action of extruder. Figure 6.15 schematically represents the diffusion of polymer 
chains in clay layers due to shear force by melt intercalation. The main advantage of 
nanocomposites is the use of nanofiller, which has maximum surface area. The properties 
can be fully inferred only if the clay layers are dispersed completely in the matrix; 
however, rate of exfoliation can be improved only by increasing compatibilizer percentage. 
Mass fraction of compatibilizer in preparing nanocomposite, was stepped up from 5 to 10 
phr gradually, after few optimization batches. At lower concentrations, there were more 
agglomerations of clay tactoids which was observed from TEM images and WAXS 
patterns. Selected WAXS patterns of optimization batches (5 and 7.5 phr PP-g-MA) are 
shown in appendix 1.  Hence, 10 phr compatibilizer was at optimum level for the set of 
conditions used.  This results correlate with other researchers in selecting the proportion of 
compatibilizer in preparing nanocomposites [87, 171, 196-199].  
 
Figure 6.10 TEM image of PP-PEGM(MB) nanocomposite -1 phr PEGM 
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Figure 6.11 TEM images of PP-PEGM(MB)nanocomposites – 2 phr PEGM 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.12 TEM images of PP-PEGM(MB)nanocomposites – 5 phr PEGM 
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Figure 6.13 TEM images of PP-PEGM(MB)nanocomposites – 5 phr PEGM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.14 Clay tactoids (cleaved apart due to shear in melt intercalation) 
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Figure 6.15 Schematic representation of clay tactoids cleaved apart due to shear in melt 
blending / melt intercalation 
 
6.4 Summary 
Nanocomposites prepared using PEG monolaurate (Mn=400 and 600 g/mol) treated clay in 
three different ratios 1, 2 and 5 phr exfoliated well in the polymer matrix, with an 
exception of aggregate formation for 5 phr clay loading in the PP matrix. WAXS pattern 
results of 1 and 2 phr clay ratios suggested exfoliation of clay layers in the PP 
nanocomposites. While the plates in clay are nanoscopically thin, they tend to form 
lamellar stacks. In order to take advantage of the thin dimension of the plates, the layers 
must be split or exfoliated. The layers can be split or exfoliated by shear force. In the 
process of surface modification of MMT with any surfactant, the aim was to obtain a 
surface featuring high hydrophobicity and increased affinity with a non-polar polymer, PP. 
The prospect of developing layered silicates such as MMT as a multifunctional additive for 
PP less than 5 %wt was satisfactory in the case of solution blending.  In solution blending, 
shear force was minimum and in melt intercalation, shear force was maximum, which lead 
to better dispersion of clay layers in 5 phr clay reinforced PP nanocomposites. WAXS 
results by themselves cannot be used to adequately describe the nanoscale dispersion of the 
layered silicate present in the PP nanocomposites. TEM images also supported the 
dispersion of clay layers into fine layers in the order of nanometers. It can be inferred from 
WAXS patterns of PEGC and PEGM reinforced PP nanocomposites, that d001 peaks are 
more or less closer to each other. By comparing the position of d001 planes in the clay alone 
and in the composites, it is possible to deduce the formation of a nanocomposite structure. 
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In WAXS patterns of PEGC reinforced PP nanocomposites; 2θ is in the range of 3 and 3.2, 
which is closely relative to the one observed with PEGM reinforced PP nanocomposites. It 
is very well known that WAXS results cannot completely support the choice of intercalant.   
However, TEM clearly showed that the distance between clay tactoids increases (increase 
in exfoliation and intercalation, less aggregation) with increase in molecular weight of 
intercalant used. It can be concluded that PEGM reinforced PP nanocomposites can 
possess a better morphological structure compared with PEGC reinforced PP 
nanocomposites. Melt intercalated PP based nanocomposites exhibited similar trends of 
results with WAXS and TEM. The significant effect of the degree of dispersion of the clay 
in PP matrix is directly related to the processing conditions used. With higher clay 
concentrations, intercalation increases drastically, indicating peaks on WAXS patterns and 
dark shades of tactoids in TEM images. The aggregated clay structures formed and became 
denser in the polymer matrix at higher clay ratios (5 and 7 phr). TEM micrographs show 
exfoliated silicate layers beside the intercalated tactoids in both PP nanocomposites, that is, 
the microstructure of the nanocomposites consists of a mixture of tactoids with different 
thickness and 1-nm thick delaminated layers. The estimation of an average thickness for 
the inclusions in such a mixed morphology is rather difficult. The effective lateral 
dimension of the layers and tactoids is also not easy to determine because many of them 
are bent or folded. It can be inferred from the TEM pictures (Figures 6.2-6.4, and Figures 
6.6-6.8) that clay tactoids were far apart and aspect ratio (longest / shortest axis) is more 
for PEGM reinforced nanocomposites compared with PEGC reinforced PP 
nanocomposites. The attempt to obtain a surface featuring the highest hydrophobicity and 
increased affinity to a non-polar polymer is supported by WAXS and TEM results.   
 
It is always necessary to characterize nanocomposite structure in order to ensure nanoclays 
dispersion in polymers. WAXS analysis and TEM imaging provide some information on 
the nanocomposite structural morphology. However, XRD can only detect the periodically 
stacked MMT layers; for all these nanocomposites there is also a small number of 
exfoliated layers, which can be directly observed by TEM. The micrographs were 
presented at various magnifications and the presence of intercalated tactoids and apparently 
exfoliated monolayers coexisting in the nanocomposite structure were indicated. TEM 
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imaging technique deals with a very small area of nanocomposite, which pictures the local 
dispersion of clay layers only. 
 
As mentioned before in chapter 2 (Theory and Literature review), characterization of 
nanocomposites is not yet controlled to a precise analysis. WAXS and TEM methods were 
used to visualize the morphology of the samples. Validation of characterization is by 
relatively comparing the results obtained from imaging techniques, thermal analysis 
techniques, permeability techniques, rheological and other suitable means. As mentioned 
previously, WAXS and TEM are methods of validating the dispersion of clay layers in 
polymer matrix. Chapters 7 and 8 will investigate other methods of attesting local and 
global dispersion of clay layers in nanocomposites. In the following chapters, thermal 
analysis, gas barrier techniques and rheological methods are presented to validate the set of 
results obtained by imaging (TEM) and scattering techniques (WAXS) respectively. The 
following chapter discusses about the rheological and mechanical properties of PP 
nanocomposites.  
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Chapter 7 Rheological and Mechanical Property of 
PP- Polyether Treated Clay Nanocomposite 
This chapter discusses linear viscoelastic properties of PP-PEGM nanocomposites and 
mechanical tensile properties of PP-PEGM nanocomposites, obtained by melt intercalation. 
This chapter also describes the viscoelastic properties of PP-PEGC and PP-PEGM 
nanocomposites using dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA).  
 
7.1 Linear viscoelastic properties of PP-PEGM nanocomposite 
Apart from the local technique of WAXS and TEM, the rheological characterization is one 
of the sensitive methods to reveal the global state of dispersion in the composites [200]. 
Rheology is critical for developing structure-property relationships needed for successful 
processing of polymer - based materials. Aside from keen interest in understanding and 
improving the processing of these hybrids, viscoelastic measurements is also been proven 
to be a sensitive tool to find the mesoscale structure and the strength of polymer-
nanoparticle interactions. Understanding the rheological properties of PP nanocomposite 
melts is essential to obtain a fundamental knowledge of their processability and further 
relating rheological properties to the structure of the nanocomposites [136]. It is instructive 
to study the rheology of nanocomposites for two reasons 1. Rheological properties are 
indicative of melt processing behaviors in unit operations 2. Rheological properties of 
particulate suspensions are sensitive to the structure, particle shape, and surface 
characteristics of the dispersed phase. Rheology potentially offers a means to assess the 
state of dispersion of nanocomposites directly in the melt state. Rheometry has been 
demonstrated to be a useful tool to study the microstructures of nanocomposites. Haidar et 
al showed that rheology is convenient for monitoring not only the exfoliation process of 
the clay but also the effects of such exfoliation on the structure and properties of the 
resulting hybrid system [34].So, from processing and application points of view, the 
mechanical and rheological properties of these nanocomposites are of vital importance. It 
would also be important to relate their mechanical and rheological properties to the nature 
and microstructure of the nanocomposites formed.   
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7.1.1 Dynamic strain sweep analysis 
Figure 7.1 shows the elastic modulus dependence of strain for PP, PP 5, and PP 7 at 190 °C 
at a frequency of 10 rad/s. It can be inferred that the regions of linear viscoelastic behavior 
of PP and PP nanocomposite are very wide and remain unaffected by the presence of 
polyether treated clay. A clear insight into the morphology-dependent flow behavior was 
expected from the rheological measurements performed in the viscoelastic range [33, 201-
203].  
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Figure 7.1 Dynamic strain sweep results of PP and PP-PEGM(MB)nanocomposites (5 and 
7 phr PEGM) 
7.1.2 Dynamic shear rheology 
Dynamic shear measurements were performed to measure the linear viscoelastic shear 
response of PP and PP nanocomposites. The parameters were the storage and loss moduli, 
and complex viscosity [33, 201-203]. Figures 7.2 and 7.3 show the storage and loss moduli 
of PP and PP clay nanocomposites respectively. It can be inferred from the Figures 7.2 and 
7.3 that both G' and G" increased monotonically with frequency. This could be due to the 
effect of intercalated and exfoliated clay layers. The differences between the moduli due to 
clay content become smaller at high frequencies. The increment could be due to the 
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confinement of PP chains within the polyether treated clay layers, and strong hydrogen 
bonding between the polar functional group of compatibilizer and oxygen group of 
polyether treated clay. The presence of PEG treated clay  leads to pseudo solid like 
behaviours and slower relaxation behaviours of nanocomposites and slower relaxation 
behaviours of PPCN melts.The rheological behaviour of polymer nanocomposites could be 
deduced as a combination of two distinct dynamic populations with different kinetics: host 
polymer (fast) and clay layers (slow), able to deform and relax. The slowing of relaxation 
kinetics related to the presence of clusters characterizes the rheology of the nanocomposite. 
Nanocomposites had an almost exfoliated morphology, showed good dispersibility and 
enhanced rheological properties. The amount of filler and polymer - particle interactions is 
related directly towards the increase in both elastic and viscous moduli, which are observed 
in PEGM treated clay nanocomposites. At low frequency, storage and loss moduli is very 
broad.  The reason could be due to the adhesion and dispersion rate of polymer and clay 
layers. The research indicates that the intercalated structures, exfoliated layers may coexist 
in the matrix at the same time, resulting in the great enhancement of G' plateau at low 
frequency region. It is observed that the solid like behaviour at the low frequencies is 
thought to result from the highly anisotropy and large surface area of the clay. 
Additionally, the solid like behaviour in the terminal zone could be observed in both the 
end tethered and melt intercalated nanocomposites, which indicates that the unusual low 
frequency viscoelastic behaviours could be the nature of the nanocomposites. PP 7 phr 
nanocomposite exhibit marginal difference between PP 5 phr at low frequencies. This 
indicates the rheological response at the low frequencies has much higher sensitivity to the 
microstructure difference. PP 5 phr and PP 7 phr display enhancement of G' plateau at low 
frequencies due to the exfoliation of some silicate layers and more homogeneously 
dispersibility. In nanocomposites, polyether treated clay layers are highly anisotropic with 
polymer chains intercalated between the layers. As expected on the basis of the low filler 
volume fractions, marginal increase of G' and G" was observed for 1 and 2 phr clay ratios. 
At higher clay ratios, particle clusters apart from exfoliation could be responsible for the 
pseudo-solid like behavior emerged during the rheological tests. Rheological effects are 
more pronounced for nanocomposite which could be related to the presence of filler 
aggregates which may be able to deform and relax. It should also be noted that the effect of 
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exfoliation could be more due to the presence of compatibilizer [33]. The amount of filler 
and polymer - filler interactions is directly related to the increase in both elastic and storage 
moduli, observed from PEG-ML treated clay nanocomposite. As expected, on the basis of 
the low filler volume fractions and the weak polymer-particle interactions, only a slight 
increase of G' and G" has been detected with respect to host polymer. Conversely, an 
increase of order of magnitude of both characterizes the linear viscoelastic behavior of the 
nanocomposite. G' is greater than G" in the whole range of frequency investigated, and a 
weak power law dependence at low frequencies of both the moduli can be observed. Russo 
explained that inspite of low particle volume fractions and the weak polymer-filler 
interactions, relevant changes have been observed in the linear viscoelastic behavior of the 
nanostructure formulations [153]. The results show that the solid-like rheological behavior 
of nanocomposites at lower frequencies is completely independent of the fine structure of 
the nanocomposites, i.e. whether it is end-tethered or stacked intercalated, but depends 
primarily upon the amount of clay loading in the nanocomposites. Okamoto suggested that 
the typical response in nanocomposite arises from frictional interactions between the 
silicate layers and not due to the immobilization of confined polymer chain between the 
silicate layers [32]. At the lowest frequencies, which correspond to the marked region, G' 
strongly increases, and the slope approaches to zero (Figure 7.4 and Table 7.1). Such 
behavior is an indication of network formation resulting from the assembly of individual of 
network formation involving the assembly of individual plates composed of silicate layers. 
Koscis et al, Zhao et al, and Lew et al published correlative results to this research 
results[204-206]. 
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Figure 7.2 Variation of storage modulus (G’) as a function of frequency for PP and PP-
PEGM(MB)nanocomposites 
 
 
Figure 7.3 Variation of storage modulus (G’) as a function of frequency for PP and PP-
PEGM(MB)nanocomposites 
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Figure 7.4 Log of storage modulus (G’) vs. log of frequency(slope prediction at 100 and 
0.1 rad/s) 
 
Okamoto et al suggested that this solid-like behavior is due to the physical jamming or 
percolation of the randomly distributed silicate layers, at a surprisingly low volume 
fraction, due to their anisotropic nature [31, 32]. Percolation threshold start occurring at 
low volume fractions in case of nanofiller. It can be observed from the linear viscoelastic 
properties that the increment in G’ was more pronounced between 2 and 5 phr, however 
the increment was very appreciable as the clay ratio increased to 7 phr. Li et al suggested 
the changes of G' and G" in the viscoelastic range reflect the effect of clay dispersion 
[207].  
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Figure 7.5 Log of loss modulus (G") vs log of frequency (slope prediction at 100 and 0.1 
rad/s) 
 
Chow et al correlated the slope change with organoclay loading, and inferred that slope 
change in the curves of G' and G" could be linked to the effect of clay dispersion [205]. In 
this research, the slope of G' and G" at 100 rad/s and 0.1 rad /s are calculated and listed in 
Table 7.4. The slope change indicates that the nanocomposites attained pseudo-solid like 
behavior due to the nano-reinforcing effect of the intercalated / exfoliated clay. Hoffmann 
et al reported that higher the storage moduli and smaller the slope, the more pronounced 
the interaction between the silicate platelets and their tendency to form a three-dimensional 
network [162]. The decrease in slope of log G’ and log G” vs. log frequency indicates the 
combination of intercalation and exfoliation, and indicates the formation of three 
dimensional network.  Slope values are obtained using Power-law equation. This also 
endorses that the linear rheological measurements (dynamic strain) could also be used to 
study the microstructure of nanocomposites [33, 207]. At low frequency, the polymer 
chains are fully relaxed and thus alterations in G' and G" including their slopes are likely to 
be linked to the effect of clay dispersion. This holds true for all ratios of clay. The results 
were confirmed elsewhere[161, 205]. Chow suggested that rheological characteristics in 
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low frequency viscoelastic range may reflect even small change in the clay dispersion 
[205]. This can be inferred from 1 phr loaded PP nanocomposite from this research.  
 
Slope obtained from log of Storage 
modulus (G’) and log of frequency 
Slope obtained from log of loss 
modulus (G”) and log of frequency 
 
High frequency  
Near 100 rad/s 
Low frequency 
Near 0.1 rad/s 
High frequency  
Near 100 rad/s 
Low frequency 
Near 0.1 rad/s 
PP  0.6539 1.5037 0.403 0.9459 
PP 1 phr 0.5025 1.2262 0.2941 0.8341 
PP 2 phr 0.4177 1.1185 0.2212 0.7668 
PP 5 phr 0.3979 1.0746 0.2045 0.7355 
PP 7 phr 0.3682 0.9914 0.1838 0.7176 
 
Table 7.1 Slope values obtained from log G’vs. log frequency and log G” vs. log frequency 
respectively (at 100 and 0.1 rad/s) 
 
Even at low loading, there is a marginal increase in G' at low frequency. It should also be 
noted that exfoliation could also be more pronounced because of the presence of 
compatibilizer. Okamoto et al revealed  that complete exfoliation of organoclay in 
nanocomposites is achievable only at 40 wt % compatibilizer in a given         
nanocomposite [31]. At 10 wt % of compatibilizer, there cannot be complete exfoliation in 
the nanocomposite; however, there is a combination of exfoliation and intercalation due to 
the long alkyl chains present in the polyether and hydroxyl group at the end of polyether. It 
should be noted the value of slope was increasing from 0.99 to 1.5 until frequency of 0.1 
rad/s. A slope of 2 may be obtained at very low frequencies, but no data was obtained for 
that range. This range of frequency sweep was selected considering the degradation effects 
of polypropylene and polypropylene nanocomposites. 
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7.1.3 Percolation threshold of PP-PEGM (MB) nanocomposites 
The effect of the silicate loading on the low-frequency dependence of G’ for PP-PEGM 
(MB) nanocomposites is shown in Figure 7.6, where the slopes at low frequency (a) of log 
G’ versus log ω is plotted as function of PEGM weight fraction. From Figure7.6, it can be 
seen that percolation threshold starts between 1 and 2 phr. Between 2 and 5 phr, slope 
decreases further indicating the formation of percolated silicate network in PP 
nanocomposite. Slope decreased further for 7 phr clay reinforced PP nanocomposite. 
Similar observations were found by authors elsewhere. Krishnamoorthi et al suggested that 
percolated network structure occurred between 7 and 12 wt % of clay loading [33]. Lower 
aspect ratios and at low dispersion rate of clay in polymer matrix, the percolation threshold 
decreased in a linear fashion with increasing aspect ratios. As the aspect ratio increased 
further, the percolation threshold gradually increased and reached a plateau. For aspect 
ratios above the critical range, the percolation threshold became almost constant and 
independent of aspect ratio and varied only with the dispersion parameters. The 
dscontinuity of the plot as shown in Figure 7.6 marks the percolation threshold to the 
formation of three-dimensionall network structure where by silicate layers act as physical 
cross-linkers, hence a mesostructure with enhanced silicate-silicate interactions. For PP-
PEGM(MB) nanocomposites, percolation threshold occurs beyond 2 phr. Similar 
observations have been reported for exfoliation nanocomposites where percolation 
threshold occured at low clay concentrations, while in intercalated nanocomposites it 
occurs above more 9 % wt of clay loading [32]. It was suggested that beyond a critical clay 
loading, the clay layers or tactoids are unable to rotate freely and thus prevent polymer 
chains from completely relaxing at low frequencies. Therefore rheological measurements 
offer direct information that characterizes the behaviour of polymer nanocomposites in the 
molten state and assists in the elucidation and differentiation of the structure under shear 
flow. 
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Figure 7.6 Percolation threshold of PP-PEGM(MB) nanocomposites 
 
 
7.1.4 Temperature effect on the viscoelastic properties of PP-PEGM (MB) 
nanocomposites 
The temperature effect on the viscoelastic properties was studied at four melt temperatures 
ranging from 180 to 210 °C. Figures 7.7 and 7.8 shows an example of the storage modulus 
(G’) of PP 5 and PP 7 at four temperatures. The elastic nature of the PP-PEGM 
nanocomposite decreases with increasing temperature at all frequencies. Similar behavior 
was found for PP and PP-PEGM (MB) nanocomposites. Information regarding temperature 
and frequency dependence of material properties is fundamental for the design of some 
advanced materials. Knowledge of the material properties over a range of temperatures is 
essential for the design of products or specimens in commercial applications. Frequency 
affects the vibration performance of polymers and thus, of polymeric matrix composite 
parts. Therefore, for optimal design and analysis it becomes indispensable to determine the 
actual material properties over the range of operational temperatures and frequencies. 
Figures 7.7 and 7.8 show decrease in storage modulus with increasing temperature. The 
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small change observed in storage modulus suggests changes not only in matrix properties 
but also changes in the clay-matrix interface.  
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Figure 7.7 Temperature dependence of storage modulus for PP-PEGM(MB) 
nanocomposites  – 5 phr 
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Figure 7.8 Temperature dependence of storage modulus for PP-PEGM(MB) 
nanocomposites  – 7 phr 
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7.1.4.1 Calculation of the activation energy for PP-PEGM (MB) nanocomposites 
Arrhenius relationship was used to analyze the data and obtain the activation energy for 
nanocomposites at four different temperatures 180, 190, 200 and 210 °C respectively. The 
results indicated that the activation energy for flow can be used to differentiate filler ratios 
and rank their temperature susceptibility in a quantitative manner. Viscous flow in any 
liquid can be regarded as a thermally activated rate process where molecules must 
overcome an energy barrier to move to an adjacent vacant site. Henry Eyring modeled the 
concept of an activation energy barrier to flow. When a liquid flows, layers of liquid 
molecules slide over each other and intermolecular forces cause resistance to flow. The 
viscosity and temperature relationship can then be modeled using an Arrhenius Equation. 
 
RTE fAe /=η     7.1 
 
It is more useful to rewrite the equation as ARTE f ln/ln +=η   7.2  
 
A plot of ln η versus (1/T) gives a straight line with a slope of Ef/R. The concept of 
activation energy was applied to study the properties of nanocomposites, recently. The 
typical activation energy determined for PP was around 40 kJ/mol [201].  
 
 PP PP 1 PP 2 PP 5 PP 7
slope 5110.80 6898.70 7619.60 7916.84 8222.69
Ef(kJ/mol) 42.49 57.36 63.35 65.82 68.37
 
Table 7.2 Slope and activation energy values for PP and PP-PEGM(MB)nanocomposites 
 
Interactions between individual particles within fillers, as well as among fillers, hinder 
relative motion between material planes, modifying the solid-state and the melt-state 
behavior of the host polymer. In highly filled polymer based composites, filler interactions 
are so strong that relevant solid like yield phenomena can be observed even at temperatures 
above the melting temperature of the polymer. This behavior is often attributed to the 
existence of a filler network that spans large sections of the polymer matrix [206]. When 
the particle is at least in one dimension, filler approaches the mean radius of gyration of 
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host polymer chains, a large fraction of polymer is in contact with the filler, and any chain 
is able to interact simultaneously with more than one particle. The relative motion among 
chains may be retarded by the polymer confinement between nanoparticle and aggregate 
surfaces [202]. Addition of nanoscopic fillers of high anisotropy instead of conventional 
reinforcing agents allows PP nanocomposites to exhibit interesting structure-property 
relationships and promising applications. That means, large interface surface are possible 
for low clay loading, leading to improvement of barrier properties and others (discussed in 
chapter 9). The dispersion problem due to strong particle interaction of nanofillers has 
limitations. The driving force of the intercalation originates from the strong hydrogen 
bonding between the MA groups of the PP and the oxygen groups of the silicates. The 
interlayer spacing of the clay increases and the interactions of the layers are weakened. If 
the miscibility of clay and PP is good enough for dispersion at the molecular level, a higher 
degree of intercalation and/or exfoliation of the clay should take place. It should be noted 
that PEGM increases the chance of miscibility of clay in PP matrix. Manias et al proposed 
that an important feature in designing surfactants to promote exfoliation was the choice of 
a surfactant which has a good compatibility with the PP matrix [6]. Nonionic-surfactants 
like poly- (ethylene glycol) (PEG) is clayophilic in character and is known to readily 
intercalate unmodified clays [8, 9]. 
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Figure 7.9 Arhennius plot of Zero shear viscosity as a function of temperature 
 
It can be inferred from Figure 7.9 that the flow activation energy of nanocomposites was 
higher than that of pure PP, which is consistent with the results of the other researchers 
[201]. The higher flow activation energy causes a larger energetic barrier for segmented 
motions in the confined space and thus causes an increase of storage and loss modulus. The 
increasing flow activation energy was strengthened because of the hydrogen bonding 
between the polar functional group of PP-g-MA and oxygen group of MMT. Similar 
results were reported by researchers elsewhere [201].  
 
7.2 Tensile testing of PP-PEGM nanocomposite 
Ten samples of PP and PP nanocomposites were tested for each proportion of clay.        
The inclusion of fillers in the PP matrix leads to a significant increase in the modulus. 
Researchers also explained that better filler dispersion leads to higher modulus [31]. This 
development can be explained by the percolation theory described by Krishnamoorthy et al 
[145]. There is a matrix zone around each particle, which is affected by the stress 
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concentration. If the distance between particles is small enough, these zones join together 
and form a percolation network, which increases the modulus. For well dispersed n the 
distance between the particles will be short. The percolation network develops more easily, 
and the modulus increases. When high shear forces are applied during compounding, as it 
is the case of extruder, the shear stress supports the breakdown of large silicate stacks into 
smaller ones [4]. It is believed that the organoclay became intercalated and a polymer layer 
formed around the layers. The chain mobility of the polymer molecules was reduced as the 
reinforcing agent of the organoclay platelet dominated. Enhancement in both modulus and 
strength indicated that the organoclay is able to act as reinforcing filler, due to its high 
aspect ratio and platelet structure. As shown in Figures 7.10 and 7.11, tensile strength and 
Young's modulus increased by about 25 % upon incorporation of PEGM. Young's modulus 
increased steadily as the PEGM content increased from 1, 2, 5 and upto 7 phr. Utracki et al 
suggested that the tensile strength of organoclay filled PP nanocomposites depend on 
several factors, such as dispersion of the organoclay, interaction of PP with organoclay, 
and filler-filler interactions of the organoclay [4]. The high aspect ratio of the organoclay 
may also increase the tensile strength, by increasing nanofiller contact surface with the 
polymer matrix. The increase in 7 phr loaded clay was due to some aggregates in PP matrix 
(chapter 6). Ray et al reviewed that aggregation of the organoclay sometimes yields a 
reduction in the aspect ratio and thus reduces the contact surfaces between the organoclay 
and polymer matrix [3]. Wang et al reviewed that the mechanical properties can only be 
enhanced when the organoclay is intercalated and exfoliated [174].  
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Figure 7.10 Tensile strength at maximum for PP and PP-PEGM(MB)nanocomposites.  
The error bars in each case indicate the 95 % confidence interval 
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Figure 7.11 Young’s Modulus for PP and PP-PEGM(MB)nanocomposites.  
The error bars in each case indicate the 95 % confidence interval 
 
Figure 7.11 shows that the Young's modulus increased with increase in the amount of the 
clay ratios. The error bars in each case indicate the 95 % confidence interval. This increase 
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is a function of nanoparticle content and shape. These results suggest that there is a 
significant influence of the nanoparticle shape on the extent of the mechanical 
improvement. It is known that the incorporation of fillers into the polymeric matrix results 
in a heterogeneous system and that these heterogeneities can act as stress concentration 
points when an external mechanical load is applied. The relevance of this phenomenon is 
strictly related to filler geometry and size and essentially to the interaction between fillers 
and polymeric matrix.  
 
7.3 Dynamic mechanical analysis 
The storage modulus E' (which is indicative of elastic behavior of the polymer) and loss 
modulus E" (which is indicative of viscous behavior of the polymer) were determined by 
DMA measurements for pure PP and related composite materials filled with 1, 2, 5 phr 
clay ratios.      
7.3.1 Dynamic mechanical analysis of PP-PEGC (SB) nanocomposite 
Storage (E’) and loss (E")moduli curves (Figures 7.12 and 7.13) show that the materials 
have high stiffness, but this continuously decreases as the specimen approaches higher 
temperature, where softening of matrix takes place [37, 204, 208]. When this matrix is 
filled with PEG-ML treated clay, and whatever the processing condition used, a 
mechanical reinforced effect is observed, increasing with the nanoclay content. Clay filled 
polymer matrix system displays a large rubber plateau where the modulus is almost 
constant with temperature. This strong increase in nanocomposite thermo-mechanical 
stability cannot be only understood by interactions between the polymer chains and the 
nanoclay surface, but the formation of a percolating entangled nanoclay network within the 
material has to be taken into account. Entanglements between nanoclays appear to have a 
low effect on the mechanical reinforcement [208]. The increase in modulus is mainly due 
to stress transfer between matrix and nanoclays. The appearance of peak in E” is linked to 
an increase in the free volume given that a change in the local environment takes place. 
Here the peak is associated with the glass to rubbery transition. Table 7.3 enlists the 
storage modulus values of PP and PP-PEGC (SB) nanocomposites for a range of 
temperatures. It can be inferred from the Table 7.3 that PP-PEGC (SB) nanocomposites 
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possess better storage modulus compared to pure PP. The increase in storage modulus at 
lower temperature was more than that at higher temperatures for nanocomposites, which 
could be due to the softening of matrix [209].  
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Figure 7.12 Storage modulus for PP and PP-PEGC(SB) nanocomposites 
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Figure 7.13  Loss modulus for PP and PP-PEGC(SB) nanocomposites 
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Temperature (°C) Storage modulus (GPa) 
 PP  PP 1 PP 2 PP 5 
-10 4.75 5.48 5.84 6.02 
0 3.12 3.88 4.15 4.29 
10 2.28 2.93 3.20 3.33 
20 1.81 2.36 2.63 2.77 
30 1.50 1.98 2.23 2.35 
40 1.18 1.62 1.85 1.96 
50 0.76 1.19 1.41 1.52 
60 0.50 0.88 1.07 1.16 
70 0.35 0.68 0.85 0.95 
80 0.24 0.53 0.69 0.78 
Table 7.3 Storage modulus for PP and PP-PEGC(SB) nanocomposites 
7.3.2 Dynamic mechanical analysis of PP- PEGM (SB) nanocomposite 
The increase in modulus of PP – PEGM (SB) nanocomposites compared with that of       
PP-PEGC (SB) nanocomposites is mainly due the increase in the amount of dispersion of 
clay in polymer matrix, which further attests the imaging techniques (Chapter 6), and 
thermal and oxygen barrier studies (Chapter 8). Table 7.4 shows the storage modulus at 
different temperatures. The increase in the modulus of both nanocomposites is due to stress 
transfer between matrix and nanoclays. Clay acts as a stress reducer / shock absorber in 
case of polymer nanocomposite. Silicates like MMT have been used as reinforcing 
materials for polymers owing to their high aspect ratio and unique intercalation/exfoliation 
characteristics. The mechanical properties of the nanocomposite are affected by the degree 
of exfoliation, which depends mainly on both processing conditions, amount of dispersion, 
and clay chemical treatment[209]. Once exfoliated, clay platelets dispersed in the polymer 
matrix have high stiffness and strength. The exfoliated clay particles play a nucleating role 
and have strong interactions with PEG-ML molecular chains. It is believed that the greater 
the interlamellar distance, the greater is the interaction of PEG-ML with clay sheets. 
Interlayer distances reduce with the increase of organoclay contents (Theory behind 
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interlayer distance in nanocomposites was explained in Chapter 2 – sections 2.3.5 and 
2.3.6). The extent of intercalation depends on several factors such as the polymer transport 
processes through the agglomerate micro pores, agglomerate size, and diffusion of 
elastomer chains within the silicate layers. DMA analyses show that the storage modulus 
of unfilled polymers is much less than that for filled polymers. The increase in storage 
modulus is more marked in PP based nanocomposites, probably owing to the dispersion of 
clay in the presence of maleic anhydride (PP-g-MA). It can also be noted that the 
enhancements of the modulus is less marked at higher temperature due to the softening of 
matrix. 
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Figure 7.14 Storage modulus for PP-PEGM(SB)nanocomposites 
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Figure 7.15 Loss modulus for PP-PEGM (SB) nanocomposites 
 
Temperature (°C) Storage modulus (GPa) 
 PP  PP 1 PP 2 PP 5 
-10 4.75 5.66 6.16 6.45 
0 3.12 4.02 4.67 5.01 
10 2.28 3.06 3.57 3.84 
20 1.81 2.49 2.86 3.06 
30 1.50 2.10 2.42 2.59 
40 1.18 1.74 2.02 2.17 
50 0.76 1.30 1.58 1.73 
60 0.50 0.98 1.22 1.34 
70 0.35 0.77 0.97 1.06 
80 0.24 0.61 0.78 0.86 
Table 7.4 Storage modulus for PP and PP-PEGM(SM) nanocomposites 
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Figures 7.12 and 7.14 display the variation of the nanocomposite relative storage modulus 
(referred to that of neat PP) with the temperature and helps to elucidate the effects of both 
types of clay (PEGC and PEGM), on the moduli. Moreover, the curves clearly show that 
the addition of the PEGC and PEGM into PP increases stiffness at all temperatures. The 
presence of compatibilizer and presence of PEGC and PEGM could be the reason for the 
significant change in modulus at all temperatures. This enhancement of E' is ascribed to the 
better nanoscaled dispersion of these layered clays revealed by TEM and WAXS analysis 
(chapter 6), which resulted in higher aspect ratio in the reinforcing clay particles. 
 
7.4 Summary 
Addition of clay in the polymer affected the linear viscoelastic properties of the 
nanocomposite.  Improved dispersion of modified clays was confirmed by WAXS and 
TEM results. It can be clearly noticed that better dispersion was achieved in the case of 
PEG modified clays. Rheological response of studied materials both the polymer matrix 
and the filler contribute independently to the total rheological response of the 
nanocomposite, the particle clusters representing the fraction responsible for the pseudo-
solid like behaviour emerged during the rheological tests. Due to a direct dependence of 
the structural relaxation time of a cluster on its size, the wideness of cluster size 
distribution implicates the existence of a continuous spectrum of relaxation times. 
Rheological effects are more pronounced for nanocomposites which could be related to the 
presence of particle aggregates which may be able to deform and relax. For 
nanocomposite, the reaching of the percolation threshold is not a requisite to affect their 
flow behavior. The amount of filler and polymer - particle interactions is related directly 
towards the increase in both elastic and viscous moduli, which are observed in PEG treated 
clay nanocomposites. It is obvious that the G’ and G” for nanocomposites are higher than 
that of the matrix polymer, and increment exhibits some differences owing to different clay 
loadings. The activation energy for nanocomposites was higher than that of pure PP. The 
reason for increase in activation energy could be due to the higher concentration of polar 
molecules which further increase the intermolecular forces leading to strong interactions 
between clay and PP. These strong interactions within the polymer matrix result in a higher 
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resistance to flow consequently higher activation energy. In order to understand the 
processability of PP nanocomposites, i.e. the final stage of any polymeric material, one 
must understand the detailed rheological behaviour of these materials in the molten state.  
DMA curves show marked improvement of storage modulus of the nanocomposites.  
Better results were obtained by PEGM (higher molecular weight) compared to PEGC. This 
result further supports the amount of dispersion in PP-PEGM nanocomposite, which 
indirectly concurs the hypothesis that higher the dispersion, better the property. The 
percolation threshold of PP-PEGM (MB) nanocomposites was reached at filller loading of 
2 phr. The percolation phenomenon had a significant role in controlling melt rheological 
properties. It should also be noted that the above mentioned statement is not true in all 
cases. Until nanocomposite processing methods are improved to guarantee completely 
sample uniformity, DMA and tensile testing, and rheological testing should be used in 
conjunction with imaging techniques, and gas barrier measuring techniques. The 
enhancement in modulus from both static and dynamic mechanical testing emphasized that 
PEGC and PEGM exhibited a more desirable reinforcement effect. Static mechanical 
testing showed that tensile modulus and tensile strength at maximum load of PP-PEGM 
(MB) nanocomposites was higher than that of pure PP. Dynamic mechanical analysis also 
confirmed the increase in storage modulus for both nanocomposites PP-PEGC(SB) and PP-
PEGM(SB).  It further validates the choice of selection of intercalant and final candidates 
of this research – PEGC and PEGM  
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Chapter 8 Thermal and Gas Barrier Properties of PP 
– Polyether Treated Clay Nanocomposites 
This chapter discusses thermal and gas barrier properties of PP-PEGC (SB) 
nanocomposites PP-PEGM (SB) nanocomposite and PP-PEGM (MB) reinforced 
nanocomposites. This chapter also describes the relationship between gas barrier and 
thermal property through the gas tortuous path theory [160]. Comparisons were also made 
between thermal degradation of PP nanocomposites obtained by solution blending and melt 
intercalation, explaining the amount of dispersion of clay in polymers. Oxygen induction 
time of PP nanocomposites was also evaluated and discussed.  
 
Polymer nanocomposites provide improved thermal properties in comparison with micro 
scale composites [31]. Delaminated versions of nanocomposites offer measurable 
improvements in thermal and gas barrier properties as well. Clay reinforced PP 
nanocomposites have higher thermal stability than pure PP. Okamoto et al and Utracki et 
al used thermogravimetry to investigate PP clay nanocomposites and observed an increase 
in the thermal stability of PP in the presence of an organoclay [4, 31]. 
8.1.1 Thermal degradation of PP-PEGC (SB) nanocomposites  
Results of thermal degradation (Figure 8.1) showed that the presence of PEGC caused an 
increase in the extent of chemical degradation of PP. This may be connected to a higher 
dispersion of clay particles, reducing heat diffusion through the composite [165]. Polyether 
compounds as intercalants can act as ligands of these interlayer sodium cations, giving rise 
to stable complexes ((PEGC, and PEGM). PEO treated clay is thermally stable for up to 
327 °C in an inert atmosphere and 275 °C in air [18, 19]. Figure 8.1 shows mass loss 
curves of PP-PEGC(SB) nanocomposites. Table 8.1 shows temperature for 10 % weight 
loss, 50 % weight loss of PP and PP nanocomposites. 
 
This type of improvement in thermal stability is relatively common when clays 
(organoclay) are added to the polymers; however, thermal stability would decrease if 
amine treated clays are used as fillers. The reason being the complex structure of MMT 
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results in a number of catalytic activities at the edges and planar surface. Acidic sites may 
be present within the clay particles, especially at the octahedral layers. These acidic sites 
can accept ions like aluminum. The presence of acidic sites in clay has a major role in 
thermal catalysis of polymers. The higher the number of acidic sites, the higher will be the 
catalytic effect of the clay. The quantity of Al3+ ions is related to the presence of acidic 
sites, and the ratio of Si/Al is a parameter for defining the acidic nature of the clay. Based 
on that, it is possible that the acidic sites in MMT acted as a catalyst to PP thermal 
degradation. This effect was supposed to be reduced when the clay was organically 
modified using a suitable modifier, as noted by the increase in thermal degradation. The 
reduction in the acidic nature after the treatment is not a suitable explanation for the higher 
thermal stability of PP composite with the modified clay, as suggested by                 
Okamoto et al [31]. Some of intercalants have lower onset temperature, which when 
dispersed in PP matrix, improves thermal stability of PP. This is mainly attributed to the 
clay structure providing both a barrier to temperature and an impediment to volatile loss. 
 
A mechanism can be proposed from TG analyses of PEGC reinforced PP nanocomposite. 
The mechanism behind thermal stability of nanocomposite is explained in       Figure 8.2. 
At room temperature, clay layers are dispersed uniformly within the PP nanocomposite. As 
temperature in TGA furnace increases, char formation and accumulation of nano-layers 
occur on the exposed surface.This step increases thermal stability of nanocomposite 
creating labyrinth effect to gas permeating through the PP matrix. Table 8.1 shows 10 % 
and 50 % weight loss vs. temperatures. It can be observed from the table that temperature 
for 10 and 50 % weight loss of nanocomposites was 60 °C higher than that for pure PP. 
The reason is that at higher temperature, char formation is enhanced with nano-layers 
leading to increase in thermal stability of nanocomposites, by reducing gas diffusion 
through sample [125]. This increment in thermal stability further strengthens the 
hypothesis that dispersion of clay layers improves thermal stability in nanocomposites. 
Similar results were observed by Moad et al [8, 9]. Moad et al claimed that there is an 
increase in thermal stability with PEO treated clay PP nanocomposites.  Char formation 
during PP degradation is a complex process [8, 9]. Zanetti suggested that the clay layers 
acts as a char promoter slowing down the degradation and providing a transient protective 
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barrier to the nanocomposite in combination with the alumino-silica barrier which arises 
from the clay [165].  
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Figure 8.1 Thermogravimetric curves of PP and PP-PEGC(SB) nanocomposites 
 
Figure 8.2 Schematic of nanocomposite char barrier formation 
 
1. PP nanocomposite at room temperature 2. Char formation and accumulation of nano-
layers on exposed surface 3. Char formation with nano-layers and particulates for 
enhancement of char.  
 
 PP PP 1 PP 2 PP 5 
T10 (°C) 361 384 407 425 
T50 (°C) 438 443 448 465 
Table 8.1 Thermogravimetric analysis of PP and PP-PEGC(SB) nanocomposites 
 
1 2        3 
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Yao  et al observed that even when the clay was as low as 0.1 % by mass fraction, the 
thermal stability increased by 35 % [12]. Char forming mechanism is thus complementary 
to the clay layer accumulating mechanism proposed by Gilman [125]. Heat transfer from 
an external source in TGA promotes thermal decomposition of the organoclay and thermal 
decomposition of PP. This results in the creation of protonic catalytic sites on the clay 
layers that reassemble on the surface of the burning material. The polymer undergoes 
competition between oxidation and chain scission to volatile partially oxidised fragments 
and catalysed dehydrogenation and oxidative dehydrogenation. The results conjugated 
propylene to form a charred surface layer, which combines and intercalates with the 
reassembling silicate layers to provide the char-layered silicate residue. Lower molecular 
weight hydrocarbons formed by PP degradation should be quite mobile to intercalate in the 
silicate structure for a delayed release. The long alkyl chain (C12) favours insertion of the 
organic compounds which is only partially decomposed at higher temperatures, when the 
volatile products begin to be formed. A similar mechanism was previously proposed by 
Zanetti to explain the apparent thermal stabilization of silicate reinforced nanocomposites 
[165]. Zanetti et al claim that nanocomposites show the formation of a tough ceramic 
passivation layer on the polymer surface, when exposed to higher temperatures [165]. The 
little amount of char present in the nanocomposite residue contributes to the flame 
retardant effect and thermal stability improvement, acting as a binder of the clay layers to 
form a clay protective layer.  
8.1.2 Thermal degradation of PP-PEGM (SB) reinforced clay nanocomposites 
Figure 8.3 shows thermal degradation of PP-PEGM (SB) reinforced clay nanocomposites. 
As compared to PP-PEGC reinforced nanocomposites, PP-PEGM has better thermal 
stability by 5 to 10 °C. The reason being the exfoliation (amount of dispersion of clay 
layers in PP matrix) and intercalation were more pronounced in    PP-PEGM 
nanocomposites.  This further validates morphological results discussed in chapter 6.  
Table 8.2 shows temperature for 10 % weight loss, 50 % weight loss of PP and PP PEGM 
(SB)nanocomposites. 
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Figure 8.3 Thermogravimetric curves of PP and PP-PEGM (SB) nanocomposites 
 
 PP PP 1 PP 2 PP 5 
T10 (° C) 362 396 425 428 
T50 (° C) 438 439 458 470 
 
Table 8.2 Thermogravimetric analysis of PP and PP-PEGM (SB) nanocomposites 
 
TG data (Table 8.2) showed that PP – PEGM reinforced nanocomposite exhibited 
enhanced thermal stability compared with neat PP and PP-PEGC nanocomposite. The 
increase in thermal stability was due to the intercalation or separation of the silicate layers 
as well as better dispersion (exfoliation) of the silicate layers. Incorporation of clay did 
increase the peak thermal stability by 65 - 70 °C compared to pure PP. It should be noted 
that structural (WAXS and TEM) and mechanical studies (DMA) corroborated that PEGM 
leads to better dispersion than PEGC in PP nanocomposite. As discussed previously, the 
main active mechanism is a physical barrier one [5, 125]. This was attributed to the clay 
structure providing both a barrier to nitrogen and oxygen ingress and an impediment to 
volatiles loss. In thermal degradation of PP nanocomposites, increase in thermal stability is 
in accordance with the rule of mixture as one of the components (clay) having higher 
thermal stability. It should be noted that unless clay layers are dispersed in PP matrix, 
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thermal stability of PP nanocomposites will not be appreciably higher compared to that of 
pure PP.  
8.1.3 Thermal degradation of PP-PEGM (MB) nanocomposites 
Thermal stability of PP and PP nanocomposites obtained by melt intercalation are shown in 
Figure 8.4. Table 8.3 shows temperature for 10 % weight loss, 50 % weight loss of PP and 
PP nanocomposites. As discussed in chapter 5, that PEGM and PEGC clays decompose 
around    250 – 300° C, which could be due to salt decomposition, the temperature which is 
higher than processing temperature of PP. Similar results from thermal analysis were 
reported by authors[5, 119].  
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Figure 8.4  Thermogravimetric curves of PP and PP-PEGM (MB)nanocomposites 
 
 PP PP 1 PP 2 PP 5 PP 7 
T10 (°C) 368 397 425 433 443 
T50 (°C) 418 440 450 475 480 
Table 8.3 Thermogravimetric analysis of PP and PEGM (MB) nanocomposites 
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It should be noted that PP nanocomposites obtained by melt intercalation exhibit better 
thermal stability compared to nanocomposites prepared by solution blending [5, 116, 125]. 
This ascertains the fact that dispersion rate is also dependent on the shear force, which is 
more in case of melt intercalation (extrusion). Clay layers, due to shear force through 
extrusion, exfoliate in PP matrix, leading the better thermal stability compared to that 
obtained by solution blending [116]. Considering the fact that PP nanocomposite was 
obtained at 210 °C and at a reasonable residence time, a fraction of the salt would be 
decomposed during processing and formed alkene molecules, among other products, but to 
a very minimum amount.  
 
In nitrogen atmosphere, PP nanocomposite was more stable than the unfilled PP. The 
higher thermal stability of polymers in the presence of fillers may be due to the restriction 
in thermal motion, reducing the rate of propagation. During the thermal degradation, TG 
curves displayed a single step degradation process for all samples produced. The curves 
decrease continuously to a residual level after mass loss has commenced.  
 
Temperatures for 10 wt% and 50 wt% loss were 443 and 480 °C respectively, which is 
closely related to results suggested in literature [9]. In literature, an improvement of the 
thermal stability has been reported for different nanocomposites [5]. Because inorganic 
species have good thermal stabilities, it is generally believed that the introduction of 
inorganic components into organic materials can improve their thermal stabilities. This 
increase in the thermal stability can be attributed to the high thermal stability of clay and to 
the interaction between the clay particles and the polymer matrix. Ray et al suggested that 
the clay seemed to hinder the degradation of the crystalline structures of PP hybrids at low 
temperatures [3]. Moad suggested that amine based organomodified clays acted as 
deformation accelerators at higher temperatures. In contrast to pure PP, the onsets of initial 
decomposition of PP and Cloisite based clays, shifted toward lower temperatures with 
increasing clay content, indicating a lowering of the thermal stability upon intercalation at 
higher temperatures [9]. This degradation effect was already discussed in Chapter 2 
literature review (Hoffmann degradation of amine treated clays - Figure 2.7, Section 
2.3.1.5).  
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Giannelis has claimed that PEO based surfactants are better than amine based surfactants in 
making nanocomposites [30, 110]. Utracki suggested that polymer/MMT nanocomposites 
can improve thermal stability of materials such as PP and PE [4]. The increase in thermal 
stability is attributed to the hindered diffusion of volatile decomposition products within 
the nanocomposites.The difference between two composites is due to the dispersibility of 
layered silicate in PP matrix. In presence of shear force in melt intercalation, polymer clay 
interactions become stronger, and the stack configuration is modified, as shown by TEM 
images [116]. The smaller clay aggregates and individual platelets are then dispersed in the 
matrix, increasing tortuosity, and partial alignment of nearby amorphous chains; these 
combined actions lead to an overall improvement in the thermal stability properties. The 
same features are seen for nanocomposites prepared with PEGC and PEGM. A lower onset 
temperature is clear for PEGC and PEGM reinforced nanocomposites, which indirectly 
supports the amount of dispersion of clay layers in polymer matrix and thus related to 
thermal stability of polymer. The results also show the better processability of PP 
nanocomposites. Melt intercalation leads to better dispersibility of clay layers in PP matrix 
compared to that by solution blending [116]. Thermal stability of all three PP 
nanocomposites based on PEGC and PEGM were appreciably higher than that for pure PP.  
8.1.4 Thermal oxidation of PP-PEGM (MB) nanocomposites 
TG analyses in air showed a shift of the weight loss curves of nanocomposites towards 
higher temperatures with respect to neat polymer. In other words, the nanoclays brought an 
increase of thermal stability in oxidizing atmosphere of PP. The different increase in 
thermal stability registered for the nanocomposites is likely to be related to the different 
degree of exfoliation. The improvement in the thermal stability is probably due to a 
physical barrier effect of the silicate layers. Considering that the clay particles are 
impermeable to oxygen molecules, their dispersion may control the rate of oxygen 
diffusion [165]. In the nanocomposite structures, with the exfoliated, and therefore highly 
dispersed, filler particles, the oxygen molecules have to by pass the clay particles, 
increasing the diffusion path through the sample. The gas barrier effect concerns the 
diffusion of the volatile thermal oxidation products to the gas phase and, at the same time, 
of the oxygen from the gas phase to the polymer matrix [14, 165]. Thermal stability of PP 
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and PP nanocomposites in thermal oxidation has significantly increased. It is known that 
the thermal stability of conventional nanocomposites based on organic modified clays and 
PP-g-MA is significantly reduced with respect to PP. The barrier effect of the silicate 
nanolayers functions in the nanocomposite level against oxygen diffusion, shielding PP 
from its degradation.  
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Figure 8.5 Thermogravimetric curves for PP and PP-PEGM(MB)nanocomposites 
 
 PP PP 1 PP 2 PP 5 PP 7 
T10 (°C) 339 350 357 370 379 
T50 (°C) 376 386 411 423 434 
Table 8.4 Thermogravimetric curves for PP and PP-PEGM (MB) nanocomposites 
 
The silicate nanostructure is an efficient barrier to oxygen diffusion towards the native 
polymer, PP. The surface polymer molecules trapped within the silicate are thus brought 
into close contact with oxygen and the catalytic silicate layers to produce thermally and 
oxidative stable carbonized structures. It is also suggested that the presence of clay can 
enhance the char formation providing a transient protective barrier and hence slowing 
down the degradation of the matrix. Zanetti et al studied that the incorporation of the MMT 
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improves the thermal stability in oxidative atmosphere of all investigated PP samples; this 
is probably due to a physical barrier effect of the silicate layers [165]. The barrier effect 
concerns the diffusion of the volatile thermal oxidation products to the gas phase and, at 
the same time, of the oxygen from the gas phase to the polymer matrix. Figure 8.5 shows 
the TG analyses of samples in air atmosphere. It indicates that the addition of PEGM 
improves the decomposition temperature of PP matrix. This is probably due to physico-
chemical adsorption of the volatile degradation products on the silicates. The silicates 
delay the volatilization of the products originated by carbon-carbon bond scission in the 
polymer matrix. The organic modification of MMT can make layered silicates dispersion 
more homogeneous in the polymer matrix. Accordingly, the physico-chemical adsorption 
of layered silicates is more obvious. The hindered diffusion of volatile decomposition 
products is due to the formation of carbonaceous silicate char on the surface of composite. 
 
For the nanocomposites investigated here, the presence of the clay, exerts only a minor 
effect on the thermal degradation. This result corresponds well to the residues found, which 
hardly show any additional residue forming due to an enhanced char forming of the 
polymer matrix in the presence of clay. In fact, this effect is clearly below 5% of additional 
char formation. Consequently, the residue may not be able to insulate the underlying 
polymer from the heat effectively. Thus, a heat shielding effect is of minor importance in 
the investigated systems as well as a contribution of alternative polymer decomposition 
due to interactions with the clay layer that is typical for confined intercalated structures. It 
can be concluded, that the clay layers work as diffusion barriers in the exfoliated systems 
investigated, which delays the decomposition process. The impermeability of the silicate 
layers in the polymer, which reduced the diffusion of gases in the nanocomposites, may 
participate in the increase in thermal stability.  
8.1.4.1 Mechanism in thermal oxidation of PP and PP nanocomposites 
Thermal degradation of PP begins at a much lower temperature in air than in nitrogen, 
following the scheme of reactions (Figure 8.6) [5, 165]. Below 200 °C, oxygen addition 
occurs at the carbon radical created within the polymer chain by H abstraction.           
Above 250 °C, hydrogen abstraction becomes more likely as in process B resulting in 
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oxidative dehydrogenation. As the temperature increases, the concentration of chain end 
radicals increases because beta scission of radicals becomes competitive with either 
oxygen addition or hydrogen abstraction. Direct thermal scission of carbon-carbon bonds 
becomes possible above 300 °C, and should not be relevant to thermal oxidation of PP 
because the polymer is almost completely volatilized at that temperature. Evidence of 
oxidation of PP by TG begins at about 175 °C by a slight weight increase due to process A 
of scheme 2 before extensive chain scission to volatile fragment occurs. Above 210 °C 
weight loss prevails also due to additional processes B and C of scheme 2. A residue stable 
to thermal oxidation is left at 335 °C due to charring by oxidative dehydrogenation of 
scheme 2 which slowly decomposes on heating. 
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Figure 8.6 Reaction paths for thermal oxidative degradation of PP [5] 
 
8.1.5 Oxidation induction time of PP-PEGM (MB) nanocomposites 
Oxidative induction time (OIT) is an accelerated test used as a qualitative evaluation of the 
stability of a material. It is typically used to assess antioxidant formulations in plastics but 
is also applicable to many other materials. Chatterjee et al claimed that OIT increases with 
increase in nanotubes concentration in PP nanocomposites [210]. OIT calculation 
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determines the time at which antioxidant in a material is used and the material begins to 
degrade. Induction time is also associated with the tendency of the material to suffer 
thermal degradation.  
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Figure 8.7 Oxidation induction time (OIT) plots of PP and PP-PEGM(MB)nanocomposite 
(OIT values were calculated both from TGA which then confirmed with manual drawing) 
 
OIT value at a given temperature represents the time-to-failure of the thermal stability 
property in thermooxidative conditions, therefore, (1) thermal stability of the material can 
be compared, i.e. the higher the position of the plot, the higher is the thermal stability, and 
(2) the lifetime of a polymer material can be calculated. Compounds with higher induction 
time are more resistant to degradation. OIT as shown in Figure 8.7, increased significantly 
with the addition of clay. In case of pure PP, induction time was about 84 minutes and the 
total weight loss was about 11 % after 180 minutes. At 5 phr, the induction time increased 
to about 92 minutes and the total weight loss reduced to about 4 % after 180 minutes. At 7 
phr loading, the induction time further increased to about 104 min and a reduction in total 
weight loss to about 3% after 180 minutes. Chatterjee suggested that organoclay, if and 
only if dispersed sufficiently, will enhance oxygen induction time of nanocomposite [210]. 
This result further supports the amount of dispersion of clay layers in PP nanocomposite. 
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8.2 Mechanism behind gas barrier property of PP clay nanocomposites 
Nanocomposite is a multiphase system in which the coexistence of phases with different 
sorption and diffusion can cause complex transport phenomena. In fact, MMT can give rise 
to superficial adsorption and to specific interactions with some solvents. In turn, the 
polymer itself is a two-phase crystalline–amorphous system, the crystalline regions being 
impermeable to the penetrant molecules. The presence of the silicate layers may be 
expected to cause a decrease in permeability because of a more tortuous path for the 
diffusing molecules that must bypass impenetrable platelets. Therefore, to determine how 
the content of layered silicates in a hybrid composite affects the permeability, oxygen 
permeability of PP-PEGC nanocomposite, PP-PEGM nanocomposites were studied. The 
thickness of a single layer of MMT is in the order of nanometers, while the length is in the 
range 200–500 nm (Chapter 6). When the layered silicate is fully exfoliated in the polymer 
matrix, greatly reduced gas permeability can be achieved. In order to reduce the gas 
permeability of PP nanocomposite, it is important to fully exfoliate the silicate layers into 
PP matrix. However, if the exfoliation of the silicate is not optimal, there will still be 
reduction in permeability.  
The presence of silicate layers in nanocomposites may be expected to cause a decrease in 
permeability of oxygen because of a more tortuous path for the diffusing molecules that 
must bypass impenetrable platelets (Gas tortuous path theory explained in Chapter 2 - 
Figure 2.20, Section 2.4.3.1). This phenomenon is significant only when the filler is of 
nanometer size with high aspect ratio [124]. Avella et al suggested that nanofillers 
(calcium carbonate) reduce the permeability to both oxygen and carbon dioxide, and 
claimed that the nanofillers were responsible for higher barrier properties improvement 
[148]. It should be noted that nano-sized calcium carbonate are spherical in shape. MMT 
are clay layers which align in the shape of plates in composites, which increase the chance 
of reduction in permeability and also clay layer by itself is impermeable to most gases, 
vapours and moisture. MMT clay layers can be exfoliated or delaminated into nanometer 
platelets with a thickness of about 1 nm and an aspect ratio of 100 - 1500 and surface areas 
of 700 – 800 m2/g. Each platelet has very high strength and stiffness and can be regarded 
as rigid inorganic polymer whose molecular weight (108 g/mol) is much greater than that 
of typical polymers. Therefore, very low loadings of clays are required to achieve 
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equivalent properties compared with the conventional composites (calcium carbonate). It 
was deduced that with increasing clay content in a nanocomposites, the permeability of 
gases was reduced..   
8.2.1 Gas barrier property of PP – PEGC (SB) nanocomposites 
Table 8.5 lists the oxygen permeability for nanocomposites and Figure 8.8 graphically 
shows the permeability versus clay content. It can be seen that the permeability of oxygen 
decreases with increase in clay ratio. Nanocomposite with 1 phr PEGC composition shows 
marginal reduction (~3 %), but 2 phr reduced permeability about 20 % compared with the 
matrix PP. For 5 phr clay ratio, the oxygen permeability reduced by almost 30 %. The 
shape of the curve indicates a percolation threshold of clay content is required before 
adequate reduction is obtained, at least if considering a fully exfoliated state of clay 
dispersion [148]. The layers themselves are impervious to oxygen, providing the barrier 
resistance [160, 211, 212]. The actual three-dimensional arrangement and dispersion will 
be influenced by the volume occupied by the clay and amount of clay. At low 
concentrations, permeability decrease is not very significant indicating there is insufficient 
platelets to provide resistance to permeability and the torturous path required. As discussed 
previously, that permeability depends mainly on the aspect ratio of the clay layers. At 5 phr 
clay loadings, dispersion of clay ranges from intercalation, exfoliation and aggregation of 
clay layers. The effects of nano-filler in a polymer material depends principally on six 
factors; 1. Its properties relative to the polymer, 2. its concentration (weight fraction, or 
volume fraction), 3. its size distribution, 4. its shape and distribution of shapes and 5. its 
degree of dispersion 6. its adhesion to the polymer matrix. Since there are a number of 
factors to assess on a polymer nanocomposite, barrier property enhancement in 
nanocomposites can be applied to validate the dispersion rate of fillers in polymer matrix.  
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Figure 8.8 Oxygen permeability for PP and PP-PEGC(SB) nanocomposites 
 
 
Oxygen  Permeability (cm3·mm/m2·day·atm) Clay 
(phr) Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Average 
Standard 
deviation 
0 93.03 93.15 93.06 93.08 0.06 
1 90.0 91.1 89.9 90.2 0.8 
2 74.0 71.4 75.2 73.5 1.9 
5 65.1 70.9 69.8 68.6 3.1 
 
Table 8.5 Oxygen permeability values for PP and PP-PEGC(SB) nanocomposites 
 
 
In support of the current results, it was clear from the change in oxygen permeability of 
nanocomposites with respect to the clay content and microstructure. Tactoids at low clay 
ratios (1 and 2 phr) exfoliated better than high clay ratio (5 phr). The deviation of oxygen 
permeability increases with clay ratios, indirectly supporting the WAXS and TEM results. 
Lohfink et al suggested that the oxygen permeability of PP-g-MA is greater than that for 
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pure PP [213]. It should also be noted that 10 % of PP-g-MA is present in nanocomposites 
consistent for all matrix. 
 
8.2.2 Gas barrier property of PP – PEGM (SB) nanocomposites 
Generally, the addition of inorganic fillers into a polymer could affect the gas diffusion 
mechanism through the material because of the different permeability properties of the 
matrix and the foreign particles [157, 158]. This phenomenon is particularly stressed when 
a filler of nanometric size is dispersed into the polymeric matrix because of the high 
specific surface of nanoparticles responsible for wide contact area between the phases. 
Table 8.6 lists the oxygen permeability for nanocomposites while Figure 8.9 graphically 
shows the permeability versus clay content. It can be seen that the permeability of oxygen 
decreases with increase in clay ratio. The 1 phr composition shows marginal reduction    
(~5 %), but 2 phr reduced permeability about 23 % compared with the matrix PP. For 5 
clay ratio, the oxygen permeability reduced by almost 32 %. Compared to previous set of 
results with PP-PEGC nanocomposites, oxygen permeability reduced further with all clay 
ratios in nanocomposites. This result further attests the results obtained by imaging and 
thermal analysis techniques. The dispersion rate of clay layers were more for PP-PEGM 
nanocomposites, mainly due to higher molecular weight. Similar results with nanofillers 
were observed by authors elsewhere [142].  
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Figure 8.9 Oxygen permeability for PP and PP-PEGM(SB) nanocomposites 
 
Oxygen  Permeability (cm3·mm/m2·day·atm) Clay 
(phr) Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Average 
Standard 
deviation 
0 93.09 93.16 93.06 93.10 0.05
1 87.11 88.86 87.47 87.81 0.27
2 71.14 70.88 72.69 71.59 1.36
5 63.38 62.51 65.31 63.73 2.25
Table 8.6 Oxygen permeability values for PP and PP-PEGM(SB) nanocomposites 
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8.2.3 Gas barrier property of PP – PEGM (MB) nanocomposites 
Table 8.7 shows that the oxygen transmission rate values are dependent on the clay 
concentration. Polymer clay interactions become stronger, and stack configuration is 
modified, in presence of shear force in melt intercalation [214]. WAXS, TEM images and 
thermal analyses showed that the properties improvement was better with nanocomposites 
obtained by melt intercalation. Large decrease in permeability (~ 35 %) at 7 phr clay ratios 
supported the results (Figure 8.10). The smaller clay aggregates and individual platelets are 
then dispersed in the matrix, increasing tortuosity, and induce the partial alignment of 
nearby amorphous chains; these combined actions lead to an overall improvement in the 
barrier properties [158, 215, 216]. The content dependence of MMT on the oxygen gas 
permeability was also investigated. The results showed that the higher the content of the 
clay was, the lower was the oxygen gas permeability. At 7 phr addition of MMT brought 
the gas permeability to a value of two third of that of pure PP. This large decrease in the 
gas permeability was explained by the increase in the diffusion path of the gas. As shown 
by TEM images, clay layers are dispersed well in PP nanocomposites. The total path of the 
diffusing gas could increase markedly. The transmission rate decreases slowly with 
increasing filler volume to level off or slightly increase above 5 phr, probably due to a 
decrease in exfoliation or collapse of the layers as the interparticle distance diminish at 
high concentrations. Above 5 phr, the number of exfoliated layers decreases, leading to a 
lower average aspect ratio in both solution blended and melt intercalated nanocomposites 
[116]. At higher loadings (> 5 phr), less exfoliation or collapse of the exfoliated layers 
occurs due to diminishing interparticle distances. From Figures 8.8-8.10 and Tables 8.5-
8.7, it becomes clear that the mass transfer process for the respective penetrants is highly 
dependent on the clay loading level.  
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Figure 8.10 Oxygen permeability for PP and PP-PEGM(MB) nanocomposites 
Oxygen  Permeability (cm3·mm/m2·day·atm) 
Standard 
deviation 
Clay 
(phr) Sample 1 
 
Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4 Sample 5 Average 
0 91.31 
 
91.25 91.36 91.29 91.20 91.28 0.06 
1 79.12 
 
78.97 79.13 79.29 80.2 79.34 0.49 
2 67.54 
 
68.55 67.63 66.47 68.12 67.66 0.78 
5 60.83 
 
61.20 61.41 61.68 63.60 61.74 1.08 
7 56.48 
 
56.06 56.73 56.31 58.74 56.86 1.09 
Table 8.7 Oxygen permeability values for PP and PP-PEGM(MB) nanocomposites 
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When compared with oxygen permeability measurements of PEGC and PEGM 
nanocomposite obtained by solution blending, PEGM nanocomposites made by melt 
intercalation shows better property [116]. The deviation in values is consistently low, 
which indirectly proves the amount of dispersion of PEGM in PP matrix. Non-permeable 
platy particles act as barrier gas diffusion by increasing the tortuousity of the diffusion 
pathway. Introduction of an inorganic material (PEGM/PEGC) had a clear effect on the gas 
permeability. In general, the gas permeability of PP nanocomposites was lower than those 
of pure PP, being independent of the intercalant used. This behavior could be attributed to 
the presence of high aspect ratio and rigid-platelet clay in the polymer matrix [158]. 
 
With a clay loadings ranging from 1 to 7 phr, the oxygen permeabilities decreased to 
approximately 35 % for PEGM – PP nanocomposites. This was due to an increase in the 
lengths of the tortuous paths followed by the gas molecules and to the interaction between 
the oxygen molecules and the alkyl moiety in the organoclays. A linear decrease in the 
permeability is evident for the entire investigated range of nanocomposites. The decreasing 
value of the permeability of the nanocomposites is largely dominated by the diffusion 
phenomenon, as shown in table. The tortuous path that diffusing molecules (oxygen) have 
to bypass is because of the presence of nanoparticles causes the decrease of permeability of 
nanocomposite towards oxygen. 
 
8.3 Summary 
Thermogravimetry showed improvement in thermal stability of PP nanocomposites (PEGC 
and PEGM). TG analyses, both in air and in nitrogen, show a single degradation step for all 
the samples produced. It is clear that the thermal stability of PP matrix increases with 
increase in filler content. Clay dispersion increased the barrier properties by creating a 
tortuous path that slowed the progress of oxygen molecules through the PP matrix. While a 
low loading of 1 phr showed an exfoliated structure, the amount was not sufficient to 
adequately reduce the oxygen permeability. The 2 phr provided improved resistance by 
increased barrier for oxygen molecules to diffuse around. This suggested a threshold was 
obtained with exfoliated structure. At 5 phr, the conditions employed to prepare the 
nanocomposites was not sufficient to fully exfoliate and disperse the clay efficiently.  
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The results of thermal degradation, thermal oxidation, and oxidation induction time of PP-
PEGM nanocomposites obtained by melt intercalation have higher thermal stability. This 
was explained by the formation of a nanocomposite structure, with reduced oxygen 
diffusion into the material. The residue at high temperature both in air and nitrogen is 
slightly higher for nanocomposites because of the higher inorganic content in PEGC and 
PEGM. In this work an examination of the formation of a nanocomposite structure was 
conducted, gathering evidence that the treatment of MMT clay with PEG leads to 
thermally stable nanocomposite structure with PP. At higher loadings (> 5 phr), less 
exfoliation or collapse of the exfoliated layers occurs due to diminishing interparticle 
distances. It becomes clear that the mass transfer process for the respective penetrants is 
highly dependent on the clay loading level, and exhibits a nonlinear dependency.     It is 
likely volatilization of PP nanocomposite might be delayed by the labyrinth effect of the 
silicate layers dispersed in the nanocomposite. It should be noted that improvement in 
thermal stability of nanocomposites is not linear, as intercalation and exfoliation is less 
pronounced in 5 and 7 phr ratios. The reason being that the intercalated clay layers, which 
are organized in relatively bulky stacks cannot migrate to the surface. They do exist in this 
material (5 and 7 phr), simultaneously with and alongside exfoliated platelets. In this case 
adsorption of volatile products of thermal oxidation of the polymer could explain the delay 
in weight loss of the composites. If this was the only effect of the silicate, the weight loss 
delay should however be comparable in both composites as in nitrogen and in air   
(Thermal degradation and thermal oxidation). Therefore, an additional barrier effect must 
operate in the nanocomposite against oxygen diffusion, partially screening the polymer 
from its action. The increase in thermal stability should be due to a combined inward-
outward barrier effect brought about by the silicate layers dispersed in the polymer matrix 
in the nanocomposite. Oxygen permeability values for all the hybrids with clay loadings of 
up to 5 phr were less compared to the corresponding values for pure PP, indicating that the 
platelet structure and dispersion is important in obtaining the reduction. Oxygen 
permeability measurements of PP-PEGC and PP-PEGM nanocomposite obtained by 
solution blending, and PP-PEGM nanocomposites made by melt intercalation show better 
property. With a clay loadings ranging from 1 to 7 phr, the oxygen permeabilities 
decreased to approximately 35 % for PEGM – PP nanocomposites. This was due to an 
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increase in the lengths of the tortuous paths followed by the gas molecules and to the 
interaction between the oxygen molecules and the alkyl moiety in the organoclay. The 
tortuous path that diffusing molecules (oxygen) have to bypass because of the presence of 
nanoparticles is a phenomenon that decreases the permeability of nanocomposite towards 
oxygen. Non-permeable platy particles act as barrier gas diffusion by increasing the 
tortuousity of the diffusion pathway. Oxygen permeability of PP nanocomposites was 
lower than those of pure PP, being independent of the intercalant (PEG-ML (Mn=400 and 
600 g/mol)) used. In addition to imaging techniques, mechanical and rheological testing, 
Oxygen permeability and thermal stability study of PP nanocomposites further 
acknowledge the selection of intercalant in this research.  
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Chapter 9 Conclusions  
This chapter discusses the conclusions observed from preliminary experiments (chapters 4 
and 5) and organizes the main outcomes observed from characterization of PP and PP 
nanocomposites studied in this research (chapters 6, 7, and 8).  
 
• Natural - MMT was treated with different intercalants and their effects on d-spacing 
were studied. Layered clay was intercalated with polar organic molecules that can form 
complexation with the clay surfaces, as opposed to ion-exchange process in amine 
treatment of clays. Of all intercalants experimented with, polyether based intercalants 
were found to be satisfactory in supporting the aim of this research. This research gave 
an insight into complexation reactions between non-ionic surfactants and clay layers, 
and interaction between non-ionic surfactant treated clay and Polypropylene (PP) in 
presence of maleic anhydride grafted Polypropylene (PP-g-MA).  
 
• Polyoxyalkylene amine (Jeffamine) was used to synthesize a novel compatibilizer for 
PP clay nanocomposites. Jeffamine did not appreciably increase the amount of 
dispersion of clay layers in PP matrix. Thermal stability of PP - polyoxyalkylene amine 
- grafted maleic anhydride - clay nanocomposites was higher than that of pure PP. 
Crown ether specific for forming complexes with sodium ions, was used as model 
compound to expand the gallery layer. PEG based surfactants are similar to crown 
ethers, but less specific in complexing sodium ions though they intercalated better than 
crown ether. Clay treated with poly(ethylene glycol) monolaurate was selected as the 
better intercalants, due to increased  d-spacing and better qualities (long alkyl chain) of 
compatibilizing with PP. 
   
• PEG - ML acted as a complexing group for the sodium ions located between the sheets 
of the inorganic clay. Ion exchange was not necessary. The intercalation process with 
PEG - ML occured faster compared to the time taken by conventional amine treated 
clays. The experimental results demonstrate the advantage of long alkyl chain of PEG 
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molecule utilized for intercalating clay layers and lead to the proposition that the 
terminal hydrophilic alkyl groups anchor PP chain on the inorganic clay surfaces.   
 
• PEGC and PEGM were chosen as candidates for the preparation of nanocomposites. 
They were used to prepare nanocomposites initially by solution blending. WAXS 
pattern results suggested mixed morphology / intercalation / exfoliation of clay layers 
in PP nanocomposites. TEM images supported the dispersion of clay layers in the order 
of nanometers for both selected surfactants. Thermogravimetry showed improvement 
in thermal stability of PP nanocomposites, for both molecular weights (PEGC = 400 
g/mol and PEGM = 600 g/mol). Dynamic mechanical analysis showed a constant 
increment in storage modulus with increase in treated clay ratio in PP matrix. Storage 
modulus increased with all clay ratios for the nanocomposites compared with pure PP. 
Clay dispersion increased oxygen barrier properties by creating a tortuous path that 
slowed the progress of oxygen molecules through PP matrix. Oxygen permeability 
values of PP-PEGC (SB) and PP-PEGM (SB) nanocomposites reduced by ~ 25 and 
~28 % respectively compared to that of pure PP. The oxygen permeability values for 
all the hybrids with clay loadings up to 5 phr were less than the corresponding values 
for pure PP, indicating the platelet structure and dispersion was important in obtaining 
the reduction. 
 
• Finally, melt intercalation was employed to scale-up the process of preparing 
nanocomposites using clay treated with PEGM, as morphological, thermal, gas barrier, 
and dynamic mechanical properties were better than clay treated with PEGC. The 
reason was that higher molecular weight         (Mn=600 g/mol) intercalant increased the 
chances of exfoliation and intercalation, hence improve structural, gas barrier, thermal 
and dynamic mechanical properties. Melt intercalated PP nanocomposites exhibited 
similar trends with WAXS and TEM. The significant effect of dispersion of the clay in 
PP matrix was directly related to the processing conditions used. With higher clay 
concentrations, intercalation increased, indicating peaks on WAXS patterns and dark 
shades of tactoids in TEM images. The clay aggregates became denser in the polymer 
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matrix at higher clay ratios (5 and 7 phr). TEM micrographs showed exfoliated silicate 
layers beside the intercalated tactoids in PP nanocomposites, that is, the microstructure 
of the nanocomposites consisted of a mixture of tactoids with delaminated layers of 
different thickness in the scale of nanometre.  
 
• PP-PEGM (MB) nanocomposites showed enhanced rheological properties. At low 
frequency, storage and loss moduli were broad.  The reason was due to the adhesion 
and dispersion amount of polymer and clay layers. The research indicated that the 
intercalated and the exfoliated layers may coexist in the matrix at the same time, 
resulting in a significant enhancement of G' plateau at the low frequency region. It was 
observed that the solid-like behavior at low frequencies was thought to result from 
anisotropy and large surface area of the clay. G’ and G” of nanocomposites were higher 
than that of the matrix polymer, and they exhibit differences owing to different clay 
loadings. This result is in conformity with the tendency of linear modulus, which 
relates closely with the dispersion of clay layers. These rheological behaviors reflect 
the distinct strengthened interactions between PP chains and the silicate layers due to 
the distribution of the silicate surface with respect to PP chains and intensive 
interactions between the clay particles due to rapidly increased number of individual 
silicate layers dispersed in the matrix because of exfoliation. The reason for increase in 
activation energy was due to higher concentration of polar molecules that further 
increase the intermolecular forces leading to interactions between clay and PP. These 
interactions within the polymer matrix result in higher resistance to flow consequently 
higher activation energy.Tensile strength and tensile modulus increased significantly 
by ~ 23 % for 7 phr loaded nanocomposites which confirms that amount of dispersion 
of clay layers leads to enhancement in mechanical properties.  
 
• Thermal degradation, thermal oxidation, and oxidation induction time of PP-PEGM 
nanocomposites obtained by melt intercalation demonstrate higher thermal stability 
compared with pure PP. The increase in thermal stability should be due to a combined 
inward-outward barrier effect brought about by the silicate layers dispersed in the 
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polymer matrix in the nanocomposite. The residue at high temperature both in air and 
nitrogen is slightly higher for nanocomposites because of the higher inorganic content 
in filled materials.  It becomes clear that the mass transfer process for the respective 
penetrants was dependent on the clay loading. Temperature for 10 % and 50 % weight 
loss of nanocomposites was 60 °C higher than that for pure PP. Oxygen permeability 
value of PP-PEGM (MB) nanocomposites was approximately 35 % less than that of 
pure PP. Volatilization of PP nanocomposite was delayed by the labyrinth effect of the 
silicate layers dispersed in the nanocomposite. 
 
Overall the selection of polyethers especially PEG-ML from a range of organic solvents 
and non ionic surfactants by proper designing  and development of preliminary 
experiments, and characterization of PP nanocomposites have resulted in satisfying  the 
aim of this research – “selection of intercalant which influences interfacial adhesion 
between PP and unmodified clay”. 
 
9.1 Recommendations for further research 
• In this research, PEG-ML, the final candidate function group was treated with Cation 
exchange capacity (CEC) of 92 meq/100 g of clay. As further research, PEG-ML could 
be treated with different clays of different CECs. This would lead to increased 
understanding of interfacial adhesion between CEC of clay and intercalant. PEG-ML 
can be treated with clays of different CECs and their effect on the properties of PP 
nanocomposites can be studied. 
• It should be noted that observations from WAXS in chapter 6 showed variations in 
crystalline region of PP nanocomposites (WAXS patterns of larger 2θ scale can be 
observed from appendix 1). It could be interesting to increase polyether treated clay in 
PP matrix and to find the best loading ratio of clay in PP nanocomposites without 
sacrificing mechanical, gas barrier and other application oriented properties. It would 
give a deeper insight about the effect of PEG-ML treated clay in nanocomposites by 
studying crystallinity.  
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• Effect of maleic anhydride (MA) content as grafted compatibilizer can be studied, by 
varying fractions of MA as grafted compatibilizer and characterize the resultant 
nanocomposites. In this research, 0.6 %wt MA grafted compatibilizer was used. Wide 
range of MA grafted compatibilizer (> 0.6 % wt MA) and different grades of 
compatibilizers can be used as the starting point of finding the effect of MA content in 
PP nanocomposites.  
 
• In the preliminary part of choosing the final intercalant (aim of this research), 
Jeffamine D-4000 (XTJ-510) was used as one of the intercalants. It might be a different 
focal point of research if other series of Jeffamine (D, E, EDR, SD, ST, and T) of 
different molecular weights were used as intercalants. This could serve as an alternate 
route in the synthesis of PP nanocomposites.  
 
• The propensity to form non-ionic surfactant based PP nanocomposites can be extended 
in customizing intercalant (PEG-ML) through the addition of one or more functional 
groups. Effect of complex formation with PEG-ML on d-spacing in clay layers can be 
studied. Effect of d-spacing in clay and characterization of PP nanocomposites can be 
studied with the resultant complex intercalant.   
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A 2 WAXS pattern of PP-PEGC (SB) nanocomposite (1 phr) 
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A 3 WAXS pattern of PP-PEGC (SB) nanocomposite (2 phr) 
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A 4 WAXS pattern of PP-PEGC (SB) nanocomposite (5 phr) 
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A 5 WAXS pattern of PP-PEGC (SB) nanocomposite (1 phr) 
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A 6 WAXS pattern of PP-PEGM (SB) nanocomposite (2 phr) 
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A 7 WAXS pattern of PP-PEGM (SB) nanocomposite (5 phr) 
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A 8 WAXS pattern of PP-PEGM (MB) nanocomposite (1 phr) 
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A 9 WAXS pattern of PP-PEGM (MB) nanocomposite (2 phr) 
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 A 10 WAXS pattern of PP-PEGM (MB) nanocomposite (5 phr) 
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A 11 WAXS pattern of PP-PEGM (MB) nanocomposite (7 phr) 
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A 12 WAXS pattern of PP 1 (with 5 % wt PP-g-MA) 
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A 13 WAXS pattern of PP 1 (with 7.5 % wt PP-g-MA) 
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A 14 WAXS pattern of PP 2 (with 5 % wt PP-g-MA) 
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A 15 WAXS pattern of PP 2 (with 7.5 % wt PP-g-MA) 
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A 16 WAXS pattern of PP 5 (with 5 % wt PP-g-MA) 
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A 17  WAXS pattern of PP 5 (with 7.5 % wt PP-g-MA) 
